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FOREWORD
By Staff
Transportation
Research Board

This report contains the findings of a study that was undertaken to define the
essential elements of a network-level bridge management system. The report defines
the benefits from, and basic engineering concepts for, implementation of a bridge
management system. The contents of this report will be of immediate interest and
use to administrators, managers, and engineers with bridge responsibilities at all levels
within a transportation agency.

About one-half of the approximately 600,000 highway bridges in the United
States were built before 1940. Most of these bridges were designed for less traffic,
smaller vehicles, slower speeds, and lighter loads than are presently found on the
highway network. In addition, even in newer bridges, deterioration caused by service
conditions and deferred maintenance is a growing problem. Nearly half of these bridges
have been classified as structurally deficient or functionally obsolete by the Federal
Highway Administration. The cost for rehabilitation and replacement of these bridges
has been estimated at more than $50 billion. However, only $2 to $3 billion annually
has been available to address this problem.
It is obvious that available funds will not permit total rehabilitation or replacement
of all deficient bridges. Therefore, the limited funds available must be carefully allocated to bridges required by the public and transportation industries to provide the
most cost-effective treatment.
This report contains the findings of the first phase of NCHRP Project 12-28(2),
"Bridge Management Systems." The overall objective of this project is to develop a
model bridge management system at the network level that can be implemented by
small to medium size transportation agencies. The system is intended to ensure the
effective use of available funds and identify the effects of various funding levels on
the bridge network.
The specific objectives of the first phase of NCHRP Project 12-28(2) were to
define the elements required for a model bridge management system (BMS) at the
network level, and to initiate its development and programming. Six major modules
were identified as the minimum required for an effective bridge management system.
These are: the BMS data base module; the network level maintenance, rehabilitation,
and replacement selection module; a maintenance module that will assign maintenance
programs in a rational and continuing way within the system; the historical data
analysis module; a project level interface module; and the reporting module. These
modules can be customized according to the transportation agency's needs, and additional modules can be added and modified as needed.

A second phase of the project was initiated in late 1987 with the objective of
further developing and refining the BMS model reported on here. The second phase
will result in completion of the engineering concept development for a network level
BMS, programming the system on a computer, and validation of the system and
engineering concepts with actual bridge inventory data obtained from several transportation agencies. The second phase should be completed in late 1989.
Appendix C contains information on a BMS demonstration program that was
developed as part of this project. The demonstrator shows the general concepts of
what a computerized BMS can offer. The demonstration program is contained on one
5/4-in. IBM-PC compatible floppy disk formatted with IBM or MS DOS Version 3.0
or higher, double sided/double density (see Appendix C for requirements to run the
program). A copy of the demonstration program may be obtained by sending one
blank disk to the Transportation Research Board, National Cooperative Highway
Research Program, 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20418.
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BRIDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SUMMARY

About one-half of the inventoried and classified 574,000 highway bridges in the
United States were built before 1940. Of these, according to the Federal Highway
Administration, over 42 percent (244,000 bridges) are classified as structurally deficient or functionally obsolete and need rehabilitation or replacement, which is estimated at more than $50 billion. Each year, bridge inspections indicate that additional
bridges are joining this growing list and, in spite of major expenditures, the problem
is growing faster than it can be solved. Many states and the National Cooperative
Highway Research Program have identified the need for effective bridge management
techniques to help solve this problem. The objective of this project is to develop a
form of effective bridge management at the network level (that is, dealing with a
group of bridges rather than with a single bridge) that will ensure the effective use
of available funds and identify the effects of various funding levels.

Basic Concept
Bridge management is not "business as usual." It requires a practical, objective,
and systematic consideration of the problem with a set of economic and technical
tools not previously combined to solve the problem. Specifically, a bridge management
system (BMS) is a rational and systematic approach to organizing and carrying out
the activities related to planning, designing, constructing, maintaining, rehabilitating,
and replacing bridges vital to the transportation infrastructure. A BMS should assist
decision-makers to select optimum cost-effective alternatives needed to achieve desired
levels of service within the allocated funds and to identify future funding requirements.
Bridge management is a relatively new concept that was adapted from successful
application of systems concepts to pavement management functions.
A bridge management system provides benefits to administrators, engineers, and
managers at all levels within a transportation agency. The basic concept can be
developed in many ways, but the logical development presented in this report includes
a minimum of six major modules. Others can be added or modified later, but these
six are essential:
Data base module.
Network level major maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement (MR&R)
selection module.
Maintenance module.
Historical data analysis module.
Project level interface module.
Reporting module.
The Data Base Module contains information essential to the management of an
individual bridge or a set of bridges. Without this information, good bridge management is not possible.

The Network MR&R Selection Module provides the analyses necessary for bridge
managers to make more effective programming and budgeting decisions. This module
includes four technical submodules which form a hierarchy of analysis:
Ranking.
Specific MR&R action selection.
Life-cycle costing.
Optimization.
At least the first three must be employed to truly have a BMS.
Because it is impossible to completely repair, rehabilitate, or replace all structures,
it is necessary to have a Maintenance Module that can be used to assign maintenance
programs in a rational and continuing way within the system. Maintenance programs
include preventative maintenance as well as demand responsive maintenance.
The Historical Data Analysis Module is essential for tracking past and future actions
and expenditures on the bridge network and for generating improved models for
updating the bridge management system itself.
The Project Level Interface Module helps the bridge engineer move from programmed bridge management activities at the network level to the selection of individual and appropriate actions for a specific bridge under consideration.
The Reporting Module provides a capability for the transportation agency staff to
generate a wide variety of technical and administrative reports and summaries of
bridge conditions, bridge program budgets, and bridge MR&R programs. Additional
modules and submodules are discussed in this report. They will be added as the bridge
management system develops.
The model bridge management system developed in this report can assist in managing the bridge network by providing organized information for use in selecting and
scheduling bridge maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement (MR&R) projects.
The decision criteria used by the BMS are selected by the users and, if a recommendation produced by the automated BMS is questionable, the user can override the
system. The BMS can use retained historical data to develop better bridge deterioration
and life prediction models. The entire process is cyclic because new data are collected
periodically and the system is rerun. With each cycle, new information is obtained
to make the output more accurate and to improve predictions and MR&R assignments.
The BMS provides a useful and effective tool for managing a bridge network. Bridge
managers, engineers, and administrators, however, exercise final control over the
decisions.

Implementation
Continued design, enhancement, and implementation are essential for this model
Bridge Management System to develop and reach its full potential. First an operational
and generic BMS must be designed, programmed, and thoroughly tested. This is
anticipated in a second phase of this NCHRP project. An implementation phase may
then be possible in which one or more transportation agencies would be selected for
trail implementation of the NCHRP program. The details of the modules and the
concepts presented herein, in the form of the operational BMS, will be expanded and '
adapted directly to the specific characteristics of the selected agency(s). Although it
is possible to demonstrate and apply all the concepts in cooperation with a single
agency, it is desirable to use at least two agencies because the adaptation to two
agencies provides more generality for future broader applications within AASHTO.

It is important now to apply the necessary work and resources to add details to
the conceptual BMS in order to make it operational and then to implement it. There
are no other reasonable alternatives because of the obvious need for good bridge
management practices and the large effort that has been expended to develop the
conceptual system presented in this report. Chapter Four of the report presents a
long-term plan to fully design, develop, program, and implement an operational BMS.
It takes full advantage of the momentum that has been gained in this study and allows
for the most efficient and complete means of obtaining a working BMS.
Benefits
The specific benefits from implementation of a BMS are as follows:
Improved organized knowledge of the condition of bridges in a network.
Structured comparisons of bridge condition across the network.
Prioritized or optimized lists of bridges needing MR&R actions.
Life-cycle cost estimates associated with projected MR&R activities.
Mechanisms for improving historical predictions.
Projections of bridge performance and deterioration (improved models).
Data to quantify the effectiveness of MR&R strategies.
Better scheduling of minor bridge maintenance.
More rational programming of limited funds.
In summary, a bridge management system provides legislators, administrators, and
technical personnel with improved information and methods for managing the critical
bridge infrastructure of the transportation system. The consequences of not adopting
some form of good bridge management could be catastrophic. Past methods of making
decisions regarding the expenditure of available MR&R funds have left one with a
large number of deficient bridges. It is logical to assume that to continue to operate
as has been done in the past will only serve to worsen the problems. Effective bridge
management, on the other hand, can begin to alleviate the problems by helping to
make rational decisions regarding the most efficient ways to spend available funds.
This report details the results of a two-year project which formulates the detailed
concepts of a model BMS and presents a plan for developing an operational BMS
and for future implementation of the system in two transportation organizations. All
phases of the bridge management process are covered, ranging from required data
input to desirable outputs and improvements. Chapter One of the report provides a
review of the background, objectives, and accomplishments of the project and is
suggested as further reading for the executive or administrator.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Federal, state, county, and city bridges are critical links in
the national transportation system. The enormous public iiivestment in these structures demands that they be properly
managed and that they receive both timely and cost-effective
maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement. Bridges are essential for providing and maintaining the quality of life as it is
known today. The historical significance and beauty of many
of these structures is an invaluable part of one's heritage. The
need for complete, consistent, and accurate bridge management
practices becomes increasingly evident as the current status of
these vital links in the transportation infrastructure is considered.

MAGNITUDE OF THE BRIDGE PROBLEM

Since 1978, the inventory and condition of the nation's bridges
has been documented in reports to Congress and elsewhere (1,
Z 3,). Despite $13 billion in federal aid for bridge repair and
replacement authorized by Congress since 1970, the average
condition of bridges continues to decline.
In setting up this project, the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program clearly cited the magnitude of bridge needs:
About one-half of the approximately 600,000 highway bridges
in the United States were built before 1940. Most were designed
for less traffic, smaller vehicles, slower speeds, and lighter loads.
In addition, even in newer bridges, deterioration caused by service conditions and deferred maintenance is a growing problem.
Almost 40 percent of the nation's bridges are classified, according
to the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) criteria, as
deficient and in need of rehabilitation or replacement. More than
100,000 of these are judged to be structurally deficient because
of deterioration or distress, and another 100,000 are considered
functionally obsolete or inadequate for current requirements. In
recent years, the Federal Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program has provided about $1 billion annually
(scheduled to increase to $2 billion in FY '86) to cover the 80
percent federal aid share of the cost of work on deficient bridges.
However, in 1983, the FHWA estimated the program's needs at
almost $50 billion, and this estimate did not include future inflation or the cost of additional needs that will develop while
the presently identified, deficient bridges are being eliminated
from the list.
It is obvious that available funds will not permit local rehabilitation or replacement of all deficient bridges, and the funds
available must be carefully and correctly directed to bridges
required by the public, industry, and emergency services to provide the most cost effective treatment in each case.
As summarized in the Annual Reports of the Secretary of
Transportation to the Congress of the United States, this bridge
problem is growing (see Table 1).

Table 1. Status of the nation's bridges (1,2,4).
Annual IIBRRP RepocLo La Ca,,gtesi
Fifth Annual Sixth Annual Seventh Annual
Dec. 1983
Dec. 1984
Dec. 1985
Number of bridges inventoried
& classified

571,246

574,045

574,729

Number of structurally deficient
bridges* (includes closed bridges)

136,347

140,808

135,736

Number of functionally obsolete
bridges*

123,959

119.367

108.181

Number of bridges that are load
posted

90,028

98,356

112,522

Additional bridges that should
be load posted

66.528

49,505

33.851

Total bridges that are or should
be load posted

156,556

147,861

146,373

Number of bridges closed to all
traffic (these bridges may be
closed temporarily for repairs
or closed permanently)

3,653

6,494

4,899

1,606
13577
,
15.103

1,596
18,246
19,842

1,579
21398
,
22,977

Number of replaced or rehabilitated
bridges now open to traffic
(SBRP & HBRRP)

6,061

8,358

11,266

Bridges under csnstructisn and/or
design (SBRP & UBRAP)

9,122

11,484

11,711

Total number of bridges funded
under the bridge programs - SBRF
- HBRRF
TOTAL

* A structurally deficient bridge, as defined by FHWA, is one that (I) has
been restricted to light vehicles only, (2) is closed, or (3) requires
inucediate rehabilitation to remain open; a functionally obsolete bridge is
one on which the deck geometry, load carrying capacity, clearance, or
approach rsadway alignment no longer meet the usual criteria for the overall
system.

BACKGROUND
Project ObjectIves

Recognizing that a bridge management system (BMS) was a
high priority of many states, the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) allocated research funds for the
development of a model BMS. The specific objectives of NCHRP
Project 12-28(2) were to develop a form of effective network
level bridge management that included the following:
Engineering methods to assess present and future needs of
existing bridges (inventory, inspection, capacity, maintenance,
rehabilitation, replacement, and funding).
Guidelines for determining cost-effective alternatives both
with and without financial constraints.
Priority treatment of needs through the use of generalized
work activities (from posting and preventive maintenance
through replacement).
Flexibility to accommodate a variety of policy approaches.
Flexibility to accommodate future expansion to the project
level.

Methods to ascertain standards of data reliability
The final model Bridge Management System must compare
the agency and public costs of gradual structural deterioration
and functional obsolescence against the costs and benefits of
routine maintenance, interim repairs, partial rehabilitation, and/
or major reconstruction for each structure. The BMS must
evaluate all structures in the network for multiple years in order
to:
Compare different funding levels.
Compare different spending policies (Capital Improvement
versus Maintenance).
Compare different maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement (MR&R) actions.
Compare different project options (Bridge A versus Bridge
B).
Compare different timing alternatives (MR&R action now
or later).
Predict the consequences of different scenarios.

DEVELOPMENT OF A BMS
Definition of a BMS

A bridge management system (BMS) is a rational and systematic approach to organizing and carrying out all the activities
related to providing programs for bridges vital to the transportation infrastructure. The activities include: (1) predicting
bridge needs, (2) defining bridge conditions, (3) allocating funds
for construction, replacement, rehabilitation, and maintenance
actions, (4) identifying and prioritizing bridges for MR&R actions, (5) identifying bridges for posting, (6) finding cost-effective alternatives for each bridge, (7) recommending MR&R
actions, (8) accounting of MR&R actions, (9) scheduling and
performing minor maintenance, (10) monitoring and rating
bridges, and ( 11 ) maintaining an appropriate data base of information. A BMS should assist decision-makers at all bridge
management levels to select optimum solutions from an array
of cost-effective alternatives for every action needed to achieve
the desired levels of service within the funds allocated and to
identify future funding requirements.

Project Scope
Basic Modules

The questions raised regarding bridges arose years ago in the
pavement field, and the response was the development of pavement management systems. The overall scope of NCHRP Project 12-28(2) was to adapt similar technology, including
economics, engineering, systems engineering, planning techniques, and optimization to the management of bridge resources.
The project scope was focused on developing a model BMS
to meet the needs of medium to small size states, counties, and
cities and to include the following:
All structural types.
All bridge sizes including culverts.
Different bridge construction materials.
Network level considerations.
Life-cycle costing models.
Prioritization /optimization procedures.
Maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement alternatives.
Automation considerations.

A BMS model must include, as a minimum, the following
modules (described in Chapter Two): data base module, network level MR&R selection module, maintenance module, historical data analysis module, project level interface module, and
reporting module.

Benefits

A BMS provides benefits to engineers and managers at all
levels within an agency as follows:
Level
Administrative

BMS BeneJIts!Outputs
Summarizes bridge structural conditions
Summarizes bridge functional conditions
Addresses fund allocation questions
Establishes needs
Assists with statewide budget estimates
Assists in developing annual work plans
Reports NBIS data to the federal government

Executive

Prioritizes candidate projects
Analyzes cost effectiveness of various programs
Identifies bridges for posting
Prioritizes bridge MR&R program
Assists in bridge maintenance scheduling
Tracks and schedules MR&R actions

Technical

Makes information readily available
Allows easy input and editing of condition
data
Provides details for project level design
Provides current costs
Provides a history for each bridge
Gives effectiveness data for particular
MR&R actions
Allows easy special sorting and reporting

Project Activities and Accomplishments

The model BMS modules, flow, and implementation plan
presented in this report reflect multiple activities of Project 1228(2) that include, among others, visits to six state DOT's, an
extensive literature search and review, a survey of current bridge
management practices, and coordination with other on-going
bridge research activities. The information obtained from these
sources was evaluated to produce a BMS framework. The framework (described in Appendix B) developed the intricacies of
the flows of information related to managing a bridge network.
The details of the framework provided an insight into the requirements for data collection, decision-making, and reporting
to administration. The accomplishments of these project activities are described in detail throughout this report. In order to
show the benefits of the BMS, a prototype demonstration program was developed for bridge managers and DOT administrators. The demonstrator is discussed in Appendix C.

Gives easy access to planning and programming data
Is overall source for NBIS data

Project Level versus Network Level

At the network level, the entire bridge population is dealt
with globally. This level of management must consider such
concerns as the number of deficient bridges on a particular route
rather than the condition of a span in a specific location. The
Network Level is concerned with obtaining the appropriate level
of funding to maintain the performance of the bridge network
to a desirable level. Once funds have been made available, it is
then necessary to properly distribute resources to each bridge
or district and ensure that they are used effectively at the proper
level.
The Project Level treats each bridge on an individual basis
for inspection, maintenance, repair, and/or rehabilitation needs.
Once network level decisions are made on priorities and funding,
then a detailed evaluation of each selected bridge must follow
at the project level.
Detailed structural analysis must be used in selecting the most
cost-effective rehabilitation or replacement action for a specific
bridge. The option selected can be a function of several criteria,
including:

Automate data entry, editing, storage, and management.
Summarize global network structural and functional conditions.
Establish candidate project lists.
Prioritize and select among the various MR&R actions for
all candidate bridges in the system and identify resource requirements.
Develop life-cycle cost estimates.
Optimize the various alternatives.
Evaluate funds and resource allocation alternatives.
Develop outputs specifically related to bridge posting and
load permit routing.
Develop MR&R action schedules and cost data.
Ensure that standards of optimal safe maintenance levels
are followed.
Ensure uniform reporting of Inventory and Inspection information.
Report historical expenditures for different types of work
(dollars, manpower, materials).
Report historical changes to condition of plant and inventory as well as predicting effectiveness of global maintenance
strategies.

Existing Problems To Be Resolved by a BMS

State-of-the-Art Review
Detailed structural engineering analyses.
Distress type, extent, and severity of critical component.
Estimated remaining life.
Rate of deterioration.
Condition of the secondary components.
Cost and design life of alternative MR&R treatments.
Availability of funds.
Essentiality of the bridge to the public.
Impact of repairs on traffic flow.
Related bridge or highway work nearby.
Type and size of bridge.
Load carrying capacity of the bridge.
Projected future use of the bridge.
Historical significance of the bridge.
The most traditional and important project level implementation activity is the detailed structural engineering analysis of
various alternatives. The calculation of stresses, strains, and
moments for each option is required to determine its structural
feasibility. A survey of AASHTO software (5) revealed more
than 250 software programs of different sizes and complexities
for analyzing different structural components. These programs
are readily available and can be used in conjunction with the
BMS. The Bridge Analysis and Rating System (BARS) and
Bridge Rating and Analysis Structural System (BRASS) (6,7),
supported by AASHTO and used by many states, are principal
candidates to link with the network level BMS, although it
should be recognized that this is a complex and detailed task
that would only be applied to a selected set of bridges.
Currently, the state of the art in network level bridge management lags project level developments.
The BMS presented in this report is a network level engineering tool with emphasis on the broader decisions. The activities associated with network level planning and programming
include the following:

State visits and a comprehensive state-of-the-art review of
bridge management practices (detailed in Appendix D and covering the following topics: inventory, inspection, and appraisal
practices; definitions of bridge components, maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement; bridge deck types and MR&R
techniques; bridge substructure elements and MR&R techniques; bridge superstructure elements and MR&R techniques;
other bridge components, such as sidewalks, curbs, railing, signs,
and bridge approaches; timber bridges; prioritization methods;
load rating and posting issues; and review of states' experiences)
contributed much information to the BMS development and
ideas for future direction. The results of interviews conducted
in the six states visited and subsequent correspondence are summarized in Table 2.
A survey of bridge maintenance and rehabilitation work in
39 states, which was made by the Pennsylvania Transportation
Institute in late 1982 (8), revealed that 26 of the 39 states had
a statewide bridge maintenance policy. The survey indicated
that, in general, maintenance and rehabilitation of bridges by
state forces consisted of minor routine work on small projects
that could be done quickly. Major work on large projects that
required special equipment, materials, or manpower and long
completion time was normally done by contract (8).
There are about 575,000 bridges on the nation's federal-aid
and other highway systems, 75 percent of which were built
before 1935. Paralleling the federal government's commitment
to the bridge repair/replacement program has been an increased
awareness among historians and preservationists that bridges
are legitimate objects for preservation. NCHRP Synthesis 101
(9) examined possible decision-making criteria for historic
bridges.
The survey of bridge-management-related activities showed
that several states have refined or developed models for identifying bridges eligible for replacement or rehabilitation. Engi-
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Table 2. Summary of state's responses.
Questions

PA

How many years of
data are available?

TX

NC

KS

NY

Up to 50 years

2 years

From 1980 forward

Since 1931

6 years

How are the data stored? Computer

Computer/typed
reports

Computer!
files

Computer

Computer
(since 1971)

Computer

Construction history?

Yes, (for
some bridges)

Yes, (in most
cases)

Yes (in
most cases)

Yes

Maintenance/rehabilitation history?

Yes, (for
some bridges)

Yes (recent
history)

Yes (in some
cases)

Yes

Design load data
available?

Since 1972

CA

Yes, (for
specific bridges)

Yes

Yes (in most
cases)

Yes (for primary
system)

Yes

Yes (contract
work)

Yes

7 years
(maintenance)

Yes

Yes (when
known)

Fatigue considered in
the design procedure?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Inventory rating (IR)
used?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operating raring
(OR) used?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

OR

JR

OR

Between JR
and OR

Yes

Yes

Load posting criterion?

Construction/rehabjlitation cost data
available?
Maintenance/rehabilitation cost data
available per year?

IR/OR

Yes

Maintenance

Yes (back to
a reasonable date)

Maintenance cost
(limited)

User delay costs
considered?

Yes

No

Microcomputer used in
field data collection?

No

No

Yes
(partially)

Yes

Yes (in
special cases)
No

neering judgment and empirical models form the basis of most
procedures used in these states. A summary of BMS-related
activities is included in Table 3. State responses concerning
bridge management needs are summarized in Table 4 and reflect
the deficiencies in the current bridge management practices.
Deficiencies with current bridge management activities that
were identified during the state-of-the-art review are:

Yes

Maintenance
cost

JR/OR

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

of limited use relative to effective bridge maintenance management. Significant limitations of the SI&A data are:

Federal SI&A (structure inventory and appraisal) data deficiencies.
Inability of most highway maintenance management systems (MMS) to provide good bridge maintenance data.
Unavailable or poor expenditure and effectiveness records
for bridge maintenance, replacement, and rehabilitation
(MR&R), and construction activities for developing deterioration models.
Little-to-no use of life cycle cost methods.
Little attention to long-range network effects.
Lack of consistent/systematic methods for prioritizing candidate bridges for MR&R activities.
Unanswered network level policy questions.

Lack of distress extent and type data.
No flagging mechanism for urgent actions.
Ratings do, not reflect maintenance needs (type and quantity), for example, a deteriorated deck condition may be a costly
major maintenance item, but it has little influence on the structural condition severity ratings.
Low precision and reliability of the ratings and their associated defmitions, especially in grey areas of intermediate condition ratings (it is difficult to differentiate between needs for
minor maintenance, major maintenance, and minor rehabilitation).
Lack of objective instrumentation that is reliable and measures valid parameters.
Lack of maintenance items on SI&A forms (for example,
painting is not considered in the inspection).
Field inspection is geared to rehabilitation and replacement
(structural, adequacy, safety considerations), and not to minor
or preventive maintenance.

Data Deficiencies

Inadequate Bridge Maintenance Data

The Federal SI&A data are based on a few features and are

A majority of the states have adopted highway maintenance

Table 3. BMS related activities in various states.
State
Pennsylvania

-

Table 4. Questions states want a BMS to answer.

Activities
Data Base:

Outputs:

CALIFORNIA
While still relying in large part on professional expertise and judgement,
a BMS could remove some of the subjectivity from the Repair/Replace!
Rehabilitation decisions.

1) Enhanced SIRS data base
Structure cost data inventory file
Structural details data base (future enhancement)
I) Prioritization for replacement/rehabilitation
(present and future needs). It will use
deficiency rating (based on the Federal
Sufficiency Rating and Level-of-Service deficiency
approach), cost information, and other
factors.
Present and future needs for maintenance.
Bridge lead capacity rating.(future enhancement)

N. Carolina

Priority ranking of bridges for replacement/rehabilitation
based on level-of-service deficiency approach.

California

Priority ranking is mostly based on engineering judgement.
I) The Bridge Maintenance Engineer determines the priority
need of work to be done by state maintenance force.
2) The Bridge Maintenance Engineer determines the fiscal
year and urgency factor for contract work (including
major rehabilitation and replacement).
These are fed to a formula to determine the technical ranking.

NEW YORK
I) State of the bridge system at any time, current or future
projection.
Evaluate program effects on bridge system.
Evaluate needs.
Cost-effectiveness of maintenance, rehabilitation, and
replacement activities.
Identification of individual bridges for work.
NORTH CAROLINA

-

Kansas

The current 1(1ST system selects the scope of work and makes a
priority ranking for each bridge.

Texas

The Federal Sufficiency Rating is used for priority ranking on
the federally aided bridge rehabilitation/replacement program.

New Ynrk

Priority ranking in based on a condition rating (7 to I) scale.

New Mexico

A computer program analyzes SS&A data and picks out all the
bridges which do not meet the equivalent load criteria.

Wisconsin

A computer model has
of bridge repair and
The results are used
ment program and its
and replacement.

I) All of the following items:
Life-cycle cost prediction
Maintenance/rehabilitation effects on condition/performance
Paint life
Chloride concentration/penetration (FHWA Bridge evaluation
procedures)
Overall condition predictions
Failure prediction
Prediction of environmental effects
Prediction of loading effects
Level of Service System - Prioritization
Optimization of the use of bridge maintenance funds
Effects of less than optimal use of funds for maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement.
TEXAS
1) Bridge Sivision's response:

been developed to determine a least cost mix
replacement work for up to 25,000 bridges.
to formulate a six-year highway investbiennial budget proposal for bridge repair

Maryland

Priority ranking for replacement/rehabilitation projects is
based on the Federal Sufficiency Rating and the Deck Sufficiency
Rating.

Minnesota

Priority ranking for replacement/rehabilitation is based on
the Federal Sufficiency Rating (FSR) and its own Replacement
Priority Calculation (RPC). RFC is a modification of the
FOR formula.

What are the current overall field and obeolescent
conditions of the bridges on the State Highway System?
What, where and how many bridges currently require routine
and/or major maintenance/repair, and how much is this going
to cost?
Priority listing for those structures in (b) above?
What, where and how many bridges should be posted for lead
limit?
Which of those structures in (d) above could be left
unposted and instead frequently inspected?
What, where and how many bridges require rehabilitation or
replacement and how much is this geing to cost?
Priority listing for those structures in (f) above?
What and where are the bridges that should not carry any
special permit loads?
2) Maintenance Sivision's response:
Which bridges are eligible for replacement?
When bridges are eligible for rehabilitation?
Which steel bridges are not weathering steel?
Which bridges centain fracture critical members?
Which bridges need underwater inspection?
Which bridges have serious problems?
Which bridges need emergency work?
Can a given overweight vehicle cross a given bridge?

management systems (MMS). Limitations of MMS programs
identified relative to bridges include:
An insufficient number of codes for bridge activities.
Cost breakdowns are generally not available.
Data are lumped and cannot be reported for individual
bridges.
Performance standards (how to do the work, required manpower, equipment, and material) and unit cost data for various
bridge maintenance activities are generally not available.

Lack of Prioritization Methods
The literature review in this project revealed that there is poor
or no established rationale for estimating the extent and priority
ranking of overall bridge maintenance needs. In addition, there
is inadequate knowledge of trade-offs and network priorities.
Most states only have the standard Sufficiency Index for setting
priorities. Most states would like to have the flexibility to develop
alternative and more sensitive indices.

Lack of Cost-Effectiveness Data and Life-Cycle
Cost Analyses
Unanswered Network Level Policy Questions
In existing bridge practice, there is a lack of data on the
effectiveness of maintenance treatments or replacement/rehabilitation alternatives and associated costs. There is almost no
current use made of life-cycle cost models; thus, no information
is available on cost effectiveness. Cost and effectiveness data for
maintenance, rehabilitation, replacement, and construction activities are essential for the comprehensive deterioration models
and life-cycle cost analyses of bridge strategies in a BMS.

Bridge engineers have difficulty in assessing network level
alternatives and policy questions, such as: What should the split
be between maintenance and capital improvement budgets?
What are the impacts of selecting different MR&R policies or
procedures? What are the overall needs for bridge MR&R actions today and what will they be as a result of different funding
levels?

REPORT ORGANIZATION

The findings and a proposed implementation plan are presented in five chapters. Background information is provided in
four appendixes. Chapter One introduces the bridge management problem and outlines the report. Chapter Two defines
model bridge management system components or modules and
the different levels of analyses that can occur in the system.
Chapter Three describes the details of each module of the model
BMS and could be the basis for a useful operational BMS computer program. Chapter Four presents a development and im-

plementation plan for establishing a working BMS. Chapter Five
concludes the main text of the report with a summary of the
findings of this research project and presents recommendations
for the future. Appendix A describes the variables that may be
considered for use in the model BMS. Appendix B provides
graphical representation of the idealized bridge management
system. Appendix C describes a prototype demonstrator BMS
software package, which illustrates BMS activities. Appendix D
presents a state-of-the-art review of BMS activities in several
state DOT's. The final appendix (E) includes other useful publications that were not cited in the text of this report.

CHAPTER TWO

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL BMS

This chapter presents a brief description of each module contained in the model BMS. More specific details of operation are
provided in Chapter Three.

Data Base Module

Information is essential to management; therefore, an essential
module of a bridge management system involves the collection

ESSENTIAL BMS MODULES

The BMS process can be divided into many types of modules
and subsystems. Each person involved in the development of a
BMS, however, seems to have a different viewpoint on the need
for the specific modules and functions. Significant effort was
spent in reviewing the proper division and selection of modules
that must be included in a BMS. This effort consisted of state
site visits, conferences, advisory committee and panel meetings,
and numerous phone calls and letters. A consensus resulted that
six minimum basic modules are essential to a functional BMS.
These six modules and associated submodules are:
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1. Data base module.
2. Network level MR&R selection module.
Ranking submodule.
Specific MR&R action selection submodule.
Life-cycle costing submodule.
Optimization submodule.
3. Maintenance module.
4. Historical data analysis module.
5. Project level interface module.
6. Reporting module.
The data base is the core module of the system. The other
modules and submodules, which operate on the data to perform
the functions of bridge management, all utilize the core, as
shown in Figure 1.

\

( / / // /çai

I I I
Reporting
Module

\\ \
BMS
('Data as "\ I I I
Module
Maintenance
I
Module

Historical
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Analysis
Module

Project
Level
Interface
Module

Figure 1. Modules and submodules comprising the model BMS.
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and storage of bridge inventory, condition, and MR&R data.
These data are the basis for all decisions and actions analyzed
by the BMS. The quality of BMS results is directly affected by
the quality of the data collected. In this regard, it is imperative
to collect only data that contributes to accomplishing the defined
objectives of bridge management. Excessive data collection only
serves to make the system more cumbersome, inaccurate, and
expensive. Appendix A suggests a list of BMS variables which
an agency can use as a guideline in BMS data selection. Each
data element included in a BMS must be justified by how it
will help accomplish a defined BMS objective.
Bridge Inventory Data
Bridge inventory data describe each bridge in terms of 1cation, type, functional classification, and importance within the
network. The data also give specific details, such as dimensions.
The model BMS allows each bridge to be divided into "span
groups." The span group can be the entire bridge; individual
spans; or sets of spans having the same structural type, length,
main member type, and deck type. A span group is assigned as
best suits each bridge's characteristics and agency objectives.
Condition data are collected, stored, and analyzed by span
group. Consequently, MR&R actions may be specified differently for different span groups.
The model BMS will be able to locate bridges as they occur
on the road. Because bridges usually are associated with more
than one road (or other transport thoroughfare) a data structure
accommodating and linking principal routes and secondary
routes is a necessity in the model BMS. This is also required
for meeting federal government reporting demands.

Bridge Condition Data
Bridge condition data include information produced during
bridge inspections and appraisals. These data are used for choosing and prioritizing the appropriate bridge MR&R selections.
A significant aspect of the model BMS is the way bridge
condition is rated, stored, and handled. Condition ratings available in the National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) exist
only in the form of a single severity rating for each of several
major components of a bridge. The model BMS should contain
bridge condition rating data which are based on the severity
and extent of specific distresses. Chapter Three contains an
example of a condition form based on this concept. Each of the
major components of a bridge (deck, superstructure, substructure, and so on) consists of elements to be rated individually.
The rating of each element consists of highly detailed information, rather than merely the severity of some general condition as is the current practice. The actual distresses present
for each element and the severity and extent of these distresses
are all input into the BMS data base. This allows a clearer
understanding of the problems on each bridge and the prediction
of specific selections for MR&R strategies.

Bridge MR&R Data
Bridge maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement
(MR&R) data are recorded and entered for all major actions

that take place on a bridge. These data include action type, time
of occurrence, quantity of work accomplished, work force identification, and expenditures incurred (labor, materials, and
equipment). These data account for how and where MR&R
funds are actually spent across the network.
A review of these data gives the bridge engineer information
on how resources have been distributed throughout the bridge
network on an MR&R action basis and a district-by-district
basis. The data also show why resources were spent by recording
bridge conditions prior to MR&R work and the bridge condition
improvements due to the work.
Retaining MR&R data and bridge condition data allows the
bridge engineer the capability to quantify the effectiveness of
MR&R treatments.

Ascertaining Data Reliability
Data that are entered to the BMS data base must be verified
for accuracy and reliability. Data checking procedures must be
used to check that each data item meets certain acceptability
criteria. A system of random reinspection of a number of bridges
can also help determine data reliability. New data may be compared with previous data on the same bridge to identify major
discrepancies that cannot be explained. Finally, good training
programs for bridge inspectors will help reduce errors and produce high quality data.

Use of Data Base Management Software
The structure of the BMS data base together with BMS reporting objectives indicate that the BMS computer program
should be coded in a 3rd and 4th generation computer language,
such as dBASE 111+. Computer language specifications for the
model BMS include hierarchical data structuring; interactive
data input, editing, and report generation; and a reporting capability that includes the selection and ordering of data to be
reported, as well as a mechanism for producing rudimentary
statistics summarizing each selected data subset.

Network MR&R Selection Module

In the model BMS, there are four submodules with which
MR&R program selection can be made. These submodules, as
shown in Figure 2, are the following:
Level

Submodule
Ranking
Specific MR&R action selection
Life cycle costing
Optimization

The model BMS may be implemented at any of these four
levels, although use of the ranking submodule alone is not considered to be an effective or true BMS. The submodules are
structured so that they build upon each other. Thus, ranking is
a necessary step in BMS, but is not sufficient to be termed true
management. Implementation of MR&R program selection at
a higher level requires incorporation of all the lower level submodules. This staged implementation avoids duplication of ef-
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fort while producing MR&R programs based on increasingly
better decision criteria. This staged implementation provides
flexibility based on needs or financial constraints of the user. A
beginning BMS could include only the first two submodules,
ranking and specific MR&R selection.

Good
Network
Decisions

Ranking Submodule
Ranking is a simple prioritization of bridges or bridge projects
based on a formula that considers, for example, abridge condition, function, use, and importance. Using this ranking, a
general screening of the network can be accomplished to identify
bridges that need a closer examination.
The FHWA sufficiency index (SI) formula satisfies the specifications for a prioritization equation in the ranking submodule.
In the model BMS, the concept of sufficiency will be used in
the ranking submodule. Furthermore, the derivation of sufficiency will probably be agency-dependent. As documented in
Appendix A and illustrated in the BMS demonstrator (Appendix C), the model BMS will accommodate user assignment of
variables and their significance in the formulation of an agencyspecific sufficiency index. In addition, the model BMS will also
have the ability to calculate the FHWA standard SI. This dual
sufficiency concept is recommended because it satisfies specific
agency needs while providing the agency-to-agency standard for
comparison that is needed and already used for distribution of
federally allocated funds.

Spec We MR&R Action Selection Submodule
In this submodule, the BMS assigns a user-specified and currently needed MR&R action to a bridge based on predefined
criteria. These criteria consider bridge condition, function, use,
and importance. Prioritization of these MR&R assignments for
selection in the MR&R program is done using the ranking
submodule. Once actual MR&R actions have been selected, the
prioritization formula in the ranking submodule can be expanded to include chosen MR&R cost and effectiveness (benefit)
estimates.
Implementation of the specific MR&R action selection submodule results in better MR&R program cost estimates and
allows prioritization of MR&R selections on a cost/benefit basis.
In the model BMS, a decision tree approach will be used to
create MR&R decision levels for which the user inputs costs
and specific MR&R actions. Decision tree parameters can be
input and modified by the user. These parameters include the
decision variable, the number of levels of service, and their
corresponding thresholds. In addition to the decision tree, the
prioritization formula used by this submodule will be input
through the ranking submodule and, as such, be user-specific.
Because specific MR&R selections are made in this submodule, effectiveness can now be defined. Effectiveness can constitute one part of the prioritization formula. The default
effectiveness formula applied in the model BMS is based on the
extended life concept.
Chapter Three describes the user-specified decision tree input
methodology and shows the default decision tree and default
effectiveness formula which can be used in the model BMS. The
default prioritization equation is also given in Chapter Three.

Optimization
Life Cycle Costing
Specific MR&R Action
Se?ection
Ranking
I

BMS Data Base

I

Figure 2. Illustration of the network MR&R selection submodules
building to make good network MR&R decisions.

Life-Cycle Costing Submodule
The life-cycle costing submodule expands the MR&R action
selection from one action based on current need to a set of
MR&R actions to be taken on a bridge across a period of time.
Cost and effectiveness (benefit) calculations can now be based
on a cycle of future MR&R activities and their subsequent
consequences on bridge condition and serviceability.
Implementation of this submodule improves the cost and
effectiveness criteria used in MR&R program selection, because
these parameters are based on expected resource allotment and
consequences over the near future rather than just the next
needed MR&R action.
To implement the life-cycle costing submodule; costing and
effectiveness algorithms need to be defined that reduce the costs
and effects of the entire set of life-cycle activities into one cost
value and one effectiveness value. The model BMS will use the
uniform annual cost method to produce the cost value. This
method produces an annuity applicable for all life-cycle activities
that occur during the analysis period. The advantage of this
method is that these annuities are comparable even when analysis periods vary across different life-cycle activity profiles
(LCAP). LCAP's are merely that set of MR&R actions and
their associated timing which together form one alternative strategy of action for the bridge.
With respect to effectiveness, the model BMS employs the
average sufficiency value over the analysis period as its default
effectiveness measure. Chapter Three describes both the uniform
annual costing method and the average sufficiency calculation
used in this submodule.

Optimization Submodule
Optimization expands MR&R selection on each bridge from
one choice to several alternative choices. Optimization tech-
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niques are then incorporated into the BMS to decide the "best"
set of MR&R actions to be selected across the entire bridge
network. The determination of "best" is subject to budget constraints and other considerations. In this submodule, the optimization technique, the "best" criteria, and the constraints must
be user-defined in order to produce an MR&R program.
The advantage of optimization is that the user need not try
to determine the "best" MR&R choice on a case-by-case basis.
Instead, several candidate MR&R actions and decision rules for
MR&R selection are used to produce an MR&R program upon
applying the optimization algorithm.
In this submodule, the model BMS will use a derivative of
the Incremental Cost Benefit Analysis Method described in an
FHWA publication (10). This method selects the optimum alternative under consideration using an incremental cost-benefit
ratio. Availability of funds is a constraint on the optimization.
For a severely restrained budget, this method chooses those
MR&R actions that have the highest incremental benefit-to-cost
ratio. As the budget gets larger, those MR&R actions that
provide more net benefit, but at a smaller benefit-to-cost ratio,
are selected.
In the model BMS, this methodology is used with the following modifications:
Effectiveness is used in place of benefit (as expressed in
dollars). Based on this methodology change, a minimally acceptable cost-effective threshold is a necessary user input.
The budget constraint is expanded from one budget amount
to several. In a system that employs life-cycle activities, there
are many future budgets and thus the need for several budget
constraints.

Maintenance Module

Bridges that are not selected for some type of major MR&R
action during the period between inspections may be assigned
to minor maintenance programs. The maintenance module assigns appropriate maintenance activities to each bridge based
on user-observed estimates of required maintenance. Needs can
also be estimated based on an analysis of historical actions and
their frequencies. The maintenance activities are prioritized using a form of sufficiency index (SI).
The output of this module is a prioritized list of all bridges
needing maintenance with the recommended maintenance activity. Budget levels are used to decide how many of the bridges
will actually receive the assigned maintenance treatments. The
maintenance module also schedules and prioritizes maintenance
activities.

Historical Data Analysis Module

To get accurate estimates of effectiveness, either (1) extended
life due to an MR&R action or (2) the average sufficiency over
a life-cycle activity profile, bridge condition and MR&R action
data should be collected, archived, and analyzed on a historical
basis.
The model BMS will retain bridge MR&R action, cost, and
condition data on a historical basis. It will have the ability to
transfer appropriate subsets of this information in a format
compatible with available statistical packages. From this infor-

mation, condition improvement and subsequent condition deterioration rates, after various MR&R actions have been applied,
can be estimated.
In addition, average MR&R cost estimates, region-to-region
expenditure variations, and contractor-to-contractor expenditure comparisons can be calculated. Finally, typical life-cycle
activity profiles (LCAP's) can be deduced from such historical
data.

Project Level Interface Module

The model BMS data base contains information that is valuable to project level analysis packages. Conversely, there are
project level results that can be used at the network level either
strictly as inventory items or as components in costing and/or
prioritization algorithms.
Because of this, the model BMS will have an interface module
capable of transferring data between the BMS data base and
project level applications. In addition, the model BMS will have
the ability to synthesize information from the project level for
use at the network level.
Structural analysis models for project level bridge evaluation
should later be interfaced to the model BMS. BARS (Ref 6)
and BRASS (Ref 7) are examples of such systems. It must be
realized that these are detailed structural analysis programs and
interfacing may require an extensive effort. Other project level
applications can be considered on an agency-by-agency basis as
implementation within that agency proceeds.

Reporting Module

The reporting module provides the communication link with
the user by hardcopy output or computer screens. The model
BMS will produce these general types of reports: data lists,
summary reports, graphs and charts, and maps.
For each of the different reporting types, the following functions can be performed by the BMS or the user interactively:
sorting of data, bridge subset selection, categorization of data,
and format specification.
In the model BMS, format specifications will be fixed for
most of the reports. Data sorting, subset selection and categorization will be user-defined, either as the report is produced or
on a one-time basis.
Although the number and content of reports in the model
BMS are not fixed, a list of some suggested reports and their
brief description follows. Examples of most of these reports are
shown in Chapter Three.
Data lists.
Summary table of network-wide MR&R actions taken over
time showing the number of bridges and the associated cost for
each type of MR&R alternative by bridge type.
Bridge distribution reports and plots showing the number
of bridges or percent of bridges in certain categories for any of
a number of variables. This will include distributions and plots
by age, condition, sufficiency index, rehabilitation type, type of
bridge, maintenance dollars spent, and so forth.
Listing of the number of bridges for each distress extent
and severity combination. This allows the user to see which are
the most prevalent distresses occurring on the bridge network
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and to establish minor and major maintenance action plans.
Print overall statistics summarizing current condition data,
historical data, planned MR&R action, costs, and the like.
Traffic report including current and forecasted volume and
vehicle classification on bridges.
Funding and budgeting reports including revenue forecasts,
funding eligibility, and distribution of funds to districts.
Administrative policy option reports showing current funding strategies, budget splits, "political projects," etc.
Maintenance schedule showing all bridges which will receive only routine maintenance until the next rating period. This
will include a description of the type of maintenance and timing.
Bridge inspection schedule and inspectors routing report.
Bridge posting and overweight permit routing reports.
Bridge painting plan.

START
Update
Data
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Bridge
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Network Status
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MODEL BMS OPERATIONAL FLOW

The modules constituting the model BMS are described above.
These modules operate as a system to perform the functions of
bridge management. Each module has several components that
are used at various stages within the system. A description of
the BMS operational flow serves to demonstrate when and how
the components of each module are used to provide the complete
system capabilities. Within this framework, the purpose of each
function and the resulting benefits to the user are emphasized.
The details of how the system performs its functions are presented in Chapter Three.
An operational flowchart of the system is shown in Figure 3
and is the basis for the following discussion. Each flowchart
box represents a function that is accomplished relative to the
BMS. The circles indicate activities performed outside the BMS.
The flow begins with data collection and entry to the BMS data
base. Analysis of the data produces measures of condition for
each bridge in the network. Network overview reports are then
generated for administrators and planners to analyze the general
situation of their bridges and make administrative decisions.
The BMS then chooses MR&R strategies for the highest priority
bridges in the network. Bridges that are not selected for significant work are assigned some level of general maintenance. The
BMS then predicts the impact of selected MR&R actions and
available budget on the future condition of the network considering current and past condition, current backlog of bridge
needs, and the most advanced bridge deterioration models available. All MR&R actions that take place on the bridge network
are tracked by the BMS and the costs and resulting improvements of the actions are entered back into the system (feedback
data) to be kept along with other information on a historical
basis. After some time, the accurate bridge histories that are
being accumulated are analyzed to produce better deterioration
models and more accurate bridge life-cycle activity profiles,
including the costs and effects of various MR&R strategies.

Update Data Base

At selected time intervals, new condition and inventory data
are collected on the bridge network. The inventory data may
be updated or errors in previous inventory information may be
corrected. A new set of condition data, which reflects the current
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Figure 3. Illustration of model BMS operational flow.

condition of the bridges, is collected. New bridges may have
been added to the system because of new construction or changing jurisdictions. A complete set of inventory and condition data
is required for these new bridges. A lot of new data may therefore
be collected on a large network which must be entered into the
BMS to begin a new analysis cycle.
Interactive data entry screens allow easy access to the data
base to input the data with a minimum of errors. The data entry
features of the BMS allow full screen review and editing of all
data. An example of such a user friendly, interactive input screen
is shown in Figure 4. This example illustrates major inventory
items and a summary of major component condition. The condition ratings cannot be input or changed on this screen. Detailed
condition data are input on separate screens and these summaries are made available for review only on this inventory data
screen. The same screens are used to enter new data, to update
the data base with new inspection information, and to modify
existing data because of errors or changed circumstances. The
data entered or modified on the screens are stored in the data
base for use in the functions of BMS. The first function is to
establish the overall deficiencies of bridges on the network.

Establish Bridge Deficiencies

Once the data required for the system are entered and stored
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Figure 4. Example of interactive data input/edit screen.

in the data base, information useful for bridge engineers and
managers can be obtained from the BMS. The data are first
used to establish the deficiencies present (conditions) of each
individual bridge. Condition and functional data on each bridge
are manipulated to produce quantitative values representing how
well the bridge performs its function and its current structural
and physical condition.
Values such as the Federal Sufficiency Rating (FSR) (3) or
a Sufficiency Index defined by the user agency for their particular conditions provide measures of overall bridge deficiency.
Load capacity in terms of inventory rating (IR), operating rating
(OR), or gross vehicle weight limit can be calculated and used
as a measure of how well a bridge performs structurally. With
a considerable effort, the BMS can be interfaced with the BARS
or BRASS programs to perform the bridge rating and structural
capacity calculations that some agencies currently use. Bridge
deficiencies can also be defined in terms of how well a bridge
performs its intended function. Bridge functional adequacy can
be determined by individual measures or combinations of clear
deck width, minimum vertical clearance approach width, lane
widths, or volume-to-capacity ratios.
Bridge deficiency values are either input by the user or calculated by the BMS (or an interfaced project level subprogram)
based on user input data. These values are then stored to the
data base for later use in choosing MR&R alternatives for the
bridges and reporting to the user. They can be used immediately
by the BMS to produce results that will save the bridge agency
time and money.

Report Network Status

A bridge network status overview is useful for administrative
decisions regarding budget allocations and the division of available funds between maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement
activities. The overview consists of summary reports that indicate, for example, total number of bridges at various condition
levels; distribution of bridges in the network by age and bridge
type; summary of maintenance funds spent in the last several
years divided by bridge type, age, and condition levels; total
number of bridges that are deficient in width, vertical clearance,
or load capacity; as well as other reports useful from an administrative planning standpoint. Bridge agencies may have several levels of organization, each of which controls a set of
bridges. Each of these levels may be allocated a budget. The
network status reports allow for educated administrative decisions regarding these budget allocations and the constraints to
be placed at various levels.
One useful set of outputs of the BMS involves the federal
reporting requirements. The task of reducing and summarizing
the data required by the Federal Highway Administration for
their budget allocation purposes and National Bridge Inspection
Standards (NBIS) data base will automatically be produced by
the BMS. This saves time and money for the user agency in
meeting the federal requirements.
A routing report for overloaded permit vehicles can also be
produced. The laborious task of locating a suitable route for
trucks that have been granted overload permits is automatically
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accomplished. The structural capacity of each bridge is calculated and combined with stored highway network location information to produce the reports. This saves a considerable
amount of time currently required to perform the routings.
A bridge posting report can identify all posted bridges and
bridges that urgently need attention because of an inadequate
structural capacity. The urgent bridges are identified and an
interim recommendation for posting is made until each bridge
can receive the required MR&R action.
Another type of overview output which provides information
to planners is a summary of the current backlog of rehabilitation
or replacement projects. These are projects that have previously
been chosen for major work that has not been accomplished.
This type of report gives an immediate indication of known high
priority projects with preliminary budget estimates.
Network overviews provide a basis to make important decisions regarding the bridge network. Policy goals which influence
the BMS in terms of rehabilitation or replacement selections
and routine maintenance levels are set using the network status
reports. Decisions regarding the desired levels of service for
different bridge classes can be made using traffic and bridge
importance reports. These level-of-service goals are normally in
terms of desired structural capacity, lane widths, and vertical
clearances for the different bridge classes. Once the desired levels
of service are defined they are entered into the BMS for use in
the MR&R selection processes.

Establish the Network MR&R Plan

One of the primary functions of the BMS is selecting MR&R
projects for the bridge network using the data base information
with budget and political constraints input by the user. The
network MR&R plan can be developed at any of the four selection levels described previously. Each successive level gives
the user more resources to estimate MR&R needs. The model
BMS, however, would use the highest level which includes selecting life-cycle activity profiles (LCAP's) for the MR&R strategy and optimizing the selections over the network to obtain
the maximum effectiveness within the available budget. These
concepts are discussed in more detail in Chapter Three.
The model BMS is flexible in that it gives the user the final
word in all decisions. It is important for bridge engineers and
managers to have full control over the final decisions regarding
the bridge network for which they are responsible. Selecting
MR&R projects can be accomplished automatically by the BMS.
However, the user can override the system if desired. The override mechanism allows the user to disagree with the BMS
selections in favor of his own or to choose special projects that
the BMS is not programmed to consider. This is important
because outside factors may affect priorities. This feature gives
the user final control over decisions and recommendations.
Therefore, the BMS is flexible and does not produce unrealistic
decisions that cannot be changed.
Because it is useful to examine the effects of administrative
decisions regarding budget allocations between maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement, the model BMS has a mechanism for experimenting with various combinations to see how
the resulting MR&R project selections and subsequently the
entire network service levels will be affected. This capability
gives administrators a powerful tool for making better decisions
on funds allocation. Such decisions may involve, for example,

how much money should go towards maintenance rather than
rehabilitation, or whether rehabilitation or replacement is more
effective in a given situation. Once the most effective budget
split is determined, the BMS uses the information to make final
MR&R selections for the network. This information is output
to the user who coordinates the MR&R actions on the network.
The network MR&R plan developed by the BMS usually
concerns major maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement
projects. A portion of the bridges will not be selected for any
major MR&R actions. These bridges may, however, still receive
maintenance attention depending on the policy goals of the
agency. Therefore, a minor maintenance plan follows.

Define Preventive Maintenance Levels

It is generally believed that preventive maintenance slows or
arrests deterioration, improves bridge condition, and generally
prolongs bridge life. The model BMS will estimate a preventive
maintenance level for each of the bridges not chosen for more
substantial activity in the MR&R selection process. Bridges
chosen for other MR&R work are also identified for preventive
maintenance if conditions warrant. The BMS then schedules
the work after considering the constraints of an agency's maintenance crews, equipment capabilities, and allocated maintenance budget. Condition level, bridge age, and needed
maintenance actions input by the user are used to choose general
maintenance plans. Administrative input for this function consists of budget levels, desired maintenance levels of service for
the network, and maintenance crew production rates. The maintenance plans are output to the user who coordinates the maintenance activities.
Maintenance levels of service are administrative decisions regarding the level of deterioration that a bridge sustains before
it triggers a reactive maintenance activity. Such levels of service
are desirable constraints that the BMS is programmed to impose.
However, there will normally be other overriding constraints,
such as available maintenance budget, which will not allow the
desired maintenance levels of service to be invoked. The decision
made by the user regarding budget splits between maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement will usually control the level of
preventive and reactive maintenance provided.

Report Future Network Impacts

To show the impact of the MR&R assignments, the BMS
predicts the future condition of the bridge network. This is
accomplished in the life-cycle costing submodule. The current
backlog of work, the scheduled MR&R work for the current
year, and bridge deterioration rates are used to forecast conditions. Assumptions are made with respect to future activities
to determine if, on the whole, the network will get better or
worse with time. Such predictions can help to justify higher
funding levels for the bridge program, if needed.
The network impact reports are used in the BMS process to
adjust budget allocation percentages or to override the automated selections in some cases. Several alternative possibilities
can be examined to see which one gives the best overall network
condition. The MR&R plan finally selected is used to guide the
actions on the bridge network.
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The sensitivity of the BMS selections to various input assumptions is analyzed by examining these reports. The effects
of variations in interest rates and estimated MR&R costs, effectiveness, and deterioration rates can be determined.

Update Data Base With Actual MR&R Actions and
Expenditures

As scheduled MR&R work is performed on chosen bridges,
the BMS tracks agency progress in terms of what is actually
accomplished. The remedial actions performed, the costs, and
the resulting improvements are recorded and entered to the
BMS. This information is historically maintained for all bridges
in the network. Other bridge data, such as individual component
condition, sufficiency indexes, load ratings, and traffic levels,
are also retained on a historical basis. Over time, an accurate
life history will be available for each bridge. This allows more
accurate deterioration models to be developed and provides
information about the effectiveness of various MR&R strategies.

Analyze Historical Data

To obtain improved models, the historical information is analyzed by the BMS. The conditions (structural and functional)
of the bridge before any action occurs are used as the starting
point. The type of MR&R action and its cost are used as a basis
for comparison with other types of actions on similar bridges.
The amount of initial improvement that results is used as a
measure of effectiveness of the action. Also, the resulting change
in the deterioration rate of a bridge is analyzed after future
inspections. These analyses produce more accurate bridge deterioration equations and effectiveness measures for the different
MR&R actions. These improved models are then programmed
back to the BMS for use in future predictions and analyses. This
cyclic function of the BMS allows the system to be constantly
improved. The entire BMS process can, in fact, be considered
cyclic because new data are periodically gathered, entered into
the system, analyzed, and used to predict network wide bridge
needs. The system is thus able to analyze what actually occurs
and adjust its models and predictive capabilities to make more
cost effective MR&R choices.

CHAPTER THREE

DETAILS OF THE MODEL BMS

This chapter presents a detailed description of the BMS modules and submodules. Recommendations for specific models and
equations to be used are also included as example problems for
clarity.
Before proceeding with the discussion, it is worth reviewing
the specific functions of each of these modules: (1) The data
base module accepts and stores the data for use in a BMS. A
large number of data items are presented with priorities assigned
as to their necessity in bridge management. (2) The network
MR&R selection module provides the data necessary for making
more effective planning and budgeting decisions. This module
is described in terms of the four levels available for making
MR&R program selections for the network. (3) The maintenance module handles bridges selected for a preventive maintenance program. (4) The historical data analysis module
analyzes bridge data to improve prediction models and upgrade
the BMS. (5) The project level interface module provides a link
to detailed analyses of individual bridges. (6) The reporting
module provides the communication link to the user agency,
including administrators, decision-makers, and engineers.

DATA BASE MODULE

The data base contains information relative to every bridge
in the network. All functions and decisions of the BMS originate

from the data base. The system output is only as good as the
available data; high quality, detailed data yield the maximum
effectiveness from the system. This does not mean the more
data, the better. On the contrary, a limited number of significant
data items is preferable to a large number of weak data items,
some of which may never be used. Exact BMS variables depend
on the needs and policy goals of the user agency. Some variables
are required by all agencies. Others may be included by one
agency and omitted by another.
This section describes the general categories of variables and
lists the specific variables considered for the model bridge management system. These variables include inventory variables,
condition and appraisal variables, and MR&R historical variables. A large number of variables are considered, prioritized
in importance, and described in complete detail in Appendix A.
The variables list was assembled from several sources including the State of Texas BRINSAP data (Ref. 11), the Pennsylvania Bridge Management System data (Ref. 12), the Federal
SI&A data (Ref. 3), North Carolina's Bridge Management System data (Ref. 13), numerous interviews with bridge and maintenance engineers, and an extensive documents search.
The success of a management system lies in its ability to
generate improved performance and behavioral models based
on historical data. Many states have the beginning of a historical
data base in required federal inspection information. However,
many of these data elements are subjective and therefore are
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not suitable for model-building purposes. Historical data availability is an important factor and does deserve consideration in
an initial BMS data base.
Table 5 presents the variables considered for inclusion in the
model bridge management system. The table includes codes for
the source of the variable, the priority of the variable, and the
rationale for its use. The codes are defined in Table 6. Table 7
presents a summary of the number of variables at each of the
five priority levels. Table 5 is divided into four categories: (1)
inventory variables, (2) bridge condition variables, (3) bridge
appraisal and proposed improvement ratings, and (4) MR&R
historical variables. The four categories are subdivided into "records." Each record is a set of variables pertaining to a similar
aspect of the bridge.
The variables included were common to most states and generally considered important. Omissions of important variables
in current state BMS's were also identified and included. Each
variable was assigned a priority ranking on a 1 to 5 scale. A
useful BMS should include most of the priority 1, 2, and 3
variables. Priority 4 and 5 variables are optional or extraneous.
Each major record is identified by a letter. Each variable
within a record is identified by a number. Therefore, each variable is uniquely described by a letter-and-number combination.
For example, variable A2 names the county where the bridge
is located. The numbers in parentheses correspond to numbered
variables that are included in the current Federal SI&A rating
form.

Inventory Variables

Inventory variables describe the bridge in terms of location,
type, functional classification, etc. Once they are entered for a
particular bridge, they are rarely changed. These variables provide information for locating the bridge and determining its
relative importance within the network. In terms of the importance of the bridge, several inventory variables may be used in
the prioritization and optimization techniques.

Bridge Condition Variables

The second type of variables includes condition, rating, or
appraisal variables. The condition variables are obtained from
field inspection of the bridge. They are entered into the BMS
and are used in calculations. The results of these calculations
produce output variables that are the appraisals of the bridge
and are described in the next section. These condition and appraisal variables can be used for prioritizing and optimizing
bridge rehabilitation and maintenance strategies. They can also
be used in the decisions to determine feasible MR&R strategies
for each bridge.
The input condition variables are divided into records and
variables as with the inventory variables described previously.
These major records correspond to a major component of the
bridge such as roadway, superstructure, substructure, channel,
or approaches. The subvariables correspond to the elements of
the major components of the bridge, for example, deck and
wearing surface are elements of the roadway; main members
and floor system connections are elements of the superstructure.

Table S. BMS variables.
Inventory Variables
Rationale
Source Priority of Use

I.

B.

C.

D.

Identification Information
T
I. System Code
F
2. County (3)
F
3. City / Town code (4)
F
4. Structure number (8)
FIPS code for states and FHWA region (1)F
F
Highway district (2)
F
Principal route (5)
F
Location (9)
F
Principal route milepoint (11)
P
Engineering project/drawing number
WV
Bridge Name
A
Principal route posiiton (over or
under bridge)
WV
Town Name
Environment
Freezing index
Saline environment
Rainfall
Defense Importance Ratings
Defense road section number (12)
Defense bridge description (13)
Defense milepoint (14)
Defense section length (15)
Latitude (16)
Longitude (17)
7
physical vulnerability (18)

P
P
F

-

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Essentiality / Classification / Jurisdiction
A
Essentiality to public transport
Detour length (19)
F
F
Toll road (20)
F
Custodian (21)
F
Owner (22)
F
Type of project (23 a)
Project Number - e.g. PAP No. (23 b)
F
F
Federal aid system code (24)
Principal Route Administrative
F
jurisdiction (25)
Principal Route Functional
F
classification (26)
F
II. Years of construction and major
reconstruction (27)
Principal route ADT (29)
F
F
Year of traffic count (30)
Truck factor (% trucks with
A
more than 2 axles)
Design truck loading (31)
F
Historical significance (37)
F
Political Unit number 1
A
Political Unit number 2
A
Walkway
WV
Speed limit

E. Navigation and Waterway
Existence of navigation control (38)
Navigation vertical clearance (39)
Navigation horizontal clearance (40)
F. Posting Information
I.
Operational status (41) (open or closed)
Operating rating (64) absolute
maximum permissible
Inventory rating (66) highest load
for long term use
Weight Limit
4.l.Axle
4.2.Combination

F
F
F
F
F
F
A
A

Safety Inventory
Approach roadway width in feet (32)
Bridge median code (33)
Skew(34)
Structure flared? (35)
Traffic safety features (36)
5.1. type of bridge railing
5.2. type of approach guardrail
transitions
5.3. type of approach guardrails
5.4. type ofapproach guardrail emds
Sight distance
Illumination
B. No. of accidents per 100,000 vehicles
H. Secondary Features
Name of secondary features
A
Type of feature (road, railroad, water) A
Route (5)
3.1.system classification
F
3.2.cumber
F
3.3.directioc suffix
F
Route milepoint (11)
F

2
3

1
1
4
3
2

A
C
C
C
H
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
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Table S. Continued

Table S. Continued
Source

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
S.

Essentiality to public transport School Bus, route,snowplow firelane,
public transit route
Detour length (19)
Toll road (20)
Federal aid system code (24)
Route administrative jurisdiction (25)
Route Functional classification (26)
Route ADT (29)
Year of traffic count (30)
Truck factor (9 trucks with more than
2 axle)
Dooign truck loading (31)
Route horizontal clearance (47)
lS.l.right (55)
15.2.1eft (56)
Route minimum vertical clearance (10)
Number of lanes on the secondary'
route (28)
Roadway width (51)
Existence of navigation control
Position (over or under the bridge)

Structural Inventory
1. Structure type
2. Principal route horizontal
clearance (47)
3. Principal route minimum vertical
clearance (10)
4. Widening code
5. Roadway width
(51)
6. Length of structure
(49)
7. Sidewalk width (50)
8. Number of lanes on the principal
route (28)
9. Superstructure type (43)
9.1 number of span groups
9.1.1. span type in group
9.1.2. main member type in group
9.1.3. number of spans in group
9.1.4. span length in group (48)
9.2 type of paint system
9.3 date existing paint system placed
10. Substructure type (44)
10.1. Cap Type
10.2. Pier Type
11. Deck type (57)
11.1. material type
11.2. design type
11.3. wearing surface
11.4. deck concrete air entrained
11.5. membrane type
11.6. stay-in-place forms used
11.7. type of cathodic protection
11.8. date wearing surface placed
11.9 type of steel protection
12. Deck width (52)
13. Deck joint types
14. Fracture critical members

A

Priority

3

Rationale,.
of Use

B

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
A

2
4
3
4
3
2
3
2

0
B
H
C
A
D
B
1

F
F
F
p
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
3

I
3
.2
,j
.2
3

F
A

3
3

J
B

T
F

4
1

B
3

F

1

.j

1
F
P
F
F

3
2
1
3
2

B
E
E
B
3

F
A
T
T
T
F
WV
WV
F
T
T
F
T
1
T
WV
WV
WV
WV
WV

1

E

1
1
1
1
2
2
I
1
1
I
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
2
3
2
2
2

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
B
E

F
A
JA

Source

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

K.

I.

F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

Superstructure Condition Rating (59)
1. Main members R/E/D
2. Main member connections R/E/D
3. Floor system members R/E/D
4. Floor system connections R/E/D
5. Secondary members R/E
6. Secondary member connections R/E
7. Expansion bearings R/E
8. Fixed bearings R/E
9. Steel protective coating R/E

F
T
T
T
T
T
1
T
T
T

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

Substructure Rating (60)
lAbutoents R/E/D
l.l.Caps
1.2.Above ground
1.3.Below ground
2. Intermediate supports R/E/D
2.1.Caps
2.2.Above ground
2.3.Below ground

p
T
A
A
A
T
A
A
A

1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

F
T
A
A
A
WV

3
1
2
3
3
3
3
2

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

Channel and Channel Frotection Rating (61) F
l
Banks S
T
2. Bed R
T
3. Rip rap R/E
T
4. Dikes & Jetties R
1
5. Substructure foundation erosion R/E
T

3
3
3
2
3
I

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

N.

Approaches Rating (65)
Bmbankmento R/E
Pavement R/E/D
3. Relief joints R/E
4. Drainage R/E
Cuard Fence R/E
Delineation markers R

F
T
T
T
T
T

3
3
3
3
3
3

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

0.

Estimated Remaining Life (63)

F

3

D&E

F.

Inspection Dnformation
1. Date of last inspection (90)
2. Unusual inspection feature
3. Frequency of unusual inspections
4. Date of last unusual inspection
5. Inspector

F
WV
WV
WV
A

2
3
4
4
3

A
A
A
A
B

3
2
3
3
2
3
3

D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E
D&E

3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

A
A
B
E
g
E
E
A
A
A

Bridge Appraisal and Proposed Improvement Ratincs
Q.

R.

E
E
B
E
E
E
E
B
B
E
E
B
B

Roadway Condition Rating (58)
I. Deck R/E/D
2. Wearing surface R/E/D
3. Joints R/E
4. Drainage system R
5. Curbs, sidewalks, and parapets R/E
6. Median barrier R/E
7. Railings R/E
8. Delineation (striping and curve
markers (R)

A

Rationale
of Use

M.

(Bridge Condition Variables (Severity Rating-R, Extent-B, Distress-D)
J.

Collision protection system S
Steel protective coating R/E
Retaining walls (62) R/E/D
Culverts
6.l.Damage to pipe
6.2.Debris
6.3.Daoage to walks
Concrete protective system R/E/D

Priority

Appraisal (Calculated values to be
Output in report)
1. Traffic safety features (36)
2. Structural condition (67)
3. Roadway geometry (68)
4. Vertical and lateral clearance (69)
5. Safe loading capacity (70)
6. Waterway capacity (71)
7. Approach roadway (72)

F
F
F
F
F
F
p

Proposed Improvements
1. Year needed (73)
F
2. Type of service (74) (same as 5 or 42) F
3. Type of work (75)
F
4. Length of improvements (76)
F
5. Proposed design load (77)
F
6. Proposed roadway width (78)
F
7. Proposed number of lanes (79)
F
8. Design ADT (80)
P
9. Year of Estimated ADT (81)
F
10. Year of ocheduled adjacent roadway
P
improvements (82)
11. Type of adjacent roadway
F
improvements(83)
12. Cost of all improvements (84)
F
13. Base year of improvement costs
JA
14. Preliminary engineering costs (85)
F
15. Demolition costs (86)
F
16. Substructure costs (87)
p
17. Superstructure costs (88)
F
18. Required maintenance activity 1
A
19. Level of maintenance activity I
A
20. Urgency of maintenance activity 1
A
21. Required maintenance activity 2
A
22. Level of maintenance activity 2
A
23. Urgency of maintenance activity 2
A
24. Required maintenance activity 3
A
Level of maintenance activity 3
A
Urgency of maintenance activity 3
A

3

A

2
2
3
3
3
3
1
I
1
1
S
1
1
I
1

E
B
B
E

B
B
E
E
E

F
N

1
1

C
K

N
N
A
A

2
I
3
1

K

K

N
N
N
N
N

2
2
2
2
1

K
K
K
K
K

B
B
E
B

MR&R Historical Variables
S.

MR & R Record
I. Structure number (8)
2. Year of MR & R Action
3. Type of action
3.1.Major Category
3.2.Individual Activity
4. Scheduled, Completed, or In Progress
5. Quantity of units in type file
6. Costs
5.l.Labor
5.2.Equipment
5.3.Materialo
5.4.Other
5.5.Total

K

B
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Table 6. Definitions of codes used in the overall list of Bridge Management System variables.
Source - Where the variable originated.
F T P N A WVJA-

Federal S I & A
Texas
FennsyLvania
North Carolina
ARE Inc Project Staff
Panel Member - Walter Verrill (Maine)
Panel Member - John Ahlskog (FHWA)

Priority - Importance of including the variable in the BMS.
Highest Priority - Definitely required in BMS model.
High Priority - Very useful in BMS model.
Medium Priority - Nice to have in BMS for Input and Output or
possible use.
Low Priority - Probably will not be in BMS.
No Priority - Definitely not to be included in any BMS.
Use - Use of the variable in the BMS and the rationale for choosing it.
A
B
C
S
E
F
C
H
I
J
K

-

Planning Information
Information Only
Identification
Ranking/Optimization
Estimate Corrective Action/Costs
Defense Planning - Emergencies
Budget Allocations
Federal Requirement or Need
Information on Possible Causes of Distress
Functional Adequacy
Predict Maintenance and Rehabilitation Effectiveness and Costs

Each bridge element should be surveyed and rated on one of
three levels. The level is indicated next to the variable by various
combinations of the letters R, E, and D. R stands for a severity
rating of how bad the distress present is, E stands for an extent
rating of how much of a particular distress is present, and D
stands for a definition of the type of distress present. The lowest
level of evaluation is only R, which indicates that the bridge
element is merely rated on the standard 0 to 9 scale. The second
level, R/E, indicates that the bridge element is rated on the 0
to 9 scale in terms of the severity of the distress that exists, and
that the extent of the distress is also estimated in terms of being
local or prevalent, the estimated area affected, or some other
measure. The highest level of evaluation is indicated by the
combination R/E/D. This indicates that the element is rated
on the 0 to 9 scale, the extent of the distress is estimated and
that the actual type of distress causing the problem is specified.
It is not necessary to rate all elements of each bridge component
to the same level of detail. For example, the elements Deck
(Variable Ji) and Railings (Variable J7), both affect the overall
component roadway's rating, but information on the type of
distress present is more important for the deck.
An example data form of the type needed for rating the
condition of the elements is shown in Figure 5. The form allows
the distresses to be identified by putting the extent rating next
to the actual distress shown on the form. The condition or
severity of each distress is also indicated on the form using the
0-9 scale. An example evaluation is shown on the form for all
the elements of the superstructure, to illustrate how the system
works. In the example, the main members are rated a 7 because
they exhibited local cracks and local reinforcement corrosion.
The floor system is rated 6 because of prevalent cracks, and the
secondary system was rated 8 because of local corrosion. Other
elements include expansion bearings rated 7, fixed bearings rated
7, and paint rated 6, but the distressess and extents associated
with these ratings are not specified.

Table 7. Summary of variable priority for inclusion in BMS.
Priority Level for
Inclusion in BMS

No. of Varcables
at Priority Level

1(2)

56

2

50

3

90

4

17

S

I

TOTAL

214

Highest Priority - Definitely required in BMS model.
High Priority - Very useful in BMS model.
Medium Priority - Nice to have in BMS for Input and Output or
possible use.
Low Priority - Probably will not be in BMS.
No Priority - Definitely not to be included in any BMS.

Bridge Appraisal and Proposed Improvement
Ratings

The appraisals are calculated values based on (1) the condition ratings of the bridge components and their elements as
input to the BMS, and (2) inventory items, such as deck width,
number of lanes, and vertical clearances. The method used by
the BMS to calculate the appraisal ratings is the same method
used in the Texas BRINSAP system (11).
The proposed improvements correspond to Federal variable
numbers 73 through 88. These items, if included in the BMS,
will be estimated after analysis of the bridge condition, the
MR&R life-cycle activity options chosen by the BMS, and the
local and network-wide budget constraints. These variables may
be derived by the BMS or input directly by the user. The required
maintenance activities are input by the user based on the observations made by the inspector. Estimates made by the BMS
will improve with time.

MR&R Historical Variables

The last variables in the Data Base Module are historical
records of the maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement
(MR&R) actions accomplished. These variables are input after
an MR&R action takes place on a bridge and describe the actions
undertaken. The variables are stored on a historical basis to
develop a life profile for the bridge, to estimate maintenance
and repair costs for bridges in general, to predict deterioration
rates and deterioration retardant constants for bridges, and to
estimate entire network MR&R budget levels.
These data are used to obtain better estimates of costs and
improvements associated with MR&R actions such as shown
in the MR&R code list of Table 8. Analysis of the data over
time will produce more accurate bridge life-cycle profiles, better
deterioration models, and better measures of effectiveness and
benefits for various MR&R actions.
The MR&R data for use by the BMS could be incorporated
through an agency's existing maintenance management system
(MMS). The activities of most existing MMSs would need to
be expanded to better define the bridge MR&R actions. Information should be provided on a bridge-by-bridge basis. The
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ARE Inc BRIDGE CONDITION SURVEY FORM

9 - New condition
8 - Good condition - no repairs needed
7 - Generally good condition - potential exists for minor maintenance
6 - Fair condition - potential exists for major maintenance
5 - Generally fair condition - potential exists for minor rehabilitation
4 - Marginal condition - potential exists for major rehabilitation
3 - Poor condition - repair or rehabilitation required immediately
2 - Critical condition - bridge should be closed until repairs are complete
1 - Critical condition - bridge closed but repairable
0 - Critical condition - bridge closed and beyond repair
N - Not applicable

Timber

Concrete

Steel

SUPERSTRUCTURE - PAGE 2 OF 4

[7] Main
Members

EXTENT
L/P
rotted timber
cracked I broken
connector probs.
other

EXTENT
L/P
(U cracks
(LI reint. corrosion
(I spalling
crushed
broken / cracked
other

EXTENT
L/P
failed connections
corrosion
buckle & kinks
cracks
other

rotted timber
cracked / broken
infested
connector probs.
other

(p] cracks
reinf. corrosion
(] scaling / spalling
(] crushed
broken / cracked
(] other

failed connections
corrosion
buckles & kinks
cracks
other

(] Floor
System

[) Secondary
System

failed connections
[U] corrosion
buckles & kinks
cracks
I other

[i] Expansion bearings
[7] Fixed bearings
(6] Painting
(] Other

Figure 5. Example bridge condition survey form including distresses.

MMS should summarize bridge actions by the eight major categories identified in Table 8. The MMS should be able to give
the BMS the total cost of each activity by bridge for an entire
year.

Data Structure Within the BMS

The variables to be included in a BMS are stored in several
data files within the BMS data base. The structure of these files
in terms of how they are connected and interact together is
described in this section.
The following data files are required for the BMS:
Bridge and principal feature inventory.
Secondary feature inventory.

Span group inventory, condition, and appraisal.
Inventory and condition history.
MR&R history.
Figure 6 shows how these data files are related. The variable
that connects most of the files is a unique bridge number. Variables such as route number and mile point connect the principal
feature with the secondary features to exactly locate each bridge.
This helps with the "routed" reports that are created in the
BMS, and lists bridges in order along the particular route where
they exist.
There are several other files that are accessed by the BMS to
obtain variables that are used in calculation and decision processes. These variables are primarily decision criteria and user
inputs and include weighting values and ranges for variables to
be used in the sufficiency calculation, the MR&R actions that
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Table 8. MR&R action codes.

Bridge &
Principal
Feature
Inventory

I MINOR MAINTENANCE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

painting
joint cleaning and sealing
bearing cleaning and lubrication
sealing concrete surfaces
drift removal
crack sealing
bolt tightening or replacement
deck washing
clean drainage system
moveable bridge mechanical or electrical equipment maintenance
approach leveling or repair
deck patching
touch up painting
minor repair or cleaning of culverts
handrail maintenance or repair
expansion joint maintenance
fender system maintenance
slope or shore protection system maintenance

Maintenance

Secondary
Features
Inventory

Spangroup

\
replace drainage system elements
replace collision damaged structural members
correct scour conditimn
replace decayed timbers
beating repair
deck injection with grout or resin
replace empansion devices
relevel abutments and piers
patch substructure members
strengthen of straighten steel members
curb repair
replace gaurdrails
repair fender system
sheath pier to add cross-sectional area
splice broken reinforcing steel and re-concrete
steel plating of timber decks
clean box culverts
repair steel deck grids
replace or upgrade bridge rails

I
I

Appraisal

I
Bridge #

2 MAJOR MAINTENANCE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

#&
Milepost,

\
Bridge #

Inventory
Condition
Appraisal

Bridge #

Maintenance
History

Inventory &
Condition
History

3 REHABILITATE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

deck replacement
increasing structure capacity
replace major superstructure main elements
replace major substructure main elements
deck overlay
cathodic protection
sheath pier to add cross sectional area
substructure strengthening
deck rehabilitation
bridge raising to gain vertical clearance
fatigue prone detail retrofit
seismic retrofit
replace wearing surface

4 RECONSTRUCT
01 new superstructure using existing substructure
02 bridge widening

Figure 6. Illustration of data file relationships.

NETWORK MR&R SELECTION MODULE

There are four levels at which MR&R projects can be selected
for the network. These four levels are accomplished by the BMS
in submodules of the MR&R selection module. The four submodules are:

5. REPLACE
6. POST
01
02
03
04

structural load capacity
speed
number of vehicles
height of vehicles

Ranking submodule.
Specific MR&R action selection submodule.
Life cycle costing submodule.
Optimization submodule.

7. CLOSE
8. REMOVE

are selected by the decision process, life-cycle activity profiles
for bridges, unit costs of MR&R actions, budget levels and
allocation percentages, acceptable and desirable level-of-service
goals, and maintenance activity codes. The variables needed for
each of these functions are described in the section related to
the function. Such variables are not individual bridge data per
se and, therefore, are not discussed as part of the BMS data
base. They are, however, stored in special data files that are
accessed by the BMS when needed to perform specific functions.
These are all user input variables (with defaults available) to
make the BMS as flexible and adaptable as possible.

Each submodule builds on the previous one, thus adding capability to make better selections. The lowest level can be used
independently, but higher levels require the lower ones to support them. Each level is described separately in the following
sections. The descriptions are in terms of specific methods to
be used in each of the submodules.
The MR&R selections are made automatically by the BMS;
however, a capability for the user to override the system is
available. The user override allows special projects that may
already be programmed or designed to be chosen. Also, the user
may disagree with the MR&R strategy made by the BMS, and
he may enter his own and rerun the system. The override mechanism operates by allowing the user to enter specific MR&R
strategies for certain bridges. He may specify if the strategy is
definitely to be selected for funding or whether it is to be compared and chosen in the same process as the other bridges.
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It is important to be able to examine the effects of administrative decisions regarding budget splits between maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement. The model BMS allows a mechanism for experimenting with various combinations to see how
they change the resulting selections and subsequently how the
entire network conditions will be affected. This gives decisionmakers a powerful tool to assist in making better economic
decisions as to how much money should go towards maintenance
rather than rehabilitation or whether rehabilitation or replacement is more effective in certain situations. Once the most
effective budget split is determined the BMS uses the information to make final MR&R selections for the network.

Sufficiency Index for Ranking Submodule and
General Project Screening

The sufficiency index (SI) provides a simple basis for ranking
projects and screening the network to identify general MR&R
needs. Projects are ranked by SI and general categories of maintenance, rehabilitation, or replacement (or some other categories) can be suggested based on threshold values of SI. This
type of general MR&R category assignment based on simple
ranking will produce only a rough estimate of needs and normally a "worst first" solution and as such it is not considered
to be effective bridge management. MR&R costs may be roughly
estimated by the size of the bridge and associated unit costs for
the general type of work and bridge type. Therefore, at the
lowest level, the network is screened, general work types are
selected, and an estimate of total costs is given.

and leave out variables that are not relevant to their system.
Flexibility in the definition of SI allows an agency the freedom
to manage its bridge network based on the most significant
criteria.

Model BMS Sufficiency Formula
The sufficiency formula for the model BMS is based on a
deduct point system. Bridge deficiencies score deduct points
that are subtracted from a "perfect" score of 100. Weights can
be assigned to the variables that describe bridge condition to
give each a relative importance.
The formula recommended for the model BMS is shown in
Figure 7. Major categories can be structural adequacy, functional obsolescence and serviceability, bridge importance or essentiality for public use, safety, or others encompassing a number
of descriptive variables. The ith variable, Vq, describes the condition level of an item in the jth category. For example, vertical
clearance may be a variable used in the functional adequacy
category. Table 9 gives the major categories and variables recommended for defaults in the model BMS. The two major
categories are structural adequacy and functional obsolescence.
These have weights of 60 percent and 40 percent respectively.
Each variable in these categories has a maximum deduct value
corresponding to a certain variable value, a variable value at
zero deduct, a weighting factor, and the level of weight to apply.
The user has the capability to change variables, deduct values,
and weighting factors defined in the table.

Sufficiency Indexes
A sufficiency index as it relates to BMS can be defined as an
aggregate score which describes the ability of a bridge to serve
its intended functions relative to the other bridges in the network. Such an index can include any of a number of bridge
attributes, such as load capacity, horizontal clearance, vertical
clearance, condition, or traffic level.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has defined
a sufficiency index termed the Federal Sufficiency Rating (FSR)
(3). This rating is used to determine if bridges are eligible for
funding under the Federal Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP). Most states already use
some form of the FSR. The current FSR should be included in
the BMS. If a new version is adopted, it should be added to the
BMS. FSR is important because it is a federally required statistic
intended to be impartial with respect to funds distribution to
states.
Other methods of calculating an SI can be defined to meet
an agency's particular needs and level-of-service goals. Such a
tailored index is more useful for internal agency decisions, including budget allocation, project prioritization, and network
needs estimation.
The model BMS allows a flexible SI that is initially defined
by the user then adjusted and compared over time. This allows
the user agency to experiment with different combinations of
variables and weights until it obtains the best mix for their
particular conditions. For example, an agency may have many
narrow bridges that are considered to be a safety hazard. The
agency may give bridge horizontal clearance a high weighting

Flexible Sufficiency Formula

IMAJ
S =

(100-Di)

where,

0 !!~ S < 100
where, 0!~Di!~di!5 100

Di ::

Bridge Deduct Value for
Major Category i,
di => Maximum Possible Deduct Value
for Major Category i.
IMAJ = Number of Major Categories,
JMIN
Di =
w i j MAX(O, MIN (MAXDEDUCT, (a 1 Vj + b1 )))
jth
The
variable describing the condition of an
element of the i th major category.

=

a1 bij
W1.

,

and MAXDEDUCT bound & define the influence of V ij

weighting factor to V11 which is assigned by
the user.
JMINi = number of variables for the i1h major category.
=

Figure Z Flexible sufficiency formula for model BMS.
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Table 9. Model BMS default sufficiency variable values.

MAJOR

CATEGORIES

Name

Structural
Adequacy

Functional
Obsolescence

Worth
0- 100%

60%

409/6

4

SUFFICIENCY

VARIABLE

VALUES
Maximum
Weighting
Multiplicatioin
effect
a1.0

Value at
Maximum
Weighting
Multiplication
effect

Maximum
Deduct

Value at
Maximum
Deduct

Value at
No Deduct

Weight
Name

Value at
Normal
Deduct
Usage

Operating
Rating

60

5 tons

25 tons

% Trucks

2%

1.25

8%

Structure
Condition

60

2

6

--

Lane Width

15

9 ft.

12 ft.

ADT

500

2.00

5000

Lane Diff.

10

2 ft.

0

--

Vertical
Clearance

15

14 ft.

17 ft.

% Trucks

2%

1.5

5%

Roadway
Condition
Rating

10

3

6

ADT

500

2.00

5000

Detour
Length

10

50 mi.

5 ni

ADT

100

2

1000

Variable
Name

Example Using Sufficiency for Ranking and
General MR&R Selection
The following example demonstrates the method of using SI
for ranking and general MR&R selection. This method has been
used by many agencies in the past to get a gross estimate of
MR&R needs and required budget. It should be recognized that
this method will produce only very rough estimates and, thus,
may not be considered good bridge management if used by itself.
For the example, suppose a small network consists of 15 bridges.
A user-defined SI is calculated for each bridge. User input is
required to tell the BMS what SI threshold levels divide the
MR&R categories of maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement. The user must also input total budget and percent budget
allocation to each of the MR&R categories.
For this example, threshold levels are: bridges with SI greater
than 80 are maintained, bridges with SI between 50 and 80 are
rehabilitated, and bridges with SI less than 50 are replaced. The
budget is $10 million. The budget split is designated as 10
percent for maintenance, 40 percent for rehabilitation, and 50
percent for replacement. Table 10 gives the bridges in the network ranked by SI. The initial division based on SI threshold
is shown. The unit cost for replacement is used to estimate cost
for replacement of the selected bridges. Two bridges are not
selected because of budget limitations. These are transferred to
the head of the group for rehabilitation along with the small
remainder of budget not used for replacement. The unit cost

for rehabilitation is then used to estimate cost for the highest
priority rehabilitation projects. One bridge is not funded for
rehabilitation and is transferred to the major maintenance category. The major maintenance projects are selected until the
entire budget is exhausted. The two remaining bridges are designated to receive only cyclic preventive maintenance.

Table 10. Example project selections using sufficiency for ranking.

SI

Threshold
Required
Actual
Cost ($1000)
Action

462
512
118

37
41
42

Replace
Replace
Replace

1500
1300
1900

227
443

45
49

Replace
Replace

700
500

Rehab
Rehab

495
189
238
342
365

57
61
63
70
76

Rehab
Rehab
Rehab
Rehab
Rehab

800
300
500
900
400

Rehab
Rehab
Rehab
Rehab
Rehab

450

79

Rehab

400

528
164

82
85

Maint
Maint

400
300

257
390

89
92

Maint
Maint

Bridge No.

Cumulative
cost ($1000)

Selected
Action

4700

Replace
Replace
Replace

8800

Maint
9900

Maint
Maint
Minor Maint
Minor Maint
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Figure 8. General representation of a decision tree (14).

Decision Tree for Specific MR&R Selection
Submodule

The specific MR&R selection level provides better project
selections than the ranking level because decision trees are used
to choose the MR&R actions. Figure 8 shows a general decision
tree (Ref. 14). A decision tree is composed of a hierarchy of
elements called nodes. The nodes are variables used as decision
criteria. The uppermost level of the hierarchy has only one node
called the root. Except for the root, every node has only one
node connected above it, called the parent. Each node can have
one or more nodes connected below it, called children. The
children correspond to the levels applied to the decision variables. Elements at the end of the branches are called leaves. In
the BMS decision tree, the leaves are MR&R selections based
on the decision criteria in the nodes.
Using the decision criteria in the decision tree, specific MR&R
actions are selected for each bridge. Better estimates of costs
and effectiveness are available because each action is better
defined than just the broad categories of Maintenance, Rehabilitation, or Replacement. The decision criteria are bridge condition variables and level-of-service variables, such as width,
vertical clearance, and load capacity. Detailed decision trees
allow more accurate assignments of MR&R projects and costs.
The ranking submodel is then required to prioritize the projects
by SI as described in the previous section.

Maximum number of children for each parent variable.
The values separating the children for each variable.
The structure of the tree.
The MR&R action that is selected at the leaves.
With this method, the trees can be as simple or complicated as
desired. A complete set of paths which totally define the decision
process can be created. For example, the nonuniform decision
tree presented in the next section, which is the default tree for
the model BMS, can be constructed by user inputs using this
method.

Model BMS Default Decision Tree
An example decision tree is presented to demonstrate the
concept and to provide an initial default tree for the model
BMS. The default decision tree has the following characteristics:
Number of variables: 7
Variable names:
functional class (FC)
average daily traffic (ADT)
operating rating (OR)
clear deck width (CDW)
vertical clearance (VC)
structure condition (SC)
deck condition (DC)

User-Defined Decision Tree
The model BMS allows the user to defme the decision tree
in a format that most suits his needs. The user identifies the
following items to defme the tree:
Number of decision variables.
Variable names.

The structure of the default tree is shown in Figure 9. The
branches show the values of each decision variable that connect
the children variables. The leaves are left as empty boxes. The
user inputs the MR&R actions to be selected at the end of each
decision path. The cost and effectiveness of each action also
comes from the user input of alternatives (see discussion on
data base).
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Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost Method for LifeCycle Costing (LCC) Submodule

A simple example of how the decision tree would make a
decision is presented here to illustrate the method. Figure 9
shows one of the MR&R alternative boxes filled in with the
number 3. This is a code for a user-defined MR&R activity. In
this case the decision process is as follows. A bridge enters the
routine and goes through a series of checks as shown on the
figure. The bridge is on an interstate route, its operating rating
(OR) is adequate, clear deck width is deficient, structural capacity is adequate, and deck condition is poor. User-defined
MR&R activity number 3 might then be defined as deck replacement. Therefore, all bridges that meet these same criteria
will be selected for deck replacement. As information and field
measurements improve, chloride concentration could be another
decision criterion for example.

The life-cycle cost level builds on the network MR&R selection level by adding more capabilities and better economic criteria for choosing MR&R strategies. The decision tree is
expanded by providing life-cycle activity profile's (LCAP's) for
selection as MR&R strategies. LCAP's are a set of actions or
activities that may be taken on a particular bridge over a period
of time. This approach accounts for the effects of current actions
on future costs and life of the bridge. For example, in choosing
which LCAP to put at the end of a decision path, one option
may be to provide a high level of maintenance for a period of
time and then to replace the bridge. A second option may be
to rehabilitate the bridge immediately and begin a program of
low level routine maintenance. Analyzing the total life-cycle
costs for each option would provide a better basis for choosing
the most cost-effective alternative.

Prioritizing Projects Selected by Decision Tree
The decision tree makes MR&R action selections for each
bridge. These projects must then be prioritized to select the
order to perform the actions. The SI is used at this point to
perform this prioritization. The same index that was defined in
the ranking level selection process could be used. However, more
information is currently known about each bridge than in the
ranking level. Specifically, costs and effectiveness of the proposed MR&R action are available. This information can be
incorporated into a new SI to better prioritize the projects.

Defining LCAP's in the Model BMS
Each LCAP must be completely defined within the model
BMS and have a unique identification code for assignment to
the leaves of the decision tree. Some default LCAP's will be
available for selection by the user or he may define his own. To
define an LCAP, the following information is required:

OTHERS

INTERSTATE
ALL
-

~20

>1000
515

-

>20

'—<'>15
CDW

1 'X(#L)

<%
<16'

-

< 4'+lO'X(#L)

~1000
1515 OR
>15
O'X(#L)

O'X(#L)

VC

<10'X(#L)
<13' >13'

<14' >14'

>16'

Sc
<4

54
1

>4 1 >4 1
1 > 1

>4 >4

4-6 >6

<3 4-6 >6

DC DC

DC DC
t
55 >5 55 >5 >4 >4 t
14-6

4

>4 t
I 55 >5 :55 >5 >4 _53>6
4-6

4-6

llj

/\

53 4-6 >6

1 1

Figure 9. Structure of default decision tree for model BMS.
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6
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Sequential MR&R actions.
Time or condition at which each action is performed.
Cost of each action.
Effectiveness of each action.
Deterioration rates between each action.
Change in deterioration rate due to each action.
Some of these items may be defaulted values such as the deterioration rates and action costs. An effectiveness measure is
desirable for including in a priority ranking formula, but is not
absolutely necessary at this level. Effectiveness, however, is required in the next level to perform optimization.
The user will define each LCAP by entering the required
information in a life-cycle table presented by the BMS. An
example of such a table follows:

are converted to a present value with this formula. The second
formula is the capital recovery factor (CRF). This formula
computes a uniform annual payment for a period of years from
a present amount based on some discount rate. The present
value of all life-cycle costs is evenly distributed over the analysis
period with this formula. Finally, any average annual costs such
as maintenance and user costs are added to produce the total
annual cost. A salvage value of the bridge can also be considered
if desired.
The formulas for performing the life-cycle cost analysis are
as follows:
PWF

= (1 -

CRF1,, = (1±
ACTION

TIME
(YR)

UNIT
COST

Reconstruct Deck
Seal Deck
Repair Joints
Overlay Deck
Reconstruct Deck

0
10
15
15
25

65 SF
5 SF
2 LF
35 SF
85 SF

DETERIORATION
RETARDANT

10%

20%
15%

-

FINAL
ELEMENT
CONDITION

9

7
9

This example is specific for decks. However, LCAP's can be
defined for any set of components or for an entire bridge. The
user can define any number of these LCAP's to apply in various
situations for the leaves of the decision tree.

Calculating Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost
To compare a nonuniform series of costs, it is necessary to
express the costs in common terms. One way to do this is to
express them in an equivalent uniform annual series of payments
often referred to as annual costs. When the entire network is
considered, this method provides an estimate of an agency's
annual budget.
Equivalent uniform annual cost, EUAC, will give answers
consistent with present worth analysis when the decision-making
environment is not complex (such as differential, inflation).
When it is appropriate, it is an equally efficient means of conducting the calculations.
A case where EUAC can be used is that of a straight choice
between alternatives in the absence of inflation. EUAC can also
be used when anticipated information is uniform (meaning constant over time, across the alternative maintenance strategies
and for all sources of cost). If exact answers are required with
differential inflation rates, a present worth analysis is needed.
If "good" approximations suffice, EUAC can be used where
there are differential inflation rates (see below). A "good"
approximation means 1 percent to 2 percent of the accuracy
produced by more sophisticated methods.

Formulas. Several formulas are required to convert life-cycle
costs to annualized costs. The first is the single payment present
worth factor (PWF). This formula computes the present worth
of future capital outlays such as rehabilitation or replacement
of the bridge at an assumed discount rate. All life-cycle costs

1

(2)

where: PWF,,, = the single payment present worth factor at
discount rate (expressed as a decimal) i, over an analysis period
of n years; CRF, = the capital recovery factor at discount rate
i, over n years.
Calculation Procedure. The total annualized life-cycle cost
(ALCC) is computed as follows:
Convert each future MR&R expenditure and the total salvge value of the bridge to a present value by multiplying by
the PWF at an accepted discount rate. The value of n is the
number of years from the present until the MR&R action occurs.
Convert the total present worth of all life-cycle MR&R
costs to an equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) over the
analysis period, n, by multiplying by the appropriate CRF at
an accepted discount rate.
Add average annual minor maintenance costs.
Add average annual user costs.
The result is the total annualized life-cycle costs (ALCC) for
a particular MR&R strategy.
Analysis Period. The analysis periods of the alternative
MR&R strategies can be the same or different. This is not a
factor in deciding the applicability of EUAC because the annualization part of EUAC makes the method equivalent to using
a lowest common multiple horizon. Bridges commonly have
lives of 70 years or more. This is extremely long for an economic
analysis to produce meaningful results. An analysis period of
40 years is about the maximum recommended.
A fixed analysis period of 40 years is a fairly long horizon.
According to Refs. 15 and 16, a long fixed period corresponds
to the Finite Horizon Method (FHM—a fixed cut-off date)
with sensibly long horizon. This approach will favor the alternative with a relatively larger number of MR&R activities scheduled in the latter part of the analysis period. In such cases, the
results will be even more favorable the longer the horizon is
and the greater the discount rate is, so that distant events have
less impact on PW and subsequently EUAC. For example, the
40-year discount factor (present worth factor) at 20 percent is
0.0007; whereas, at 3 percent it is over 400 times greater at
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0.3066. While the use of FHM is not uncommon in public
utilities, it can be improved upon significantly by the approaches
discussed in Ref. 16. In PW analysis, the analysis period should
be the same for all design alternative strategies. However, the
choice of varying analysis periods for design strategies in a lifecycle cost program provides flexibility to its users so the equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) method option should be
provided to the user.

User Costs. The user costs for a bridge are usually associated
with user travel time, accidents, and vehicle operating costs.
The detour to an alternate bridge is a cost incurred by the user
if a bridge is closed. Accidents caused by a functionally inadequate bridge are other user costs. These are difficult to quantify.
The final user cost is associated with poor bridge conditions
that may cause damage to vehicles. If possible, these costs should
be quantified and included in the LCC analysis.

Discount Rate. In practice, the discount rate used will always contain judgmental elements and it is best to recognize
this at the outset. The approach recommended below, like all
others, is not without limitations. Sensitivity analyses often reveal that the discount rate is not a problem. For example,
suppose that Alternative B is selected with a discount rate of 8
percent. Sensitivity analysis would then ask, "For what range
of values of the discount rate is Alternative B the correct
choice?" If the answer is a wide tolerance region (3 percent to
15 percent), then fretting over precise values for the discount
rate is wasted energy. If the answer is a narrow range (7 percent
to 9.5 percent), it may be appropriate to apply further resources
to confirm or improve the accuracy of the 8 percent rate originally used. On the other hand, such precision may be superfluous in practice. It can be simply admitted that there is not
much basis for selection between alternatives and that the financial consequences of a different choice of rate are slight. The
analyst should, in any case, present the decision-maker with
near optimal alternatives, as well as the best MR&R strategy
on paper. The final decision could then include factors such as
cash flow in the shorter term, and nonquantified factors, such
as political implications or environmental effects.

Example Annualized Life-Cycle Cost (ALCC) Calculation. To demonstrate the calculation procedure, an example is
presented to calculate ALCC using the LCAP from the section
above on defining LCAP's. Assume the bridge is 1,000 sq ft
with 100 linear ft of joints. The analysis period is taken as 25
years and the discount rate is assumed to be 5 percent. The
calculations are given in Table 11. The PWF is calculated for
each year an action takes place. The estimated cost of each
action is multiplied by the PWF to calculate its present worth.
The sum of the present worth values is multiplied by the CRF
calculated for 25 years. The resulting annualized MR&R costs
are added to estimated average annual maintenance and user
costs to produce the total ALCC.

Inflation. Conventionally, inflation is subtracted from the
prevailing discount rate and cost inputs are used that are not
normally affected by inflation. The costs for various inputs are
regarded as increasing at similar rates so that cost differentials
(which are the key factors) do not emerge. The model BMS
offers the user the option of taking inflation into account. This
is done by modifying the discount rate according to the following
formula (17).
= (1 + 1) (1 + q)
(1+1)

Effectiveness Algorithm For LCAPs
A measure of effectiveness is useful for each life-cycle strategy.
Effectiveness can be used in the prioritization equation for ranking the selected projects. It is also required in the next level of
MR&R strategy selection, optimization.
The model BMS allows the user to define his own measure

Table 11. Example calculation of Annual Life Cycle Cost.
Action

Unit Cost

Tjme,yr.

Reconstruct Deck
Seal Deck
Repair Joints
Overlay Deck
Recoostruct Deck
Salvage Value

0
10
15
15
25
50

65
5
10
35
85

-

SF
SF
LF
SF
SF

Total Cost PWF
65,000
5,000
1,000
35,000
85,000
<10,000>

1.0
.61
.48
.48
.30
.09

Present Worth
$65,000
3,050
480
16,800
25,500
<900>
$109,930

(3)
Example calculation of PWF for the 15 year case;

where: f = rate of inflation in maintenance activities; q = rate
of increase in Department funding; i = prevailing discount rate;
and i = "true" discount rate that incorporates the effect of
inflation, where there is no inflation, f = q and i = i.

PWFin

I (1)m

Calculation of 01SF:
f(l+ )m
CaFin -

Salvage Value. Salvage costs are unlikely to have a significant impact on the economic evaluation of bridge MR&R strategies; that is, they usually will not alter the ranking of
competing projects. First, they will generally be similar in value
(e.g., similar haulage, labor, and material costs) and this will
tend to add a constant term to all projects. Second, the cost
when discounted back to present value is likely to be small, even
for modest discount rates.

1 - .48
(1+05)15

. 05(1.05) 50 - ___________

.054

Annual Maintenance Cost - $2,000

Annual User Cost - $12,000

ALCC - .054 (109,930)-+ 2,000 + 12,000 - 19,936 S/yr.
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of effectiveness. The objective function of the effectiveness algorithm may be the average (over the life-cycle analysis period)
of a parameter that includes condition, structural capacity, and
functionality variables. A very simple measure of effectiveness
is average bridge condition over the analysis period.
In order to determine effectiveness over a life-cycle analysis
period, an estimate of deterioration of the objective function is
required. Deterioration estimates of a user-defined sufficiency
index or a parameter containing condition, structural capacity,
and functionality are not currently available. Only after the
model BMS is implemented and has been functioning for some
time will deterioration models of such functions be developed.
There are, however, several deterioration models based on condition only, which may be used to estimate effectiveness as
average condition over the analysis period. The following equations were developed by the Transportation Systems Center
(TSC), U.S. Department of Transportation, Cambridge, Mass.
(18) and are recommended for the current default deterioration
models.
Cdk

Csu per
CSUb

= 9 - 0.119 (AGE) - 2.158 x 10-6 (ADTAGE)
= 9 - 0.103 (AGE) - 1.982 X 10 (ADT)
= 9 - 0.105 (AGE) - 2.051 X 10 (ADT)

where: Cdk = deck condition on 0-9 scale; Cs,,pr = superstructure condition on 0-9 scale; CSUb = substructure condition
on 0-9 scale; AGE = bridge component age; ADT = average
daily traffic of the route crossing the bridge; and ADTAGE =
(ADT x AGE/b).
These equations were developed using more than 150,000
bridges, but at only one point in time. Because of this, and other
factors, the accuracy may be somewhat limited. On average, as
pointed out in the FHWA BMS Demonstration Project, bridges
deteriorate at approximately 0.1 condition points per year.

Network Predictions
The LCC submodule also performs the function of estimating
future network condition. The availability of bridge life-cycle
activity profiles, deterioration rates, and effectiveness measures
allows the estimation of future individual bridge and entire
network condition.
This function allows the evaluation of the effects of various
levels of inputs and sensitivity of a number of variables on the
selected MR&R alternatives. The effects of budget allocation
decisions and level of available funds can be examined with this
feature. These can be adjusted as desired to determine the best
combination to meet agency objectives. The sensitivity of variables such as MR&R costs, benefits, life expectancy, and the
interest rate used in Life Cycle Cost Analysis can also be examined with this function.

Incremental Cost Effectiveness as Optimization
Submodule

The optimization level is the highest level available for making
decisions regarding MR&R strategies to be used on the network.
In the optimization level, the decision tree is expanded by allowing multiple LCAP's to be chosen for each bridge. Besides

the total life-cycle costs, a measure of effectiveness of total
benefits are also available for each LCAP. An optimization
routine is used in the BMS to compare all possible LCAP's for
all bridges in the network and optimize the choices based on
budget constraints to obtain maximum effectiveness or benefits
over the network.

Optimization
A frequently encountered problem in bridge engineering and
economic applications is to salect a MR&R program from a
wide range of candidate projects and MR&R alternatives so as
to maximize the net benefit derived, subject to budget constraints. The benefits or returns from the MR&R alternatives
selected can be expressed in dollars gained, time saved, or some
type of effectiveness quantification. In this discussion, optimization is used to decide which decisions should be made in order
to maximize net benefit, subject to the budget constraint.
All candidate bridges from which projects will be selected
are subject to this optimization procedure. For each of these
bridges, one or more appropriate MR&R alternatives are specified. The solution is the selection of bridges to be improved
along with the best MR&R alternative (which may be to do
nothing) for each bridge.

Incremental Cost-Benefit Method
In the course of ARE Inc's pavement management activities,
the resolution of this same optimization question has been a
major issue. After extensive review of optimization techniques,
the incremental benefit-cost method of optimization was chosen
because it is available and practical. The use of this technique
in the research reported, herein, began after a review of FHWA
documents from the "Testing of Improved Evaluation Techniques Using a Representative Set of Accident Countermeasures" Project produced by McFarland, Rollers and Dheri of
the Texas Transportation Institute (TFI) (10, 19). Since then,
ARE Inc has slightly modified this procedure, for both pavement
and bridge management application.
The incremental benefit-cost procedure ranks all increments
of expenditure on MR&R alternatives across all bridges. The
unique aspect of this algorithm is its procedure for discarding
some increments while averaging together increments of expenditure for a bridge if there are increasing ratios of incremental
benefits to incremental costs. A set of expenditure increments
in decreasing order of incremental benefit-cost ratios is produced, providing a prioritization of MR&R options across both
bridges and MR&R alternatives.
For this application of the incremental benefit-cost optimization procedure, both benefits and costs must be defined. Costs
are calculated as the equivalent uniform annual cost(EUAC)
of all costs accrued during the bridge's life cycle due to MR&R
activities. The equation for EUAC is described in the previous
section on life-cycle costing.
Benefit is formulated in terms of the effectiveness of the
MR&R strategy over an analysis period. Effectiveness may be
calculated as discussed in the previous section on life-cycle costing.

Step 1. Input budget levels and several LCAP strategies (type
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of MR&R action, costs, and timing) per bridge across
all bridges for the entire analysis period.
Step 2. Calculate cost and effectiveness for each LCAP on each
bridge (these will likely be several LCAP's per bridge).
Step 3. Order LCAP's across bridges by cost effectiveness to
be rehabilitated.
Step 4. Choose bridges to be rehabilitated in order of cost effectiveness. As bridges are selected the associated LCAP
is selected and the remaining total budget is diminished
by the LCAP cost.
Step 5. At times, executing step 4 results in replacing the current
(first) LCAP on a bridge with another (second) for the
same bridge. The replacement is made only if the second
LCAP gives substantially more effectiveness for the
extra cost to complete the rehabilitation. Diminish the
remaining budget by the cost excess.
Step 6. If budget remains, go to step 4, else stop. When the
total budget is expended, the bridges selected to fix and
their associated LCAP's are near optimal.
This algorithm has many advantages over a simple needs
assessment.
The computer will decide the best rehabilitation alternative
per bridge based on a user input budget level.
Under the assumption that effectiveness is proportional to
dollar benefit, the algorithm effect on maintenance strategy is
to lean toward short, quick payoff solutions when budget levels
are low and longer term large payoff solutions when budgets
are higher.
The algorithm can be run as a simple needs assessment
based solely on the bridge engineer's specific choice of rehabilitation strategy.

Network MR&R Selection Module Summary

The model BMS, by definition, would contain all four levels
for choosing projects because only with optimization level analyses involved would the best overall choices be possible. Upon
implementing an initial BMS, however, a user agency may not
want to pursue such a complex system. It is possible that the
first two levels would be adequate until more experience is gained
and better life-cycle cost information is obtained. No matter
how MR&R projects are chosen in a BMS, there will always
be a set of bridges that will not be chosen or scheduled for
major work either because the bridges are in adequate condition
or because there are inadequate MR&R funds available to handle
all bridges. Such bridges will be designated to receive some level
of preventive or minor maintenance. The BMS will then assist
in suggesting and scheduling the preventive maintenance activities.

considered to require some demand responsive or preventive
maintenance and are handled in the maintenance module. This
module suggests maintenance levels for bridges that are not
prioritized high for MR&R work. Maintenance activities are
considered in the general categories of urgent demand responsive
actions and programmed preventive maintenance.

Maintenance Actions

During bridge inspections, needed minor maintenance or urgent actions are observed and recorded using special maintenance item codes. These codes are input to the BMS data base
for each bridge. Maintenance items were chosen and supplemented from North Carolina (13) and other sources. Table 12
gives the maintenance items and associated codes to be used by
the model BMS. The inspector uses this list to choose the maintenance items needed on a particular bridge and enters the codes
and levels of maintenance required on the inspection form. Urgently required actions are distinguished from programmed preventive maintenance needs during inspection.
Urgent actions include important work of a critical or emergency nature that must be performed to avoid serious consequences. Examples are: damaged railings or missing clearance
signs for an underpass; girders damaged by an overheight vehicle
traveling under a grade separation, and clogged drainage systems. This type of work can be classified as demand maintenance. The bridge inspector should flag urgently needed actions
on the inspection sheet. A process for handling maintenance
needs of this type is important, but such needs should not be
stored in the computer data base. Frequently, road and bridge
maintenance crews observe needs for urgent action on stateowned bridges during their routine inspections. Effective bridge
management flags the need for urgent action and records the
resulting repair treatment action taken in the BMS data base.
The programmed maintenance category includes preventive
or minor maintenance treatments. Preventive maintenance is
work performed to prevent future deterioration. These actions

Table 12. Maintenance action codes.
101 painting
102 joint cleaning and sealing
103 bearing cleaning and lubrication
104 sealing concrete surfaces
105 drift removal
106 crack sealing
107 bolt tightening or replacement
108 deck washing
109 clean drainage system

MAINTENANCE MODULE

110 moveable bridge mechanical or electrical equipment maintenance
111 approach leveling or repair

Bridges which do not receive a major MR&R action are

112 deck patching
113 touch up painting

substantially is defined as:

114 minor repair or cleaning of culverts
115 handrail maintenance or repair

I >(E — E)/(C — C,)>k>0
wherr k is a user set value, E,y,0. is LCAP effectiveness, and C,c,..,, is LCAP cost, LCAP =
I for the LCAP for bridge X with higher cost effectiveness, and LCAP = 2 for the LCAP for
bridge X with tower cost effectiveness.

116 expansion joint maintenance
117 fender system maintenance
118 slope or shore protection system maintenance

can be divided into two subgroups: cyclic maintenance needs
(those performed at specified intervals) and other minor maintenance performed as needed. For cyclic maintenance, the interval varies according to the type of work or activity. Examples
of cyclic maintenance actions are: spot painting, cleaning drainage systems, cleaning and resealing deck joints, and cleaning
expansion bearings and supports. Examples of other groups of
programmed maintenance activities are: cleaning bridge decks
and pier caps, improving surface drainage, and sealing concrete
decks.
Maintenance Recommendations and Scheduling

The maintenance module prints a prioritized list of bridges
needing maintenance with the recommended maintenance items
included. Maintenance performance rates are input by the user
describing how long specific maintenance activities take. The
BMS uses these to estimate maintenance levels of service for
the system for the available budget.
More detailed decision criteria regarding the type and timing
of maintenance actions will be developed as the historical maintenance actions are analyzed with respect to detailed bridge
condition data. The BMS will then be able to make maintenance
program decisions that can be compared with the inspector's
recommendations or replace them.
The maintenance programs selected by the BMS may be used
in conjunction with the life-cycle costing and optimization submodules. Long-term maintenance levels and plans may be defined using the life-cycle costs level of analysis. The LCAP's
can contain future major maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement actions as well as the minor maintenance programs.
This is required if they are to be compared on the optimization
level with the major action selections made in the network
MR&R module. If only the maintenance programs are to be
optimized among themselves, the major work would not necessarily need to be included in the life-cycle cost analysis. Measures of effectiveness would be required for each of the
maintenance programs on the various categories of bridges.
Scheduling of the selected maintenance activities may be accomplished if several items are available. The user must input
maintenance performance rates, from the performance standards
for each maintenance action, for the maintenance crews. Such
rates describe the - length of time, in man-hours, required to
perform certain maintenance actions. This also includes general
personnel requirements for each maintenance action. The availability of this personnel as well as required equipment and
materials for each action is also required. Routing of the maintenance activities will be accomplished and output in the form
of routing reports for the maintenance crews. This routing information can be input by the user or determined by the model
BMS if a geographical data base capability is available.
HISTORICAL DATA ANALYSIS MODULE

Historical data are kept by the model BMS for analyses to
improve predictive models. The purpose of the historical data
analysis is to decrease errors in future predictions and increase
reliability. Models which will be improved with the aid of this
module include deterioration rates, bridge life cycle activities,
MR&R costs and effectivenesses, and network impact of various
strategies.

Variables Retained

Several types of variables should be retained for analysis by
the historical data analysis module. The first type consists of
MR&R actions, costs, and effectiveness which actually took
place on each bridge. The next is condition data to get an
accurate deterioration profile. Traffic and weight data are also
kept to analyze the loading history of each bridge. Certain
inventory data are retained to identify the bridge and changes
that took place.
Enough detailed data are required to perform the required
historical analysis. Extraneous data should not be kept in the
accessible data base. Every year, the historical module transfers
the applicable data elements to the data base historical files.
Then, the entire old data base is stored on tape or other longterm storage device to be archived.
The variables for historical retention and their uses are given
in Table 13. The variable numbers correspond to the variables
described in the "Data Base Module" section. These variables,
some more than others, would all be useful for analysis or
identification purposes. Likewise, some variables, which may be
considered useful by various agencies, are not included in this
list. The model BMS allows the user to select a subset of the
given default variables and to include additional variables if
desired.
Statistical Analyses

To develop better predictive models, statistical analysis of the
data is necessary. In particular, multiple linear and nonlinear
regression analysis is required to find and develop relationships
anng the many bridge variables. Other forms of statistical
analyses such as nonuniform distributions, analysis of variance,
and statistical significance tests will also be required.
A statistically designed experiment may be used to obtain
updated models. The variables considered to have the most
significance in influencing a particular model will be selected
in the analysis. A low and high value for each of the variables
is chosen. A large number of variables would produce an extremely large factorial of combinations for the analysis. For
example, if there were 15 variables to be considered with two
levels each (low, high) there would be 215 or 34,000 + combinations. It can be shown that a 1 / 128 replicate or 2 = 256
combinations will find the main effects and all two factor interactions.
New models developed using the historical data analysis module are calibrated to observed conditions on an agency's bridge
network. This occurs if an accepted form of a particular model
has been developed, and the coefficients of the model are modified to better predict long-term behavior and deterioration. This
calibration is extremely useful for agencies that are adapting an
existing BMS with functioning models. The existing models may
be calibrated to fit the adopting agencies situation.
There are currently several good statistical software packages,
notably SAS and SPSS, that perform the mentioned analyses
equally well. One of these packages should be interfaced with
the model BMS historical analysis module to perform the required analyses. This would give the BMS the desired statistical
capabilities with a minimum of programming effort.
The model BMS has the capability to automatically update
its internal models when the statistical analyses develop im-
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Table 13. List of BMS variables to be retained historically.
Bridge Condition Variables
(Severity Rating-R. Extent-E. Distress TypeD)
J. Roadway Condition Rating
l:ç'Deck R/E/D
2)wearing surface R/E/D
(
Joints R/E
Drainage system R
Curbs, sidewalks, and parapets R/E
Median barrier R/E
Railings R/E
Delineation (striping and curve
markers (R)

Inventory Variables
A. Identification Information
4. Structure number
7. Principal route
9. Principal route milepoint
Bridge Name
Town Name
Essentiality / Classification / Jurisdiction
2. Detour length
11. Years of construction and major
reconstruction
12. Principal route ADT
13. Year of traffic count
14. Truck factor (% trucks with
more than 2 axles)
Posting Information
Operational status (open or closed)
Operating rating absolute
maximum permissible
Inventory rating highest load
for long term use
weight Limit
4.l.Axle
4.2. Combination
Safety Inventory
1. Approach roadway width in feet
Traffic safety features
5.1. type of bridge railing
5.2. type of approach guardrail
transitions
5.3. type of approach guardrails
5.4. type ofapproach guardrail ends
Sight distance
8. No. of accidents per 100,000 vehicles
Secondary Features
1. Name of secondary features
2. Type of feature (road, railroad, water)
3. Route
3.1. system classification
3.2.number
3.3. direction suffix
4. Route milepoint
6. Detour length
Route ADT
Year of traffic count
Truck factor (% trucks with more than
3 axles
15. Route horizontal clearance
l5.l.right
15 . 2 . left
16. Route minimum vertical clearance
17. Number of lanes on the 'secondary 'route
18. Roadway width

K. Superstructure Condition Rating
1. Main members R/E/D
2. Main member connections R/E/D
3. Floor system members R/E/D
4. Floor system connections R/E/D
5. Secondary members R/E
6. Secondary member connections R/E
Expansion bearings R/E
Fixed bearings R/E
Steel protective coating R/E

4'

VI

U

(

L. Substructure Rating
1. Abutments R/E/D
l.l.Caps
1.2.Above ground
1.3.Below ground
2. Intermediate supports R/E/D
L
2. 1. Caps
2.2.Above ground
2.3.Below ground
3. Collision protection system R
4. Steel protective coating R/E
5. Retaining walls R/E/D
6. Culverts
6.1.Damage to pipe
6.2. Debris
6.3.Damage to walks
7. Concrete protective system R/E/D
lv~
r M. Channel and Channel Protection Rating

Banks R
BedR
Rip rap R/E
Dikes & Jetties R
Substructure foundation erosion R/E
N. Approaches Rating
Embankments R/E
Pavement R/E/D
Relief joints R/E
Drainage R/E
Guard Fence R/E
Delineation markers R

C

Estimated Remaining Life

O,

Structural Inventory
Structure type
Principal route horizontal
clearance
Principal route minimum vertical
clearance (10)
5. Roadway width
6. Length of structure
Number of lanes on the principal
route
Superstructure type
9.1 number of span groups
9.1.1. span type in group
9.1.2. main member type in group
9.1.3. number of spans in group
9.1.4. span length in group (48)
9.2 type of paint system
9.3 date existing paint system placed
Substructure type
Deck type (57)
11.1. material type
11.3. wearing surface
11.4. deck concrete air entrained
11.7. type of cathodic protection
11.8 date wearing surface placed
Deck width
Deck joint type

Inspection Information
1. Date of last inspection
Bridge Aopraisal and Proposed Improvement Ratings
Appraisal (Calculated values to be
output in report)
Traffic safety features
Structural condition
Roadway geometry
Vertical and lateral clearance
Safe loading capacity
Waterway capacity
Approach roadway

/

R. Proposed Improvements
Year needed
Type of service
Type of work
Length of improvements
Proposed design load
Proposed roadway width
Proposed number of lanes
Design ADT
Year of Estimated ADT
12. Cost of all improvements
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Table 13. Continued
13. 8ase year
Required
Level of
Required
Level of
Required
Level of

of improvement costs
maintenance activity
maintenance activity
maintenance activity
maintenance activity
maintenance activity
maintenance activity

MR&R Historical Variables
MR & R Record
Structure number
Year of MR & R Action
Type of action
3. 1.Major Category
3.2. Individual Activity
Scheduled or Completed?
Quantity of units in type file
Costs
5.1. Labor
5. 2 . Equipment
5.3 Materials
5 .4. Other
5.5 .Total

proved versions. This is done by statistical comparison tests
between the new model and the old one. If the new model is
considered statistically better than the old one, the submodule
containing the old model is replaced with the update.
PROJECT LEVEL INTERFACE MODULE

This module provides an interface with project level data and
project level BMS analyses. The details of this module are not
yet well defined because the primary focus of this project was
a network level BMS. One aspect of the network level BMS is
the ability to communicate and exchange information with the
project level BMS detailed analysis routines.
The project level interface module will allow communication
with structural analyses programs such as BARS (6) or BRASS
(7) or other programs which analyze the detailed structural
components of abridge. It must be recognized that such detailed
structural analysis programs will require many detailed inputs
such as load distributions, detailed dimensions, and material
strength. Thus, the interface module will require extensive design and coding to implement the project level interface. It will
also provide a link between the network BMS and the details
of the MR&R actions performed on individual bridges if these
are recorded in an MMS. This can assist in an automatic updating of the network BMS on actual MR&R activities.

Programming outputs bridge engineers responsible for various groups of bridges within the system to do the following:
Prioritize between various bridges to determine the best
mix of major maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement
activities.
Prioritize between bridges within a specific action category
to select those bridges with the highest priority for action.
Predict costs for various actions and for the subsystem
group of bridges.
Output special reports regarding posting, load permitting,
maintenance, rehabilitation, and construction unit cost information.
Maintenance priorities to guide the maintenance division
in its selection of maintenance projects for bridges.
A proposed initial design of some BMS outputs is presented
in this section. It should be pointed out, however, that in a
management system such as a BMS, data and output format
designs must be flexible. They should be adaptable for the convenience of the user. It is important initially to have a fixed
number of output formats that are specifically developed and
give the user a wide range of information in different report
types for different purposes. After using the BMS, the bridge
engineer may determine that one or more of the following conditions exist requiring output changes:
More variables or information is needed on a particular
output.
Some variables, which currently appear, are rarely used
and are not required.
Different ways of summarizing the information are needed.
New reporting requests or requirements for the legislature
and upper management require output modification.
Bridge replacements, roadway realignments, and political
boundary changes require some bridges to be moved into different reporting categories.
Therefore, in addition to having available the various general
outputs described in this section, it is also important to develop
the bridge management system around a data base management
language so that engineers can introduce and develop new outputs for planning, programming, analysis, maintenance, and/
or special output requirements.

REPORTING MODULE
Report Types

The reporting module produces all of the reports of the model
BMS. This includes lists, summaries, graphs, and maps. Reporting is the primary method for the BMS to communicate
with bridge engineers and managers. Reports are normally in
the form of paper output produced at various stages in the
analysis.
BMS outputs have multiple objectives that are related to the
level at which the system is being used. The general objectives
of bridge management output and the general requirements of
the BMS are to produce the following:
Planning summarizes which give administrators overall network conditions and predicted needs and MR&R requirements
for the network.

A large number of reports can be generated by the model
BMS. Following is a description of specific reports which the
user may initially desire.
Bridge Inventory Report
The BMS should produce an inventory report of all the structures in the system. This summary of all structures should
include as a minimum, but not be limited to, the following types
of information: bridge identification number, bridge location
with respect to highway number, bridge type, bridge function
and funding classification, bridge dimensions, bridge age and
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construction details, bridge jurisdiction and responsibility designation for maintenance rehabilitation and replacement, current overall appraised condition, current priority for remedial
action, and project under which bridge was constructed.
The inventory report will replace the requirement for many
redundant manual files. The central office bridge division, district bridge engineers, and resident engineers receive inquiries
from various users, legislators, contractors, and other engineers
with respect to various bridges within their inventory. The inventory should be a great convenience for receivers of such
inquiries and may be one of the most commonly used reports
of the BMS system. It should be available for on-screen surveillance at a computer terminal and available for printing in
various summary sort.

Sorted Listings
Listings of sorts on user-defined variables and subsets for any
sorted variable can be produced to allow the user to review
special aspects of the bridge network. For example, a listing of
all bridges with vertical under clearance of less than 15 ft may
be a useful output. Sorts can be done on any variables in the
BMS data base such as inventory rating, clear deck width,
conditions ratings, or others. An example of such a listing is
shown in Figure 10.
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ID
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RD - Roadway
SB - Substructure
AP - Approach
CH - Channel

Figure 10. Sorted output of a system bridge from a given district
by FHWA sufficiency index with condition ratings for each element.

REHABILITATION SUMMARY

Historical MR&R Summary
A summary of historical network MR&R actions is output
by the model BMS. The number of bridges that received each
type of MR&R alternative and the associated costs are printed.
This allows the user to quickly know the quantities of MR&R
actions that are most used and their average costs. This can aid
in identifying problem areas in a bridge network. Also, MR&R
strategies that are rarely used can be identified and evaluated
for the possibility of increased use. An example of a historical
MR&R summary report is shown in Figure 12.

Network Bridge Attribute Distributions
It is useful to examine the distribution of many bridge attributes throughout the network. These attributes may be variables
such as age, condition, sufficiency index, rehabilitation type,

Other
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Network MR&R Plan
Reports of this type will describe the selected MR&R strategies for the network in an optimized list. This report is used
to schedule and plan the MR&R actions for the network. Each
action in the model BMS is associated with an LCAP and has
an estimated cost and effectiveness. An example of the Network
MR&R Plan is presented in Figure 11.
The recommended MR&R selection report may also be sorted
on the basis of the type of remedial actions specified. A listing
of all bridges within the state or a subjurisdiction that requires
a particular type of remedial action could be compared against
one another to develop a final list for implementation.

Pnnciple
Disfr055 Tapes

-

12001

US 18

Walnut
Creek

4.37

43

Replace Deck

89

fOg

25

4,000

12065

IH 45

IH 40

195.36

65

Replace Deck

90

100

60

5,000

Figure 11. Example of a network MR&R plan for a specific
district including planned MR&R actions, timing, and costs.

type of bridge, or maintenance dollars spent. These distributions
will give an overview of the condition or quality of the entire
bridge network and will also be useful for distribution plots.
They are useful for examining the impact of various alternative
MR&R strategies on the network and for planning future bridge
investments. An example bridge attribute distribution is shown
in Figure 13.

Summary Distress Reports
The report includes the number of bridges in the network
exhibiting each of the distresses at various levels of severity and
extent. This allows the user to identify the most prevalent distresses occurring on the bridge network and to evaluate MR&R
actions that will most effectively correct the distresses. This type
of report will also allow planning of the MR&R actions and
possible design changes and reviews. Scheduling of equipment
and purchase of materials can be made based on the total number
of each of the types of distresses present in the network. An
example distress summary report is shown in Figure 14.
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MR & H ACTIONS SUMMARY
Year:
Number of Bridges
and Expended
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Figure 12. Summary of actual
MR&R actions and expenditures for all bridges in the network
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Figure 13. Distribution of bridge
conditions currently and predicted for two levels of funding
after 20 years for a 4,000 bridge
network
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Network Summary Statistics

Project Level Output

This report gives a concise overview of the overall condition
of the network. Such a report can be based on a subset of the
network or the entire network. Statistics such as average component conditions, sufficiency indexes, structural ratings, bridge
widths or vertical clearances, or MR&R costs can be printed.
The statistics can be divided by bridge type, age, functional
class, level of ADT, or other such subsets of the entire network.
An example of a network summary statistic report is shown in
Figure 15.

The project level output can present the details of a particular
bridge. The details can consist of a number of bridge attributes.
Any variable contained in the BMS data base can be output on
the project level reports. An example of a project level report
is shown in Figure 16.
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Distress Type
and Extent

DECK
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L
P
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L
P
Roughness
L
P

L = Localized area estimate or count
P = Prevalent area estimate

Figure 14. Summary distress report showing the distribution of
bridges with respect to distress type, extent, and severity range
for two of the principal bridge components.
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Figure 15. Network level summary report comparing predicted
needs and apportionments.
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Bridge I D: 20075
District: 20
Principal Feature Carried: U S 60
Other Feature: Brown River
Location Milepost: 53.65
Date of Construction: 1935 Age: 53 years
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BRIDGE CONDITION
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YEAR

ACTION

1989
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COST:

$2,000,000

Figure 16. Project level BMS output for one bridge.
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Figure 17. Example traffic report for bridges on one route.

Bridge Traffic Reports

Budget Reports

A report summarizing the current and forecasted traffic on
individual bridges can include volume data, vehicle classification
data, and truck weight data. This report is useful for identifying
important bridges, bridges that carry many heavy loads, or
bridges that may be inadequate for the volume or load that they
carry. These reports may include functional data such as bridge
widths or structural capacities to compare traffic levels and
service adequacy of the bridge. An example of a bridge traffic
report is shown in Figure 17.

Reports that provide information about budgets are useful
for planning purposes. These reports will give information such
as individuaYfunding eligibility of bridges, the summary of the
distribution of funds to the various districts, distribution of funds
between the maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement alternatives, present and future budget estimates, estimated costs
of various alternatives for MR&R, and other reports pertaining
to budgeting. An example of a budget report is shown in Figure
18.
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BRIDGE BUDGET FORECAST
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88
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Figure 18. Budget report showing distribution of planned bridge expenditures.

Administrative Policy Reports
These reports could show current funding strategies, budget
splits, desired levels of service for the network, and the other
policy goals used by the BMS to make decisions.

Maintenance Schedule Report
The maintenance report from the maintenance module summarizes bridges to receive preventive maintenance. These reports
include a description of the type of maintenance and estimated
timing of the actions on each bridge. These are bridges that
were not selected for any major action in the MR&R selection
module. An example of a maintenance report is shown in Figure
19. This maintenance listing is by no means the final decision
on what maintenance and operations personnel should accomplish. It merely gives guidance for planning the use of maintenance funds.
Certain maintenance conditions, particularly those affecting
safety, such as downed signs, damaged or missing guardrails,
major potholes and abrupt grade changes that can cause vehicle
loss of control, must be reported rapidly for special attention
and care. Preventive maintenance patrols normally will pick up
this type of information more rapidly and more specifically than
the SI&A survey process. However, it would still be important
to know those items observed by the SI&A data crew so they
can be included as candidate maintenance projects. The maintenance report of the BMS should be provided to the appropriate
maintenance authority; all the bridges under that authority's
jurisdiction, and the prominent deficiencies requiring minor
maintenance, should all be listed.

BMS can also produce a routing report to assist the inspectors
in performing efficient inspections. It has been the experience
of many persons involved in the collection of pavement management information that physical location in the field and the
scheduling and routing of condition survey crews are important
to the overall efficiency of the pavement management system.
A survey routing schedule for the collection of bridge data will
expedite this activity in the bridge management system. Rather
than simply collecting all the bridges on one route and then
working on another route, there may be organized flows of raters
around loops in the systems where the largest number of bridges
can be most effectively rated in the shortest amount of time.
Whether the agency rates the bridges with its own personnel or
hires consultant personnel, the routing report would save time
in scheduling and planning. These reports should identify
bridges that require more frequent inspection because they were
recommended for posting but were not posted. An example of
a bridge inspection routing report is shown in Figure 20.

Year
88
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Bridge Inspection Routing Report
The model BMS should also schedule bridge inspections so
that each bridge receives the periodic required inspections. The
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Figure 19. Bridge minor maintenance schedule for each maintenance subunit and district.
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Figure 21. Bridge posting summary status report.
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Figure 22 Bridge inspection and data collection routing reports.

Bridge Posting Reports
A summary bridge posting report identifies all posted bridges
and bridges that are candidates for analysis to determine if they
need posting. Unposted bridges are flagged and an interim recommendation for posting is made until each bridge can receive
the required MR&R action or be analyzed by structural engineers. The posting report provides decision-makers with a tool
to temporarily remedy unsafe situations. An example of a bridge
posting report is shown in Figure 21.
Bridges that are functionally obsolete, structurally deficient,
and for which there are no funds available in the current budget
may or may not be posted. After prioritizing and selecting
MR&R actions across the network, the BMS develops a list of
those bridges that are currently posted and those bridges that
require posting. The BMS reports the posting list in three general
categories of ( 1 ) structurally deficient bridges, (2) functionally
obsolete bridges, and (3) historically significant bridges.

required rapidly. Ideally, the BMS output will list all bridges
along a particular route in their order of occurrence and include
the following information: permissible width of load, permissible
height of load, operating load rating, inventory load rating,
permissible speed, and other restrictions.
With this information, the number of axles, and the weight
and dimensions of the requested load, department personnel
should be able to determine how to route most vehicles. The
system should be flexible enough to allow the load permit clerk
to enter the specific mileage point on a particular route where
a load would enter that route, specify its direction of travel and,
then, searching through alternative routes, come up with an
acceptable route for the vehicle. Extremely special loads or
unique conditions may require further structural analysis in
detail and would thus use a cadre of programs available at the
project level interface in the BMS. In the absence of an automated system for calculating allowables, outputs, like Figure
21, could be available to all permit offices.

Bridge Painting Reports
The model BMS produces reports describing bridge paint
characteristics and plans. An example of a bridge painting report
is shown in Figure 22.

Overweight Permit Routing Reports
Another useful model BMS output is a routing report for
overloaded permit vehicles. Residency and district offices are
regularly petitioned by truckers for load routing of special dimensioned and weighted vehicles. This type of decision is usually
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Figure 22. Bridge painting report and type.
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FHWA Reporting
The model BMS assists the user agency to meet federal reporting requirements with outputs that provide the data required
by the Federal Highway Administration for their budget allocation purposes and National Bridge Inspection Standards System (NBIS) data base.

MR&R Backlog Reports
This report identifies the bridges that are scheduled to receive
MR&R action which has not been accomplished. This type of
report provides immediate information on the type of MR&R
work which is currently required on the network. This also
provides a general overview of the state of the network.

Flexibility of Data Base Languages for Reporting
The model BMS will be developed using data base management language software that is flexible in producing output
formats. A large variety of reports and reporting formats will
be available in the model BMS. The capability for the user to
design and produce custom reports is possible with the model
BMS.
An interface between the model BMS and a graphics package
will allow graphs and charts. In many instances an illustration
is the best way to communicate individual concepts. These packages are flexible in the type of graphical presentations they can
make, so the user can design and produce figures meeting his
special needs.
COMPUTER ENVIRONMENTS

In order for many states to be able to install and use such a
BMS, it should be designed to be applicable across many state
DOT computer environments. Within the various state DOT's
there are several types of computer environments in which a
BMS can reside. A description of the pros and cons associated
with establishing a BMS for several types of data processing
environments follows.
Environment 1—BMS Written in a Data Base
Management (DBM) Language for Microcomputers

Pros

These higher level languages are easy to learn both for
engineers and data processing professionals. They are also very
flexible with respect to report creation and generation. As a
result the engineer has a useful tool with which to manipulate
bridge data.
These languages allow the user to easily sort and select
information from the data base.
Many DBM languages support other language subroutines,
whereas the opposite is less often true.
There is a prominent DBM language (DBASE 111+)
which is in use in the microcomputer market. DBASE 111+
can easily be implemented across DOT agencies. It is in fact
already used by many agencies.

The DBM language on a microcomputer can be conveniently used to demonstrate BMS to states in order to give them
a basis to decide on implementation of BMS in their agency.

Cons
A microcomputer version could be implemented only by
states that do not have an extremely large number of bridges.
States with up to about 10,000 bridges would be candidates.
These states, either in conjunction with their Information Management System (IMS) or independently, would be able to install this BMS version easily and efficiently. (An IMS consists
of a data base, procedures, and computer programs which collectively provide for capturing, storing, manipulating, and retrieving information vital to management of all applications for
which an agency is responsible.)
Within the agency, data processing professional support
may not be available. For example, some state DOT data processing departments do not currently support microcomputers,
although this is changing rapidly. On the other hand, engineers
are quite capable of providing their own support.

Environment 2—BMS Written in a Data Base
Management (DBM) and Report Generation
Language for Mainframes or Minicomputers

Pros

These higher level languages are easy to learn both for
engineers and data processing professionals. They are also very
flexible with respect to report creation and generation. As a
result, the engineer has a useful tool with which to manipulate
bridge data.
These languages allow the user to easily sort and select
information from the data base.
Many DBM languages support other language subroutines,
whereas the opposite is less often true.

Cons
1. There is no predominant DBM language in use across state
DOT agencies. As a result, one would have to convince agencies
to adopt BMS as well as support a new DBM language. This
may be difficult and delay the implementation of BMS.

Environment 3—BMS Written in COBOL for
Mainframe and Microcomputer Application

Pros

Similar versions of COBOL are installable on computer
machinery of all types: mainframe, minicomputer, and microcomputer.
State DOTs generally have COBOL software support.
There is precedent to distributing large COBOL systems
across DOT agencies. As a result, the distribution and third
party support have already been tested and proven.

Em
Cons
Engineers are normally not familiar with COBOL and as
a result will have a system which they cannot control or change.
User report generation and graphics capabilities will be
restricted to a COBOL-based system that will be designed to
be applicable to several agency computer environments.
In-house COBOL software support usually exists, but is
often not readily accessible to the engineer.

Environment 4—BMS Framed Inside a
Geographical Data Base or Information
Management System (IMS)

Pros

Access to other types of DOT-related information such as
traffic data or environmental information.
Access to mapping and graphics capabilities.
Software support is usually available specifically for applications on an IMS.

Cons

2. Today, IMS does not exist in most states or is in the
development stage. Waiting on IMS development would hinder
BMS implementation.

Conclusions

After considerable review, it appears that a prototype model
BMS could best be created on 'a microcomputer. Statewide implementations could later occur at both the microcomputer and
mainframe level using a higher level data base management
software as the dominant system language. COBOL applications
are the least likely to be successful for BMS.
These hardware/software configurations can meet the following BMS needs: promoting the concept of bridge management, continued development of the concept, and implementing
the concept across several states and other agencies.
For microcomputer application, the BMS should be developed
on an advanced microcomputer that uses an 80386 microprocessor (or latest technology) which runs at a minimum of
16 megahertz and a math co-processor for extremely fast data
access, processing, and output times. The microcomputer should
have a large storage capacity in the form of at least a hard disk
with at least 10 megabyte storage capacity for every 1,000
bridges expected in the data base.

1. High cost of establishing and maintaining a coordinated
geographical-informational data base.

CHAPTER FOUR

MODEL BMS DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

With the completion of this project, the preliminary design
of the model BMS has been completed. The next step in the
development of the BMS is to perform a detailed system design
with complete specifications for the software. The BMS would
then be programmed on a suitable computer and thoroughly
quality tested. This would produce an operational BMS that is
generic in its applicability across user agencies.
Once a generic system is fully operational, it can be used in
an implementation program to apply and use the BMS on an
existing bridge network. This can be effectively accomplished
while working cooperatively with state DOT's. This will greatly
enhance the BMS by subjecting it to the close scrutiny and
review of operating agencies. To make the current model BMS
into a productive system, several objectives need to be accomplished as follows:
Complete detailed BMS design and software programming.
Implement and test the BMS with cooperative agencies.
Disseminate BMS implementation guidelines to all agencies.
Create a BMS support system.

Once these objectives are fulfilled, the model BMS will be a
useful system which can be coordinated across agencies and will
provide benefits to many public agencies at a relatively modest
cost.

OBJECTIVE 1—SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The first objective in deploying the model BMS is complete
development of working computer software. In this project, a
good start has been made on this effort but much more needs
to be done. Table 14 is a suggested list of those modules, coding
activities, and options that could constitute the first operational
BMS. This outline provides a framework from which (1) different system design options can be compared and chosen; (2)
the final system design can be enhanced, checked, and improved;
and (3) program coding can be scheduled.
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Table 14. Continued

TabIe4iS sLare development-module and submodule coding
unitsJ

Historical MR&R Summary
Network Bridge Attribute Distributions

ASE MODULE

MODULE"

Summary Eistreso

Location data
Inventory data

Network Summary Statistics

Condition data

B. Project Level Results

Option a. Deverity rating only

Bridge Traffic and Loads

Option b. Distress identified with severity and

Budget

extent

Administrative Policy

S. MR&R needs from bridge inopection
E. MR&R expenditures/activities

Maintenance Schedule
-

Bridge Inspection Schedule and Routing
Bridge Posting

MODULE 2. NETWORK MR&R SELECTION MODULE

Overweight Permit Routing

A. Rating submodule
Sufficiency formulation unique to the agency

Bridge Painting

Option a. Fixed formula

FHWA Report Requirements

Option b. User determined formula

MR&P. Backlog

FHWA sufficiency formula
B. MR&R selection submodule
Decision tree algorithm
Option a. Fixed decision tree
Option b. User determined decision tree
User override of MR&P. choice
C. Life cycle costing submodule
LCAP data entry
Deterioration model data entry
Effectiveness variable calcuLation
le costs calculation
User override of LCAP choice
S. Optimization submodule
Incremental cost-effectiveness method
User override of LCAP choice
MODULE 3. MAINTENANCE MODULE
A. Needs estimation'
Direct data collection
Algorithms based on distress
B. User override

OBJECTIVE 2-BMS IMPLEMENTATION WITH
COOPERATING AGENCIES

Agency involvement and contribution are essential to the
implementation of the operational BMS. Further testing and
implementation of the BMS in a state or local DOT is the
principal mechanism by which these agencies can contribute to
and influence the evolution of the BMS development. Table 15
contains recommendations regarding the subtasks for state DOT
participation in the BMS implementation program. It is believed
that such participation is an essential aspect in the development
of a widely implementable BMS.
Implementing a working BMS in cooperation with medium-

MODULE 4. HISTORICAL DATA ANALYSIS MODULE
A. Archive data
B. File creation for interfaced analysis packages
User defined subset definition
User defined variable needs
User defined categories and summaries
C. Self adjusting deterioration equations
MODULE 5. -PROJECT LEVEL INTERFACE MODULE lat file creation for data use by project leve
application

Table 15. Subtasks for agency implementation of the BMS.

User defined subset definition
User defined variable needs

7

3. User defined categories and suaooaries
B. More data into BMS on bridge by bridge basis for a set of

C.

:: s:::;r BMS
n::r::fic project level applicat-io
rmat
transfer to/from BARS
2. Data transfer to/from BRASS

MODULE 6. REPORTING
fol MODULE
A. Data sorting
Fixed
Interactive user inputs
B. Subset selection
Fixed
Interactive user input
C. Data categorization
I. Fixed
2. Interactive user input
S. Specific Reports
Bridge Inventory
Sorted Listings
Network MR&R Plan

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set criteria for state selection
Screen candidate states and select a miniouci of 2 states
Collect and review state BMS practices and data
Visit State DOTs
ExplainEMS software
Show data list
Show decision criteria and data needed for each level of MR&R
selection
S. Present user options
E. Present report options
5. Summarize State Decisions and suggestions
Data collection changes - variables in or our
Data analysis changes
Reporting changes - reports changed or added
6. Plan work and submit to states and NCHRP
7. Receive state comments and make software modifications
Data collection changes
Data analysis changes
Reporting changes
B. Make second visit to State DOTs
Submit data collection manual
Collect input data on the chose states bridges
Collect existing network wide 5140 data
S. Install BMS
E. Train State DOT Data Processing Staff in software operation
Prepare network rune
Present results
Record agency feedback and report on malfunctions and enhancement
needs
Correct malfunctions and add top priority enhancements
15. Work with State personnel and the bridge 'network results to plan
additional enhancements
Report on any problems
Prepare Final Report to NCHRP on continued development/future of BMS
16, Prepare Final Documentation for Program
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to small-sized agencies will lend additional credentials and proof
to the value of the final product delivered on NCHRP Project
12-28(2). It will also highlight and determine any possible additional needs that should be included in the design of an overall
BMS.

These short courses will establish a referendum of potential
users as to the most preferable computer environment. This will
assist with a decision of whether to continue to support and
enhance a microcomputer version of the system or to develop
and support an appropriate mainframe version and to determine
which would have the most widespread acceptance, use, and
support.

OBJECTIVE 3—BMS IMPLEMENTATION AIDS:
CREATION AND DISSEMINATION

Widespread use of the model BMS will enhance familiarity,
discussion, and acceptance of the BMS concept within the bridge
community. Furthermore, for widespread use of BMS to occur,
the acceptance of BMS precepts needs to be augmented with a
road map illustrating BMS implementation.
To obtain support and implementation opportunities for the
new BMS, it will be important to provide AASHTO member
agencies a program that will familiarize state bridge engineers
with the product of Project 12-28(2). A good format for such
an activity could be a series of short-courses for introducing
and training potential states on the availability of the product.
An excellent example of this was the training activity undertaken
to introduce the new AASHTO Pavement Design Guide to the
states.
Tasks required to satisfy this objective are as follows:
Prepare a 1 2- to 2-day BMS short course.
Establish contacts with interested state and local agencies
and carry out a number of regional short courses/seminars.
Summarize the results of these seminars and feedback provided by agency personnel.
The short-course seminar should include the following general
elements among others:
A general introductory session on the benefits of Bridge
Management.
A general overview of BMS activities including those of
the larger states and the FHWA.
A hands-on working period for state bridge engineers to
use the operational microcomputer program.
An informal discussion and workshop period for feedback
on the review of the BMS by those attending.
A series of short-courses provided in this manner will rapidly
make known to potential users of the BMS system the capabilities and availability of the system. This will provide state of
the art in both concepts and applications.

OBJECTIVE 4—ESTABLISH A BMS SUPPORT
GROUP

The viability of a cooperative BMS effort is contingent on
the creation of a central BMS support group. Such a group
provides a valuable service to the use and development of the
model BMS. Among those services provided by such a support
group are:
Aid to users.
System malfunction correction.
System distribution.
Implementation of system enhancements.
Coordination of system versions, releases, and associated
documentation.
Experience with other programs suggests that AASHTO is an
appropriate agency under which this type of service can be
accommodated.
It will be important that the BMS support group select a
technical user's group committee. For example, the bridge analysis and rating system (BARS) has a user's group that meets
on a biannual basis to provide information and direction to the
software support group relative to user's desires for the system
they are supporting. System malfunctions can be listed and
provided by members to the technical user's group which then
can prioritize those malfunctions for correction by the central
software supporting group.
These four general objectives and their related tasks comprise
the level of effort that is required for complete BMS development
and widespread implementation. This will produce a system
which can, from that point forward, be self-sustaining for its
enhancement. It can also provide for future linking to other
infrastructure management systems like pavement management
systems, roadway maintenance management systems, equipment
maintenance management systems, and so on.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report recounts the findings of an intensive 24-month
study of bridge management in the United States, a search of
worldwide literature describing related efforts, and the development of a model BMS. The research highlights a working
network-level bridge management system. The findings disclose
the desire of numerous agencies to use a BMS at levels ranging
from structural analysis and recordkeeping on a single bridge
or project to programming and planning activities on a whole
network of bridges within a state highway agency. The emphasis,
however, is on the network level.
Significant interaction underlies this report, including meetings with the NCHRP advisory panel, representatives of several
states, and individual visits by the project staff to six state
DOT's. This interaction and detailed staff work produced a
conceptual modular bridge management system for network
level bridge management, which contains six basic modules
(data base module, network level MR&R selection module,
maintenance module, historical data analysis module, project
level interface module, and reporting module). Each module
has a number of important functions which have been described
in this report. The functions that can be considered most important are: (1) the selection of an MR&R program for the
network with the use of life-cycle costing methods and optimization, (2) assignment of a preventive maintenance program
on the network, and (3) handling the large amount of data from
bridges on the network.
In addition to the concepts, a demonstrator BMS was produced for use on a personal computer. The available project
funding did not permit the completion of th demonstrator.
Nevertheless, a simple computer program is available along with
a short user's manual. The program demonstrates the benefits
and potential output of a BMS to potential sponsors.
It is clear from the project work that a network level bridge
management system is within the reach of today's technology.
The development and implementation plan presented in Chapter
Four will make it possible to develop and test a working BMS.
The BMS will then be implemented in some state DOT's as a
significantly improved tool for bridge management. It will also
provide the mechanism for self-improvement through use of the
historical data base in any given state and related sources. States
with similar backgrounds can combine their historical data in
some cases to improve the quality of performance prediction
and life prediction models. Regional models may result from
such cooperation.
A number of technological improvements will enhance the
practice of bridge management and the model BMS. The first
needed improvement is a method to obtain more objective measures of bridge condition. Automated survey and condition rating devices and procedures would facilitate obtaining rapid,
reliable measurements of bridge condition and structural capacity. Aspects such as width and length measurement, vertical
clearance, roughness, and rutting can already be easily measured

by high technology automated devices. Techniques using photography and laser technology are currently used in the measurement of pavement distresses. These techniques could be
adapted to the condition rating of bridge decks. Other automated
techniques such as monitoring steel corrosion and measuring
the chloride content of decks would also be useful. Ultimately,
a geographical mapping capability interfaced with the data base
would be extremely useful. A map of the bridge network would
be digitized and stored in the data base and could be printed
with routing information, inspector's schedules, network
MR&R plan, minor maintenance plan, and the bridge posting
report. This type of technological improvement would greatly
enhance the capabilities of the BMS. One final improvement
that would assist the field engineer would be the use of small
hand-held computers to collect and immediately store the bridge
rating data. This technology is already available; it only needs
to be adapted and applied to bridge survey activities.
Improvements are also needed in the prediction of distress
and rehabilitation effectiveness models used in the BMS. These
include deterioration rates, bridge life cycle cost models, and
effectiveness of various MR&R actions. A significant amount
of research is necessary to produce better models. Over time,
the implementation of the suggested BMS will provide a great
deal of the information necessary to develop new and better
predictive equations. The model BMS itself will have the capability to develop improved equations as adequate data are
collected over time.
Presentations at a national bridge management workshop held
in conjunction with the Transportation Research Board Annual
Meeting in Washington, D.C., January 1987, strongly underscored the several basic needs found in this project.
There is inadequate information available from any data
source within the United States to provide significant life prediction models for bridges in a variety of conditions. Additional
efforts in a later phase will be needed to collect what information
is available to develop preliminary life prediction models for use
in an improved BMS. More importantly, it will be necessary
for many states to begin to collect and store bridge condition
information in a format that can be used to make life cycle and
performance predictions. Various theoretical and analytical
models can potentially be used to initially fill the gaps in these
life prediction models. Additional information is also needed to
estimate the relationship between various maintenance activities
and bridge life and performance. These include for example:
painting of steel structures, inspection of pins and weldment,
riveted connections, and cathodic protection of decks.
This project suggests the value of implementing the first BMS
on a microcomputer. Ultimately, the software can be adapted
for use on microcomputers, minicomputers, or mainframe computers, depending on the needs and availability of equipment in
the agency involved.
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A significant need exists for improved bridge management
and a bridge management system for use in state DOT's in the
United States and the world, at large. Most agencies contacted
showed enthusiastic interest in the potential of bridge management and a number of agencies have specifically requested inclusion for implementation in a subsequent research phase. The
study suggests that it will be possible to implement a working
BMS in a small or moderate-size agency within the next 2 to
5 years if adequate support and funding are provided.

In developing an operational BMS it is important to keep the
modules of the system general enough for application in any
agency. While additional data and improved models will be
helpful in later phases, it is clear that there now exists adequate
technology and information for BMS development. The immediate benefits that will arise from such development will
undoubtedly lead to the additional data and research support
necessary for subsequent implementation and improvement of
BMS. Multistate support of a common system would pay exponential dividends for the expenditures.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL BMS VARIABLES

A set of variables to be considered for use in a BMS is
presented in this appendix. The variables are listed according
to major record types. Each variable is described separately.
The description is for programming purposes and includes the
variable's name, number, class, description, number of characters of disk storage space required, and type (i.e., alphanumeric, integer, real, or logical). Many of the variables were
originally defined by the FHWA for its National Bridge Inspection Standards (3).
The variables are divided into four categories: (1) inventory
variables, (2) bridge condition variables, (3) bridge appraisal
and proposed improvement ratings, and (4) MR&R historical
variables. The four categories are subdivided into "records".
Each record is a set of variables pertaining to a similar aspect
of the bridge.
Each major record is identified by a letter. Each variable
within a record is identified by a number. Therefore, each variable is uniquely described by a letter-and-number combination.
For example, variable A2 names the county where the bridge
is located. The corresponding Federal SI&A rating form variable
numbers are included in the description.

INVENTORY VARIABLES

for a particular bridge, they are rarely changed. These variables
provide information for locating the bridge and determining its
relative importance within the network. In terms of the importance of the bridge, several inventory variables may be used in
the prioritization and optimization techniques. A description of
each of the inventory variables follows:

A. Identification Information Record

Al.

System Code - a variable to describe the bridge system or
network that the bridge belongs to or whether the
bridge is on or off the federal aid system.
Number of characters - 2
Type - integer

County - the FIPS code identifying the county in
which the bridge is located.
Number of characters - 3
Type - integer

City/town code - the FIPS code identifying the city or town
in which the bridge is located. All zeros are coded if the
bridge is not in a city or town.

Inventory variables describe the bridge in terms of location,
type, functional classification, and so on. Once they are entered

Number of characters - 4
Type - integer
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A4. Structure number - a number which uniquely identifies the

Defense mile point - same as federal variable number 14.

structure or bridge. This may be a numbering system unique
to the agency involved.

Defense section length - same as federal variable number 15.

Number of characters - 15
Type - alphanumeric

Latitude - same as federal variable number 16.

AS. FIPS code for states and FHWA region - code identifying the

Longitude - same as federal variable number 17.

state and F}IWA region in which the bridge is located. This
is the same as the federal forms current standard.

Physical vulnerability - same as federal variable

Number of characters - 3

number 18.

Type - integer
B. Essentiality/classification/jurisdiction record
Highway district - same as federal variable number 2.
Principle route - same as federal variable number 5.

Dl.

Essentiality to public transport - this variable
describes whether the route that the bridge serves is used
by public transport such as for school buses, as a fire

Location - same as federal variable number 9.

lane, for snow plows, or as a public transit route.

All.

Principle route mile point - same as federal variable

Number of characters -

number 11.

Type - logical

Engineering project/drawing number - This is an internal

02.

Detour length - same as federal variable number 19.

13.

Toll road - same as federal variable number 20.

04.

Custodian - same as federal variable number 21.

D5.

Owner - same as federal variable number 22.

D6.

Type of project - this variable explains how the bridge

agency identification number to allow project drawings,
specifications and designs to be quickly located in the
agency's filing system.
Number of characters - 15
Type - alphanumeric
All.

Bridge name - common name which a bridge is known by in the
community
Number of Characters - 15

was funded. It is coded as follows:

Type - alphanumeric

- federal aid
2 - nonfederal aid with all state funds

Al2.

Principal Route Position - Whether the principal route is

3 - nonfederal aid with other public nonstate funds

over or under the bridge.

4 - nonfederal aid with private funds

Number of Characters -

5 - other or unknown

Type - integer

Number of characters - 1
Type - integer

A13.

Town name - The name of the town the bridge in nearest to.
Number of Characters - 15

D7.

Project number - same as federal variable number 23.

Type - alphanumeric
DO.
B. Environmental Record

Bl. Freezing index - a variable to describe the propensity

Federal aid system code - same as federal variable
number 24.

D9. Principle route administrative jurisdiction - same as

toward freezing of the area in which the bridge is located.

federal variable number 25.

Number of characters Type - integer

010. Principle route functional classification - same as federal
variable number 26.

Saline environment - a variable to describe the degree of
salt to which the bridge is exposed. Various levels or

Year of construction and major reconstrucéion - same as

codes may be assigned.

federal variable number 27 except multiple years can be

Number of characters - 2

handled to account for all major construction work.

Type - integer
Principle route AlT - same as federal variable number 29.
Rainfall - a variable which describes the average amount of
rainfall received in the area in which the bridge is

Year of traffic count - same as federal variable number 30.

located.
Number of characters - 2

014.

Truck factor - this variable describes the amount of truck
traffic which crosses the bridge. It is expressed in terms

Type . integer

of 9 trucks with more than two axles.
Number of characters - 4

C. Defense Importance Record

Type - real
Cl. Defense road section number - same as federal variable
number 12.
C2. Defense bridge description - same as federal variable
number 13.

015.

Design truck loading - same as federal variable number 31.

D16.

Historical significance - same as federal variable
number 37.
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017.

Political unit number 1 -

Illumination - this variable indicates how well the bridge

this variable describes the

primary political unit in which the bridge is located.

is lighted for pedestrians and vehicular traffic to see

Number of characters - 3

obstacles on the bridge.
Number of characters -

Type - alphanumeric

Type - integer
Political unit number 2 - this variable describes the
secondary political unit in which the bridge is located.

Number of accidents per 100,000 vehicles - gives

Number of characters - 3

information and accident data for the bridge.

Type - alphanumeric
N. Secondary Features Record
Walkway - indicates if walkway space is provided for
pedestrians.

Hi.

Name of secondary features - this is the name which the

Number of characters - 1

agency recognizes for the secondary feature which may pass

Type - logical

under or over the bridge. The secondary feature is not the
principle route. For example, if the principle route

020.

Speed limit - the posted speed limit on the principal route
passes under the bridge, then the secondary feature would
Number of Characters - 2
be whatever is on top of the bridge and vice versa.
Type - Integer

Number of characters

El. Existence of navigation control - same as federal variable
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Type - alphanumeric

E. Navigation and Waterway Record

82. Type of feature - this is whether the feature is a road,
railroad, or waterway, etc.

number 38.

Number of characters Navigation vertical clearance - same as federal variable

Type - integer

number 39.
Route number - this is the same as federal variable number
Navigation horizontal clearance . same as federal variable

5 for the principle route except that it is for the other

number 40.

route if the secondary feature is a roadway. It is left
blank or zeros are entered if the secondary feature is not

F. Posting Record

a roadway.

Fl. Operational status - same as federal variable number 41 to
Route mile point - same as federal variable number II

indicate whether bridge is open or closed.

except for the secondary feature if a roadway.
F2. Operating rating - same as federal variable number 64
indicating the absolute maximum permissible load on the

Essentiality to public transport - this indicates how

bridge.

essential the secondary feature is to public transport,
such as school buses, snow plows, fire trucks, or public
transit. Number of characters and type are the same as the

P3. Inventory rating - same as federal variable number 66 which

principle route essentiality to public transport.

indicates the highest load for the bridge for long-term
use.

Detour lengths - this is the same as federal variable 19
F4. Weight limit - this includes two subvariables (the axle

except applied to the secondary feature.

load limit and the gross load limit) for which the bridge
Toll road - this is the same as federal variable number 20

may be posted.

except applied to the secondary feature.

Number of characters - 5
Type - integer
HO.

Ci.

Approach roadway width - same as federal variable number 32

Federal aid system code - same as federal variable number
24 except applied to the secondary feature.

C. Safety Inventory Record

N9. Route administrative jurisdiction - same as federal
variable number 25 except applied to the secondary feature.

Bridge median code - same as federal variable number 33.
Nb.
Skew - same as federal variable number 34.
Structure flare - same as federal variable number 35

Route functional classification - same as federal variable
number 26 except applied to the secondary feature.

Hll.

Route ADT - same as federal variable number 29 except
applied to the secondary feature.

Traffic safety features - this is the same as federal
variable number 36 and consists of four subvariables which

Year of traffic count - same as federal variable number 30

indicate the type and acceptability of (1) bridge railings,

except on the secondary feature.

(2) approach guard rail transitions, (3) approach guard
rails, and (4) approach guard rail ends.

Truck factor - same as truck factor (variable D14)

Sight distance - this variable indicates the distance from

secondary feature.

described for principle route except applied to the
the bridge at which it can first be sighted.
Number of characters - 3

Design truck loading - same as federal variable number 31

Type - integer

except for secondary feature.
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1115. Route horizontal clearance - this is the horizontal

storing the data. A span group can be defined as sections

clearance on the secondary feature. It is divided into two

of equal span length, span type, and main member type. A

subvariables: H15.1 - right clearance and 1115.2 - left

span group can also consist of individual spans or an

clearance.

entire bridge if the user does not wish to distinguish a
difference or if a bridge is of like construction

1116.

Route minimum vertical clearance - this is the same as

throughout.

federal variable number 10 except applied to the secondary
feature.

19.1. Number of span groups - for each span group the
following variables are defined in a separate span

1117.

Number of lanes on the other feature if roadway - same as

group data file.

federal variable number 28 except applied to the secondary
feature.

19.1.1. Span type in span group
19.1.2. Main member type in span group

1118.

Roadway width - same as federal variable number 51 except

19.1.3. Number of spans in span group

applied to the secondary feature.

59.1.4. Span length in span group

Existence of navigation control - this variable will be

19.1.6. Name of span group

29.1.5. Span group number
1119.

added in case all variables under category E are not

1120.

included. If so, then this variable will be the same as

19.2

Type of paint system

federal variable number 38.

19.3

Date existing paint system placed

Position - whether the secondary feature is under or over
the bridge.
110.

I. Structural Inventory Record

Substructure type - this is similar to federal variable
number 44 but is further divided into two subvariables as

Ii. Structure category - this is the category that the
structure is in:

follows:

steel bridge, concrete bridge, timber

bridge, composite bridge culvert, or tunnel.

110.1. Cap type
110.2. Pier type

Number of characters - 1
Type - integer

Principle route horizontal clearance - this is the same as

611. Deck type - this is similar to federal variable number 57

federal variable number 47. It includes two

and is further divided into subvariables as follows:

subvariables: 12.1 - right hand clearance and 12.2 - left
hand clearance.

These are the same as federal variables

111.1. Material type

numbers 55 and 56, except that 55 and 56 refer to the

311.2. Design type

under clearance on the right and on the left for divided

111.3. Wearing surface type

highways and one-way streets.

See Reference 3 for more

details.

111.4. Deck concrete air entrained
111.5. Membrane type
111.6. Stay-in-place forms used

Principle route minimum vertical clearance - this is the

111.7. Type of cathodic protection

same as federal variable number 10.

111.8. Date wearing surface placed
111.9. Type of reinforcing steel protection

Widening code - this tells whether the bridge can be
widened or not.
Number of characters - 1
Type - logical
Deck width - this is the same as federal variable
IS.

Roadway width - this is the same as federal variable

number 52.

number 51.

Length of structure - this is the same as federal variable
number 49.

Deck joint types - this variable indicates the types of
joints that are present on the deck. Three integer codes

Sidewalk width - this is the same as federal variable
number 50.

are used for changing joint types.
Number of characters - 3
Type - integer

Number of lanes on the principle route - this is the same
as federal variable number 28.

Superstructure type - this is similar to federal variable

Fracture critical members - indicates if the bridge

number 43 but has subvariables to further define how the

contains fracture critical numbers.

bridge is divided. The method used is to divide the bridge

Number of characters -

into "span groups" for the purpose of rating the bridge and

Type - logical
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BRIDGE CONDITION VARIABLES

LI. Retaining walls (62) R/E/D
Culverts

Condition variables are obtained from field inspection of the
bridge. They are entered into the BMS and are used in calculations. The input condition variables are divided into records
and variables as with the inventory variables described previously. The major records correspond to federal sufficiency rating
variables as indicated by the number. These records correspond
to a major component of the bridge such as roadway, superstructure, substructure, channel, or approaches. The subvariables correspond to the elements of the major components of the
bridge, for example, deck and wearing surface are elements of
the roadway; main members and floor system connections are
elements of the superstructure.
Each bridge element may be evaluated on one of three levels.
The level is indicated next to the variable by various combinations of the letters R, E, and D. The lowest level of evaluation
is only R, which indicates that the element corresponding to
the variable is merely rated on the standard 0 to 9 scale. The
second level, R/E, indicates that the element corresponding to
the variable is rated on the 0 to 9 scale in terms of the problem
that exists, and the extent of the problem is estimated in terms
of being local or prevalent, the estimated area affected, or some
other measure. The highest level of evaluation is indicated by
the combination R/E/D. This indicates that the element is
rated on the 0 to 9 scale, the extent of the problem is estimated,
and the actual distress causing the problem is specified.
The bridge condition variables with their recommended level
for being rated are as follows. The variable numbers in parentheses correspond to the variable numbers in the Federal SI&A
rating form.
J. Roadway Condition Rating (58)

L6.1. Damage to pipe
L6.2. Debris
L6.3. Damage to walks
Concrete protective system R/E/D

Channel and Channel Protection Rating (61)
Ml. Banks R
142. Bed R
M3. Rip rap R/E
Mi. Dikes & Jetties K
MS. Substructure foundation erosion (scour) R/E

Approaches Rating (65)
Ni. Embankments R/E
Pavement R/E
Relief joints R/E
Drainage R/E
Guard Fence R/E
Delineation markers K

0. Estimated Remaining Life (63)

P. Inspection Information
Date of last inspection (90)
Unusual inspection features
Frequency of unusual inspections
Date of last unusual inspection
PS. Inspector

BRIDGE APPRAISAL PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT
RATINGS

71. Deck R/E/D/
Wearing surface R/E/D
Joints R/E
Drainage system R
Curbs, sidewalks, and parapets R/E
Median barrier R/E
Railings R/E
78. Delineation (striping and curve markers) R

K. Superstructure Condition Rating (59)
Kl. Main members R/E/D
Main member connections R/E/D
Floor system members R/E/D
Floor system connections R/E/D
Secondary members R/E
1(6. Secondary member connections R/E
1(7. Expansion bearings R/E
1(8. Fixed bearings R/E
1(9. Steel protective coating R/E

L. Substructure Rating (67)
Ll. Abutments R/E/D

Appraisals are calculated values based on the condition ratings of the bridge components and their elements, and on inventory items, such as deck width, number of lanes, and vertical
clearances. The method used by the BMS to calculate the appraisal ratings is the same method used in the Texas BRINSAP
system (11).
The proposed improvements correspond to federal variable
numbers 73 through 88. These items, if included in the BMS,
will be estimated after analysis of the bridge condition, the
MR&R life-cycle activity options chosen by the BMS, and the
local and network-wide budget constraihts. These variables may
be derived by the BMS or input directly by the user. The required
maintenance activities are input by the user based on the observations made by the inspector. Estimates made by the BMS
will improve with time.
The following is a list of the variables for appraisals and
proposed improvements. Detailed explanations, number of characters, and type of variable may be obtained in the Federal
SI&A coding procedures (3).

Ll.l. Caps
L1.2. Above ground
L1.3. Below ground
Intermediate supports R/E/D
L2.l

Caps

L2.2. Above ground
L2.3. Below ground

Q. Appraisal (Calculated values to be output in report)
Ql. Traffic safety features (36)
Structural condition (67)

-

Roadway geometry (68)
Vertical and lateral clearance (69)
Safe loading capacity (70)

Collision protection system R

Waterway capacity (71)

Steel protective coating R/E

Approach roadway (72)
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S3.2. Action item - this is the individual activity which is a

MR&R HISTORICAL VARIABLES

subitem of one of the major categories listed above. It
consists of detailed MR&R actions which take place on a

Historical records of maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement (MR&R) actions accomplished are maintained in the BMS
data base. These variables are input after an MR&R action takes
place on a bridge and describe the actions undertaken. The
variables are stored on a historical basis to develop a life profile
for the bridge, to estimate maintenance and repair costs for
bridges in general, to predict deterioration rates and deterioration retardant constants for bridges, and to estimate entire
network MR&R budget levels. The following is a list of the
variables associated with the historical MR&R record.

bridge. It is coded with a number which corresponds to
the specific item as listed in Table Al.
Number of characters - 2
Type - integer

Table A.I. MR&R action codes.
1 MINOR MAINTENAHCE
R. Proposed Improvements
(Items as specified in federal form have federal number in
parentheses)
P1. Year needed (73)
Type of service (74) (same as 5 or 42)
Type of work (75)
Length of improvements (76)
Proposed design load (77)
Proposed roadway width (78)
Proposed number of lanes (79)
Design ADT (80)
Year of Estimated ADT (81)
RiO. Year of scheduled adjacent roadway improvements (82)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

painting
joint cleaning and sealing
bearing cleaning and lubrication
sealing concrete surfaces
drift removal
crack sealing
bolt tightening or replacement
deck washing
clean drainage system
moveable bridge mechanical or electrical equipment maintenance
approach leveling or repair
deck patching
touch up painting
minor repair or cleaning of culverts
handrail maintenance or repair
expansion joint maintenance
fender system maintenance
slope or shore protection system maintenance

2 MAJOP MAINTENANCE

Type of adjacent roadway improvements (83)
Cost of all improvements (84)
R13. Base year for estimated improvement costs
Preliminary engineering costs (85)
Demolition costs (86)
Substructure costs (87)
Superstructure costs (88)
Pequired maintenance activity 1
Level of maintenance activity 1
Urgency of maintenance activity 1
Required maintenance activity 2
'22. Level of maintenance activity 2
P23. Urgency of maintenance activity 2
R24. Pequired maintenance activity 3
Level of maintenance activity 3

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

replace drainage system elements
replace collision damaged structural members
correct scour condition
replace decayed timbers
bearing repair
deck injection with grout or resin
replace expansion devices
relevel abutments and piers
patch substructure members
strengthen of straighten steel members
curb repair
replace gaurdrails
repair fender system
sheath pier to add cross-sectional area
splice broken reinforcing steel and re-concrete
steel plating of timber decks
clean box culverts
repair steel deck grids
replace or upgrade bridge rails

3 REHABILITATE

Urgency of maintenance activity 3

S.

Historical MR&R Record

Si. Bridge Number - this is the unique number which identifies the
bridge or structure under consideration. It is the same as our
variable number A4 which is the same as federal variable number
8.

It is used for cross-referencing the BMS files with the

maintenance files from the MMS for bridges.

Year - this is the year that the MR & R action takes place

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

deck replacement
increasing structure capacity
replace major superstructure main elements
replace major substructure main elements
deckoverlay
cathodic protection
sheath pier to add cross sectional area
substructure strengthening
deck rehabilitation
bridge raising to gain vertical clearance
fatigue prone detail retrofit
seismic retrofit
replace wearing surface

4 RECONSTRUCT

It is coded such that 1986 would be 986.
Number of characters - 3

01 new superstructure using existing substructure
02 bridge widening

Type - integer
5. REPLACE
Type of action - this is divided into two subvatiables:

S3.1.

Major category of action . these are the five major
categories: maintain, repair, rehabilitate, reconstruct
and replace. These are coded 1 through S respectively.

6. POST
01
02
03
04

structural capacity
vehicle speed
vehicle height
number of vehicles

7. CLOSE

Number of characters - 1
Type - integer

8. REMOVE
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Scheduled, completed, or in progress - indicates whether the

requires paint on this particular bridge.

maintenance action described by variable 3 is scheduled for the

Number of characters - 6

bridge or has been completed.

Type - real

Number of characters - 1
Type - logical

Costs - these are the costs associated with the MR&R action
taken on the bridge. It is divided into five subvariables:

Quantity of the units specified in the type file - this is the

individual labor cost, equipment cost, materials cost, the

quantity of the action taken on the bridge. The units for the

total cost, and miscellaneous costs.

quantity are specified in the type file as described under

such a breakdown of costs may not always be possible, and

variable S3 above. For example, action 1.01 is painting.

values should be given to each variable as applicable.

The

units in the type file are specified for painting to be

Number of characters - 7

square feet of paint, for example. Therefore, this variable

Type - integer

It is anticipated that

(S5) will specify the number of sq. ft. of surface which

APPENDIX B
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE IDEALIZED BRIDGE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The idealized Bridge Management System is a complex framework composed of numerous interrelated functions. During the
development of this BMS, the individual functions were grouped
into a series of modules. Each module is described in detail in
Chapter Three of the main text.

In order to better understand the relationships between these
operational modules in the idealized system, a series of BMS
framework flow charts has been developed. The flow charts are
shown in Figures B-i through B-S. These figures indicate the
intricacies inherent in the flow of information related to man-

FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF BRIDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

"

STATE BMS
DATA BASE

Structure Inventory &
Appraisal Data
Action Effectiveness
and Cost Data

Reports and
/ Analysis
Routines

ADMINISTRATIVE
PLANNING
FUNCTION
Establish Needs
Policy

I
I Inputs
Reports and
Analysis
Routines

Rerts 'and
.
\ ArlYsis
Routines

PROGRAMMING
FUNCTION
Select Candidate List
of Bridges

Categorize Bridge
Needs and Funding
Sources

Prioritize Candidate
Bridges in Various
Action Categories

Prepare Statewide
Annual Budgets

Analyze Cost Effectiveness of Programs

Prepare Annual
Work Program

Flag Candidate Bridges
for Maintenance
Activities

Generate System
Wide Reports

IMPLEMENTATION
FUNCTION

.•

Perform Structural
Analysis and Analyze
Cost Effectiveness of
Project Level Alternatives
Prepare Plans. Specifications & Estimates
Perform Actions
Analyze Cost Effectiveness of Maintenance
Activities
Perform Maintenance
Activities
Collect Structure Inventory & Appraisal Data

____________________

Figure B-i. A conceptual framework of BMS.

Maintain BMS Data Base
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aging a bridge network. The details of the framework provide
insight into the data collection requirements, decision-making
processes, and reporting requirements.
Figure B-i shows the functional framework of the complete

idealized Bridge Management System. Figures B-2 through B5 detail the activities that should be included in the administrative planning, programming, implementation, and bridge
maintenance activities, respectively.

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN ADMINISTRATIVE PLANNING FUNCTION
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Figure B-2. A conceptual illustration of the administrative planning function.

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN IMPLEMENTATION FUNCTION
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Figure B-3. A conceptual illustration of the programming function.
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Figure B-4. A conceptual illustration of the implementation function.
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BRIDGE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

STATE BMS
DATA BASE
• Structure Inventory &
Appraisal Data
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BUDGET AND
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MAINTENANCE
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COLLECT COST
UPDATE
I
ANC OCCE —4 MAINTENANCE
OF EACH ACTIVITY _Type1 DATA BASE

ESTIMATE FUTURE _______
MAINTENANCE BUDGET

Figure B-5. A conceptual illustration of bridge maintenance activities.

APPENDIX C
BMS DEMONSTRATOR

INTRODUCTION

As a part of this project, a BMS demonstration software
program was developed and written in the DBASE 111+ (registered trademark of Ashton-Tate) computer language on an
IBM PC compatible microcomputer. DBASE 111+ is a data
base management software package designed for easy data handling. It facilitates data input and reporting.

The BMS demonstrator is useful to show the concepts of
bridge management to interested agencies and generate interest
in other agencies. A working program, even though it only
performs basic functions, presents the concepts and develops
interest in BMS. The demonstrator is also useful as a starting
point for further software development. The existing code can
be enhanced and expanded when programming the model BMS
described in this report.
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An input guide for the demonstrator BMS is presented in the
following section. The user-friendly and interactive screens available with the program and the outputs produced by the demonstrator are also presented.

RUNNING THE BMS DEMONSTRATOR

The BMS demonstration disk contains all of the programs
necessary to operate the demonstrator. Some small example data
base files are also included. To operate the demonstrator, the
user must:
Own an IBM-PC compatible microcomputer with a hard

important data are included in the demonstrator. Table C-1
presents a list of all of the input data. Appendix A includes a
brief description of each variable, the number of characters, and
type of variable. The variables in Table C- 1 are numbered for
easy cross-referencing with Appendix A.
These variables, once entered to the BMS demonstrator, are
stored in the data base for use by analysis modules. The modules
that are currently functioning consist of: (1) sufficiency index
calculation, (2) sorting of the data base by several variables,
(3) MR&R project assignment based on sufficiency, (4) data
base module, and (5) reporting module which provides several
basic reports.

EXAMPLE SCREENS

disk.
Own the DBASE 111+ software package.
Have DBASE 111+ installed on the hard disk.
Make sure that the CONFIG.SYS file located in the main
directory of the hard disk (or boot disk if you boot from a
floppy) contains:
FILES = 20
BUFFERS = 24
If it does not contain this information, change it and reboot.
Two sequences are described to load and run the demonstrator.
Sequence One
Put demonstration disk in Drive A.
Get into the (sub)directory where DBASE 111+ is located.
Type "A:BMSA".

The demonstrator BMS interacts with the user through userfriendly screens. These screens communicate with the user and
allow the user to communicate with the BMS. The BMS consists
of screens for data entry, function setting, sufficiency index
calculation definition, output selection, function selection, data
base sorting, record location, and others. Examples of all of the
screens provided by the demonstrator BMS are shown in Figures
C-1 through C-23.

DEMONSTRATOR OUTPUTS

The demonstrator produces some of the many reports defined
for the model BMS. The demonstrator produces reports showing
data lists and sorts of the data base, and a listing of the data
base by sufficiency with general MR&R selections. Examples
of all of the outputs produced by the demonstrator are shown
in Figures C-24 through C-28.

This starts the BMS demonstrator located in Drive A.
Sequence Two
Copy all files from the demonstrator disk to the hard disk
in the same (sub)directory as the DBASE 111+ program.
Get into the (sub)directory where DBASE 111+ is located.
Type "BMS".
This starts the BMS demonstrator which is located on the hard
disk.
For both sequences, a printer must be connected and turned
on to produce reports. If the printer is not properly connected,
the program will terminate operation.

INPUT GUIDE

An input guide for the demonstrator BMS is presented in
this section. The demonstrator contains fully interactive and
user-friendly data input screens for all data entry. Use of the
program is easy because all functions are described with simple
keystrokes directly on the screen. The program prompts the
user for all input data in a full screen editing format. Examples
of the user-friendly data input screens are given in the next
section.
This input guide consists of an abridged version of the complete data list presented in Appendix A. Only some of the most

Table C-i. Variable included in BMS demonstration program.
Inventory Variables
Identification Information
4. Structure number
Principal route
Location
Principal route milepoint
12. Position of principle\feature
(over or under)
Essentiality / Classification / Jurisdiction
2. Detour length
5. Owner
8. Federal aid system code
Principal Route Functional
classification
Year of construction or major
reconstruction

Principal route ADT
14. Truck factor (% trucks with
more than 2 axles)
Navigation and Waterway
Existence of navigation control
1.
Posting Information
Operational status (open or closed)
Operating rating absolute
maximum permissible
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Table C-i. Continued
3.
4.

Inventory rating highest load
for long term use
Weight Limit
4.1.Axle
4.2. Combination

Joints
Drainage system
Curbs, sidewalks, and parapets
Median barrier
Railings
Delineation (striping and curve
markers)

H. Secondary Features
1. Name of secondary features
2. Type of feature (road, railroad, water)
3. Route number
4. Route milepoint
6. Detour length
8. Federal aid system code
Route Functional classification
Route ADT
13. Truck factor (% trucks with more than
3 axles
Route horizontal clearance
Route minimum vertical clearance
Number of lanes on the "other" route
Roadway width
Existence of navigation control
Position of secondary feature
(over or under)

K. Superstructure Condition Rating
I. Main members
3. Floor system members
5. Secondary members
Expansion bearings
Fixed bearings
Steel protective coating
L.

I. Structural Inventory
Structure type
Principal route horizontal
clearance
Principal route minimum vertical
clearance
5. Roadway width
6. Length of structure
Number of lanes on the principal
route
Superstructure type
9.1 number of span groups
9.1.1. span type in group
9.1.4. span length in group
9.1.5 span group number
9.1.6 name of span group
Substructure type
10.1. Cap Type
10.2. Pier Type
Deck type

Substructure Rating
Abutments
l.1.Caps
1.2.Above ground
1.3.Below ground
Intermediate supports
2.1. Caps
2.2.Above ground
2.3.Below ground
Collision protection system
Steel protective coating
Retaining walls
Culverts
6.1.Damage to pipe
6.2. Debris
6.3.Damage to walks
8. Miscellaneous structure rating

M. Channel and Channel Protection Rating
Banks
Bed
Rip rap
Dikes & Jetties
Substructure foundation erosion
N. Approaches Rating
Embankments
Pavement
Drainage

Bridee Condition Variables
J. Roadway Condition Rating
Deck
Wearing surface

P. Inspection Information
1. Date of last inspection
Inspector

NCHEP PBOJECT 12-28 (2)
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Figure C-5. Screen for editing bridge inventory data.
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Figure C- 7. Screen for editing feature inventory data.
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Figure C-JO. Screen to locate bridge by route number.

BRIDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEMONSTRATOR

Deterine Sufficiency
Edit Sufficiency Deterainants
Print Bridge Sufficiency by Bridge
Print Bridge/Span Sufficiency by Bridge
Print Bridge Sufficiency by Sufficiency
Print Bridge/Span Sufficiency by Luff.
Print Rehab Needs Report
Recalculate Sufficiency
(A) Exit to Previous Menu

(Enter Selection (1 - 4, or X to exit) : :1

[Enter Selection (1 - 1, or A to exit)

:1

Figure C-li. First screen of "Network MR&R Selection "module Figure C-12 First screen of "Sufficiency" submodule to allow
option selection.

to allow option selection,
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Figure C-13. First screen of "Edit Sufficiency Determinants"
option of sufficiency submodule to define the major sufficiency
categories.
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Figure C-14. Second screen of "Edit Sufficiency Determinants"
option of sufficiency submodule to define the sufficiency variables.

MRbR COSTINC AlIEN USING RANHING FOR Milafi PROJECT SELECTION
Th
ic
S
i
id a i
as for rankin
pects and for choosing arid costing the wost fundawental level o
NH&E action. Projects are ranked by SI and the work is specified
in general categories of wainteriarice, rehabilitation, or replacewent
based or threshold values of SI. NR&B costs are roughly estiwated
by the size of the bridge and unit costs are based on the general
type of work arid bridge type
This subsystew is currently not operational,

DECISION TREE FOR SPECIFIC NETUOBH MR&R SELECTION
The specific ARaB selection subn odule provides wore capability
for better selections because a decision tree is used to choose the
AFAR actions. A decision tree is cowposed of a hierarchy of variables
used as decision criteria. Elewents at the end of the branches are
ARaB selectoons based on the decision crtera variables. Using the
decision criteria in the decision tree, specific MRfR actions are
selected for each bridge Better stiwates of costs and effectivenesses
are available because each action is better defined than just the broad
categories of Maintenance, Rehabilitation, or Replecewent. Detailed
decson trees allow more accurate assignweots of MRàR projects and
costs.
This subwodule is currently not operational,

Figure C-15. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "Print Rehab Needs" option of the sufficiency submodule.

LIFE CYCLE COSTIOG
The life cgcle cast submodule builds no the network ARUR selection
subwodulecalcuIatnns b adding wore capabIities arid better econowic
criteria for choosing ARaB strategies The decision tree is expanded by
providing life cycle activity profile's (LCAP's) for selection as NR&R
strategies. LCAF's are
set aof actions or activities which way be taken
on a particular bridge over an analysis period. This approach accounts
for the eIfects of current actions on future costs and life of the bridge.
Analyzog thc total life cOde costs for each ARAB strategy option
prondes a better basis for choosing the most co5t effective alternative.

Figure C-16. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "SpecWc
MR&R Action Selection "submodule.

OPTINIZUTION

The optiwication submodule is the highest level available for waking
the best possible decisions regarding the projects and actual ARAB strategies
to be used no the network, in this subwodule the decision tree is expanded
by allowing eultple LCAP's to be chosenbr each bridge, Besides the total
]fe cycle costs, a weasure of effectiveness or total benefits is also
available for each LCAP. An optiwization routine cowpares all possible
LCkP's for all network bridges and optiwizes the choices based on budget
constraints to obtain waxiwuw effectiveness or beoefts over the network.
This subwodule is currently not operational.

Jhs subwodule is currently not operatIonal,

Figure C-IZ Substitute screen for the nonoperational "L(fe Cycle
Costing" submodule.

Figure C-18. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "Optimization "submodule.
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Mtl MrEHttCE MODULE

HISTORICAL DATA AHALYSIS MODULE

Bridges which are notlected for any wajor MRR action in any year
are handled in the waxntenance wodule, which assigns individual winor
waintenance prograns to each bridge. Maintenance actions are also prioritized using a sufficiency index. Minor Maintenance activities are
consdnred in the general categories of urgent actions and progranned
nai ntenance
Ihs module is currently not operatnnal.

Historical data is kept by the nadel BtS for analysis to inprone
predictive nodels. The purpose of the historical data analyss module
is to decr
ease errors in future predictions and increase prediction
;eliahlity. Models which will be inproved with the aid of this nodule
include deterioration rates, bridge life cycle activities, MBR costs
and effectivenesses, and network impact of various strategies,
This Module 15 currently not operational.

Figure C-19. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "Maintenance" module.

Figure C-20. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "Historical
Data Analysis" module.
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Co Span Croup Suwnary Data
(5) Other Fealurp Inventory
(C) Inspection Schedule £ Routing
(1) Aeticvk RB49 Plan
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(7) Histenca MMR Suenar
Cl> Overweinot Trugg Routing
(5) Nesnork Dntrenn Sunnary
(J) Bridge Painting Report
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The reporting module produces all of the enparts in the fiNS.
This Inclubs lists, sunnaries, graphs, and naps. Reporting is the
priwary Method for the fiNS to connunicate with bridge engineors and
nanagers. Reports are nornal]y in the forn of paper output, They
are produced at variousactgesnithe oerant of the fiNS. Screen
outputs a
- re a lso eded fo wn y reporting cptons, Reporting
flexibility and user defined reports are inportant features of the
fiNS.

(?.) (nit to Previous Menu
(Enter Selection (1 - N1 or X to egit)

:1

Figure C-21. First screen of the "Reporting" module.

Figure C-22. Substitute screen if a nonoperational report (options

6—M) is selected.

PRoJECT LEOEL IHIERFOCE MODULE
This wodule provides an interface with project level data and project
locOl analyses. One aspect of the network loveY BMS is the ability to
cannuncate and exchange detailed bridge infuritation with the proect
level. The project level interface module allows cowwunicatioE with
structural analysis prograns such as BARS or BRASS or other prograws
which analyze the detailed structural conponents of a bridge.
This module

15

currently not operational,

Figure C-23. Substitute screen for the nonoperational "Project
Level Interface" module.
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Figure C-24. Structure inventory listing obtained using option I of the "Reporting" module.
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Figure C-25. Bridge condition summary data listing obtained using option 2 of the "Reporting" module.
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Figure C-26. Detailed condition data listing obtained using option 3 of the "Reporting" module.
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Figure C-27. Span group summary data listing obtained using option 4 of the "Rrporting" module.
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Figure C-28. Other feature inventory listing obtained using option 5 of the "Reporting" module.

APPENDIX D
CURRENT BMS PRACTICES
This appendix presents an overview of bridge management
practices in various states. The information concerning Pennsylvania, California, Texas, North Carolina, Kansas, and New
York is based on Technical Advisory Committee meetings and
surveys of these states with questionnaires and visits. A more
detailed write-up concerning state bridge management practices
is contained in a project technical memorandum entitled "A
Summary of Current Bridge Management Practices" available
for loan upon request through NCHRP.
PENNSYLVANIA

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Structure
Inventory Record System (SIRS) contains 22,500 highway
bridges 20 ft and greater in length. An estimated 32 percent of
these bridges are either structurally deficient or functionally
obsolete (having Federal Sufficiency Ratings less than 80).
PennDOT has recently completed an operational BMS that will
enhance current data bes and provide priority ranking for
rehabilitation / replacement and for maintenance needs.

tablished by PennDOT to develop and implement its BMS. The
skeleton of the existing organization for bridge activities is as
follows.
Four Bureau Chiefs work under the Deputy Secretary for
Highway Administration. The Division of Bridge Management
Systems reports to the Bureau of Bridge and Roadway Technology and is responsible for bridge inspection and records. The
Bureau of Maintenance and Operations is responsible for bridge
maintenance. Fifteen people work in the BMS group (one in
each of the 11 districts and four in the Harrisburg headquarters).
There are 50 to 60 inspectors working year-round.
Many Pennsylvania bridges were built more than 40 years
ago and are due for either major rehabilitation or replacement.
The following table shows the number of bridges classified as
eligible for replacement and/or rehabilitation by Federal criteria:
NO. STRUCTURALLY DEFICIENT OR
NO. BRIDGES
FUNCTIONALLY
IN SIRS (AS OF
OBSOLETE
JUL. 1985)
BRIDGES

Current Status

A bridge management work group of nine persons, five department employees, and four outside consultants has been es-

State
Local (non-State)
Total

16,700
5,800
22,500

4,463
2,771
7,234

EST. COST OF
IMPROVEMENT
(BILLION DOLLARS)

1.9
0.6
$ 2.5 billion
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From the foregoing table, it is evident that about $2.5 billion
for replacement/rehabilitation are required to provide a satisfactory set of highway bridges in Pennsylvania (22).
Approximately 17 percent of bridge expenditures are devoted
to preventive and routine maintenance. About 83 percent are
spent on replacement/rehabilitation and new bridge construction.

Table D-1. PennDOT's codes for bridge maintenance and repair activities.
Description

Activity No.
711-412-01
711-413-01

Maintenance and Repair-Deck Repairs.
Maintenance and Repairs-Structures
(pier, abutments, wing walls, etc.).

711-414-01

Preventive Maintenance - Annual cleaning.

711-415-01

Preventive Maintenance-Joint Sealing

711-416-01

Preventive Maintenance - Spot Painting

Inventory, Inspection, and Appraisal

(contract bridge painting program is to be

Rating and inventory forms are based on the standard FHWA
guidelines. Data collection with SI&A began in 1972. PennDOT
has already implemented the "Structural Inventory Record System (SIRS): Coding Manual's (12). Existing data have been
coded in computer files.

than 10% of the structure).

considered if paintlug is tequied .n
711-417-01

Preventive Maintenance -Minor Repairs (minor
amount of maintenance works required to
preserve the serviceability of a bridge).

711-419-01

Maintenance/Repair-Other (for all other
routine activities).

Load Posting Criteria

Inventory and operating ratings are used and, if necessary,
actual traffic lanes are loaded for evaluating safe load capacity
and posting.

Priority Ranking

In the proposed Pennsylvania system, priority ranking of
bridges is based on the degree to which each bridge is deficient
in meeting public needs (22). Deficiencies are evaluated in two
categories: (1) level-of-service evaluation considering load capacity, clear bridge deck width, and vertical clearance; and (2)
bridge condition evaluation using the Federal Sufficiency Rating
System (FSRS). The total deficiency of each bridge is determined by combining the scores from both categories using appropriate weighting factors. This procedure will be used to
generate priority rankings for rehabilitation/replacement and
the associated costs for each alternative.

Maintenance/ Rehabilitation Practices

PennDot's BMS group (22) points out: (1) the need for a
priority ranking procedure to allocate maintenance funds between bridge-related and nonbridge activities, and (2) the inadequacy of the SI&A sheets to define maintenance needs for
bridges. The BMS being developed by PennDOT proposes to
enhance the SIRS information by including a list of maintenance
activities to be identified and priority ranked by the raters.
According to the available "Highway Maintenance Foreman
Manual" issued by the PennDOT Bureau of Maintenance and
Operations (23), bridge maintenance activities are divided into
seven categories, as given in Table D- 1. Performance standards
for these activities were not established in this manual. A larger
number of maintenance activities are being proposed for inclusion in PennDOT's BMS (22). The results of a survey (8) on
various types of bridge maintenance and rehabilitation work
performed in Pennsylvania are presented in Table D-2.
Cyclic needs of some preventive maintenance treatments and
a method for annual funding have been identified by the
PennDOT (22) using the following information:

ACTIVITY

FREQUENCY

Bridge Painting
Deck Rehabilitation
(unprotected decks or reinforcement)

12 years
Bridge 20 years old or
deck condition rating < 5
5 years
1 year
1 year
2 years

Clean & Reseal Deck Joints
Clean Scuppers
Clean Deck (bridges wider than 24 ft)
Breakdown Maintenance (bridges in poor
condition) until rehabilitation or replaced
Replace Timber Deck

15 years

Available Data

In addition to the SIRS data, construction and maintenance
cost data are also available in scattered locations. The maintenance cost data are presently available (in the seven categories,
given in Table D- 1) in the annual expenditure summary prepared by the PennDOT Bureau of Maintenance. In the
PennDOT BMS, a "Structure Cost Data Inventory File" will
be created to store unit costs of new construction and rehabilitation work (22).

Models I Computer Programs

Traditionally, initial costs are used to compare alternatives
for construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance. A life-cycle
cost model has been developed to evaluate rehabilitation and
replacement alternatives (24). A microcomputer program, based
on this model, determines a least cost solution to bridge work
considering the service life of the bridge, the time value of
money, and inflation. User delay costs are also considered in
rehabilitation design.
The BAR4 rating program, written by PennDOT, analyzes
individual bridges to determine their live load capacities for
various truck configurations, using Working Stress Rating methodology.
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Table D-2. Types of bridge maintenance and rehabifitation work performed in Pennsylvania (8).

Future/Planned Activities

PennDOT is developing a comprehensive bridge management
system (BMS) which: (1) integrates and utilizes data from the
SIRS and other sources, (2) enhances and expands the SIRS
data and other data bases, (3) systematically evaluates deficiencies and associated costs, (4) records maintenance and construction cost histories, (5) stores physical attributes of bridges
to evaluate their load ratings, and (6) enables cost-effective
management of Pennsylvania bridges included in the BMS. The
overall goal of this BMS is to provide a management tool that
will allow a systematic determination of present and future
maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement needs along with
a priority ranking for effective use of designated funds. The
PennDOT BMS is expected to be operational in early 1987 (22).

SUBSTRUCTURE

-

1. Foundation Protection
Underpinning
Stream bed paving
Encase arch footing
2. Piers, Abutments, and Wing Walls
Repoint masonry
Dri-Pak masonry
Cabion wing walls
Replace concrete wing walls
Concrete ebutment and wing walls placed in front of loose masonry
abutments and wing walls
Jacketing
Masonry wing walls capped
Temporary abutments and wing walls made of steel soldier piles
with timber cribbing
Rebuild head walls and wing walls for concrete arch
Tie head walls of masonry arch together with steel rods and
turnbuckles
3. Additional Support
Place timber or steel bents at midspan of girders or trusses
Place timber supports under end of arches on a timber covered
bridge
Place steel bents and beams under covered bridge

CALIFORNIA

California's Bridge Division dates back to 1936 when 2,000
bridges were inventoried. The division was centralized and located in Sacramento, but now is decentralized. The 1983 bridge
statistics (25) list 24,116 bridges, including 14,000 state bridges.
California does have a working BMS with respect to data collection, priority ranking for rehabilitation or replacement, and
effective maintenance. The system relies on professional expertise and judgment.

'Current Status

SUPERSTRUCTURE
1. Railing Treatment
A. New Jersey type concrete curb and parapet
B. Structure mounted guard rail (including wheel guard)
Attached to top of concrete curb
Attached to side of concrete curb
Attached to steel stringers
Attached to metal grid deck
8-in,
concrete curb and parapet
C.
2. Deck Replacement
Reinforced concrete (conventional or stay-in-place forms)
Metal grid
Timber (laminated or planking)
Structural planking with bituminous surface
3. Drainage

The Bridge Division is responsible for design and construction. Minor maintenance is performed by a maintenance division, and major repairs are carried out by contract through the
central office. The districts make most decisions. Fifteen people
work at the state headquarters. Inspectors are responsible for
all inspection and recommendations. Fifty people work for the
data collection. A system of colors is used to develop a maximum
load and routing map. Posting is done by the Bridge Division.
No load-posted state bridges exist in California now on the state
system. An approximate breakdown of current bridge expenditure is given below.

Add deck drains
Drain extensions below bottom of structure
Replace watertable (concrete slab and drains)
4. Expansion Joints (or Dams)
Plate dam (steel)
Angle dam (steel)
Elastomeric joints
Reseal joints
Dams replaced with open joints
5. Bearings
A. Make bearings functional
6. Truss Repair
Lower pin connection repair
Strengthening members
Floor beam strengthening
Increase vertical clearance
7. Widening

PERCENT OF
DOLLARS
SPENT ON BRIDGES

1984

ACTIVITY

7

Minor Maintenance
Repair/Rehabilitation

1

Replacement

14

New Bridge Construction
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Concrete slab bridge
Concrete T-beam bridge
Steel I-beam bridge
Concrete deck
Metal grid deck
Timber deck
B. Main Structural Members
A. Replace stringers or add more stringers
Repair holes in stringer webs
New R/C slab superstructure
(1) Cast-in-place
(2) Precast
S. Encase (jacket) R/C T-beams
E. Dri-Pak work on masonry arch
9. Sidewalks
Concrete slab
Steel stringer with timber deck

In 1978 the data base was computerized. There are 59 counties,
and bridge numbers are designated by county number. The
bridge records (generated by computer) contain all the information including structural evaluation, damage history, and

10. Bridge Replacement with Pipe
Steel plate arch with head walls
Steel pipe arch with head walls
Multi-pipe with head walls
Reinforced concrete boo culvert

Uri
Table D-3. Priority ranking for maintenance levels of service.
Priority Ranking
gjn
Code

Definitions

U

Urgent

An immediate response is authorized
including the use of overtime and after
hours call back if necessary.

Q

Quick

This work requires early attention and
should be undertaken within two weeks. Some
work may require a response with one or two
days.

R

Routine

This work should be underway within two
months.

S

Seasonal

This work should be accomplished during the
appropriate seasonof the year.

U

Delayed

This work needs to be done but may be
deferred for a reasonable period of time to
accumulate a sufficient quantity of work, or
allow for work load leveling.

Table D-4. Urgency factors used by California in preparing reports for

structures replacement and improvement.
Definition

Factors
1

The work is essential and should not be deferred
beyond the year shown,

2

The work is important. It should be done in the
year shown but may be deferred for one year with
only minor consequence to the structure.

3

The work is required. It should be done in the
year shown but may be deferred up to two years
without serious consequence to the structure.

4

The need for work is identifiable. It could be
done in the year shown but may be deferred five
years or more without major consequence to the
maintenance of the structure.
program is administered and priorities are
established by others.

8

Permit upgrade jobs are to be nominated and
prioritized by districts.

Table D-5. Technical prioritization procedure used by California.

priority rating. The bridge records are kept in 84 X 11 in. size
books. There are 1,800 books, at present, which contain all
summarized information including maintenance! repair / cost
records (445,000 pages of information). The summary data of
each bridge are also kept on a 4 x 6 card file.
Inventory, Inspection, and Appraisal

From the standard forms used in California the following
additional data are collected for state bridges only: (1) paint
data, (2) damage history, (3) recommended maintenance work,
(4) recommended contract work, (5) additional structure type
data, (6) substructure and foundation data, and (7) overload
capacity rating.
Bridge performance is described in much more detail than
that available on the standard SI&A system.

Load Posting Criteria

Structural capacity is rated using both inventory and operating ratings criteria. Inventory rating is based on normal design
load (working stress); operating rating is based on 30 percent
overstressed condition. Bridges are posted at the operating rating
level.

Priority Ranking

The Bridge Maintenance Engineer recommends in his bridge
report the priority ranking (Table D-3) of work to be done by
state maintenance forces. The Bridge Maintenance Engineer
determines the fiscal year and urgency factors (Table D-4) for
work to be done on contract. These data along with other data
are fed to a prioritization formula to determine the technical
ranking (Table D-5).
Maintenance/ Rehabilitation Practices

Technical Rank - [ UF'7 + (.9) (Fl)) (K1 (K2) (K3) (K4)
SF - Urgency Factor *
Fl - Fiscal Year **
K1 - Type of Work
- 1.0 when work -

Misc. Major Work or Replacement
Permit Upgrade.

- 1.2 when not as above
- 0.85
If on SHELL Route
K2
K3 - If not on SHELL Route - 1.00
K3 - Square root of the Sufficiency Rating
K4 - 2.0722 (ADTT)-0'1'
3
Note: I. ADTT - ADT of trucks with S or more axles
2. K4 ranges from about 0.72 minimum to absolute
maximum of 1.25.
-If
If
If
If
If
If
**If
If
If
If
If

"UF"
"UP'
"UF"
"UF"
"hF"
"UF"

-

1,
2,
3,
4,
0,
9,

write "SF" - 1.00
write "UF' - 2.00
write "UF' - 3.00
write "UF" - 10.00
write "N" - blank
write "N" - 999.9

"Fl" - 1st input year, write
."FY" - 2nd input year, write
"Fl" - 3rd input year, write
"FY' - 4th input year, write
"Fl" - 5th input year, write

"FY"
"Fl"
"Fl"
"Fl"
"Fl"

-

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

California considers the standard SI&A forms to be an inadequate 4escriptor of maintenance activities. Bridge reports
usually include a narrative and sketches to detail recommended
work. The following items are arranged in order of the decreasing dollar values of work done by the maintenance forces.
Painting
Bridge deck joints
Concrete superstructure
Miscellaneous
Substructure
Bridge railings
Steel superstructure
Maintenance is defined as the preservation and repair of a
bridge to its designed or accepted configuration in a safe and
usable condition. Maintenance programs are developed to offset
the effects of weather, aging, material failure, design or construction defects, traffic wear, damage or vandalism. Rehabilitation is defined as the extension of the life and/or capacity or
subsequently improvement of the bridge from its original condition.
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Available Data

Current Status

Records are available for all contract work. Unit costs for
various coating operations are available, as are maintenance
costs, for the painting of steel bridges. Inventory inspection
records kept for the last 50 years are in typed reports filed in
books and on the computer for later years. Maintenance cost
data by year are available to some extent, and cost data for
replacement structures are available to a reasonable date.

In the Texas SDHPT three divisions are primarily concerned
with bridges. These are: (1) 135—Bridge Division, (2) D18—
Maintenance Division, and (3) 138—Roadway Design Division.
The District Engineer is the most important person in the priority process. The Divisions provide services and advice to district
engineers, but district engineers determine their own priorities.
This organization is characterized by an informal exchange
of information. The University of Texas Center for Transportation Research and The Texas Transportation Institute of Texas
A & M University provide research services. Periodic research
conferences provide a forum for them to meet. Some districts,
like the Houston Urban District, have their own integrated
bridge design and management sections.
The breakdown of bridge expenditure, as provided by the
Bridge Division of the Texas SDHPT, is approximately as follows:

Models! Computer Programs

Only initial costs are used to compare various alternatives for
construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance. User delay costs
are not considered in economic evaluation. California does not
use computerized evaluation models such as BARS or BRASS.
Data are available which consider the effectiveness of cathodic
protection on seven bridge decks. Life expectancy is available
for coatings on structural steel bridges. The state is divided into
four environmental zones. The expected paint service life for
steel bridges is given in the following for each zone.

ZONE

DEFINITION

EXPECTED SERVICE LIFE
OF PAINT
(YEARS)

1

Coastal area to /2-mile inland

3-5

2

Inland and bay areas

5-10

3

Mountain and coastal valley

10-15

Central valley and desert

15-25

4

TEXAS

In the Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) no single organization is responsible for
bridge management. The State has a large number of bridges
on its road network. A summary of 1983 bridge posting statistics
(25) is presented here:

NUMBER OF
BRIDGES

NUMBER POSTED

6,898
4

Other Federal-Aid

19,471

Off System

19,493

2,516 (Est.)

45,862

2,520 (Est.)

TOTAL

Minor Maintenance
Repair/Rehabilitation
Replacement
New Bridge Construction

3.6
8.3
19.8
68.3

Inventory, Inspection, and Appraisal

The published work on cost-effective decision models (24) is
currently being studied by the Department.

Interstate

PERCENT OF
TOTAL BRIDGE EXPENDITURE

Large amounts of new bridge expenditures are the result of a
need to increase capacity. Both the Bridge and Maintenance
Divisions were contacted to determine the overall status of
bridge management. Their responses are used in the following
sections.

Future! Planned Activities

SYSTEM

ACTIVITY

Texas uses it own forms for the inventory, inspection, and
appraisal of bridges which provide information required by the
FHWA. These are collected on a contract basis. Bridge inspection is the responsibility of D5. Inventory data forms are based
on standard FHWA guidelines. With the exception of federally
mandated bridges, the management of other bridges is mixed
in with the management of other roadway items, primarily the
responsibility of district engineers. The Texas SDHPT uses the
BRINSAP (11) system for these inspections. The following
components are included in the SI&A forms.
Approaches
Waterway
Substructure
Superstructure
Roadway
Culvert and retaining walls
Several elements are included in each of these components. A
provision for coding the posted load limit is also provided in
these forms.
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Load-Posting Criteria

NORTH CAROLINA

Both inventory and operating ratings are used to evaluate
structural capacity. Inventory rating is the usual practice. For
bridges with operating ratings less than H20, the bridge is usually load posted at the inventory rating level.

In the past, the Bridge Division was responsible for all bridge
operations. Responsibility is now decentralized. Bridge designers
no longer control construction and this may cause communications gaps. There are 17,300 bridges in North Carolina; 97
percent of these are State-maintained bridges. About 65 percent
of these bridges qualify for replacement (structurally deficient
or functionally obsolete).

Priority Ranking

The Federal Sufficiency Rating scheme is used on the federally
aided bridge rehabilitation/replacement program. There is no
optimization model at the network level, although 20-year planfling is done with priority assignment.

Maintenance/ Rehabilitation Practices

Maintenance is defined as repair work done to keep the bridge
functioning at about the same level. Rehabilitation is defined as
the improvement necessary to bring all components of the bridge
up to acceptable standards. Maintenance of bridges is the responsibility of district engineers and their maintenance engineers. Most bridge money is used in new construction and
replacement. Other frequently addressed items are: bridge deck
repair, cleaning and painting steel structures, rail repair, emergency repair of overheight-load damage (grade separation
bridges), and joint cleaning resealing.

Available Data

The SI&A data are available for 2 years and are stored on
computer by the Bridge Division. About 4 years of data are
available in file cabinets of the Maintenance Division. Histories
of bridge performance, maintenance, and rehabilitation are generally not available. Cost information is available in very broad
categories. Maintenance expenditures are reported for fixed
bridges and movable bridges. Bid prices can be found only for
rehabilitation/replacement and new construction projects.

Models/Computer Programs

User delay costs are considered only in special cases: usually
where some aspect of design has to be justified. Trade-offs between initial construction cost and periodic maintenance costs
(especially steel painting, joint cleaning, rail repair, and deck
patching) are generally considered when comparing alternatives.
More and more consideration is being given during initial design
to minimize future maintenance costs. BARS computer program
for ratings of load capacity is available but rarely used.

Current Status

Bridge maintenance is still an autonomous division. It has
two sections: (1) operation (inspection/rating), and (2) maintenance. State force labor is used for a majority of maintenance
jobs. Forty-five people perform inspections in 2-year rotations.
The central office has more than 30 people in its staff for appraisals.

Inventory, Inspection, and Appraisal

The forms used by North Carolina have expanded codes (13)
in addition to the kind of information available in standard
SI&A forms.

Load-Posting Criteria

Both inventory and operating ratings are calculated for evaluating bridge structural capacity. Load posting is based on operating rating. Operating rating is associated with 75 percent of
yield strength.

Priority Ranking

The North Carolina Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) has taken a significant lead in developing a rational
priority ranking method for replacement/rehabilitation. Realizing that the Federal Sufficiency Rating does not place adequate
emphasis on level of service provided to the public, a procedure
for evaluating bridges and producing priority ranking has been
developed on the basis of level-of-service deficiency (26). This
procedure utilizes data from the NCDOT Structure Inventory
and Appraisal Expanded File. Priority ranking for replacement/
rehabilitation is based on the extent of bridge deficiency calculated in a manner that parallels the magnitude of user costs
incurred (26).

Maintenance/Rehabilitation Practices

Following is a list of items on which most of the bridge
maintenance / rehabilitation funds are spent.
Future/Planned Activities

The Center for Transportation Research of the University of
Texas at Austin has been awarded a research study to develop
a priority ranking procedure for project selection (bridge projects).

1. Deterioration of bridge timbers—superstructure.
2. Deterioration of concrete decks.
3. Failure of deck-joint system.
4. Bearing systems (both concrete and steel spans).
5. Machinery and electrical systems of movable bridges.
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Timber substructure.
Handrails (mostly timber, but sometimes metal).

It is apparent that the KDOT spends a major part of bridge
money on replacement/rehabilitation.

Available Data

Inventory/inspection data have been available on computer
since 1980. Construction, maintenance, rehabilitation, and posting histories are also available on computer. Bridges on all
systems (primary, secondary) have been designed for HS20
loading since 1976/1977. Cost information is readily retrievable
in general categories. Examples are: initial costs, force account
and contract maintenance/rehabilitation cost, and bridge removal cost (by contract only). Maintenance/rehabilitation cost
data are also available by year.
Models/Computer Programs

User costs are generally not considered in economic evaluation. A computer program, Level of Service and Prioritization
(LOSAP), has been developed for priority ranking of bridge
replacement projects (26).
Future/Planned Activities

Load-Posting Criteria

Inventory rating is used to evaluate structural capacity.
Bridges are posted when Kansas legal loads exceed the operating
rating. The posted limit is set between the inventory and operating ratings based on 5-ton increments.

Priority Ranking

The current KDOT system selects the scope of work and
makes a priority ranking for each bridge. In some respects
Kansas is a step ahead of several other states, since optimization
software is being prepared to parallel its PMS system and
thereby provide consistency in network trade-off comparisons.

Maintenance/Rehabilitation Practices

North Carolina has a very active research program on various
aspects of a BMS: a procedure of priority ranking for replacement, economic evaluation of competing alternatives, and generation of cost summaries from inspection and maintenance
data.
KANSAS

Kansas reported 24,915 bridges (25). Most of these bridges
are owned by the Kansas Department of Transportation
(KDOT), Kansas Turnpike Authority, and counties. Kansas
Turnpike Authority itself performs all bridge operations including inspection and reporting. Cities are responsible for
bridges in the urban system. Counties and cities hire consultants
for inspection, but KDOT performs in-house inspections and
ratings.

The KDOT uses the term preservation to define maintenance.
Rehabilitation includes widening and strengthening. Following
is a list of bridge work items most frequently done by the KDOT.
Roadway width improvements.
Strengthening due to raised load limit.
Deck deterioration.
Concrete girder cracking.
Bridge painting.
Concrete deterioration (superstructures and substructures).
Backwall and expansion joint failure.
Channel alignment.
Wing wall failure.

Current Status

Available Data

A bridge inspection team is part of the bridge design section.
They go out to each of the six districts, bring data back to the
design section, and use the data to load rate the bridges. Plans
are prepared in the office. The inspection is carried out yearround. A history of each structure is maintained on computer
sheets. Maintenance is handled in the field. Major work is carried out through contracts by the construction division. The
programs are developed on a 5-year basis.
The funds allocation (obtained from the KDOT) for various
work items related to bridges is given below:

Inventory/inspection data have been collected since 1931.
The data are being stored on computer files from 1971. Histories
for maintenance/rehabilitation (contract work) can be retrieved. A wide variety of cost information is available. These
are: initial costs (including replacement costs), contract work
costs, bridge removal costs, and yearly maintenance costs.

ACTIVITY

Minor Maintenance
Repair/Rehabilitation
Replacement/Rehabilitation
New Bridge Construction

EXPENDITURES

$1,000,000
$248,000,000
$27,000,000
Unknown

Models/Computer Programs

Trade-offs between initial construction costs and periodic
maintenance costs are considered when comparing alternatives.
User delay costs are not considered in economic evaluation. A
model is currently in use for bridge evaluation/replacement
programs. In-house computer programs are used for structural
evaluation and ratings of bridges.
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Table D-6. Bridge components and their elements as defined by the
NYDOT (29).

NEW YORK

The New York Department of Transportation (NYDOT) is
making a major effort to develop and implement a Bridge Management System. The 1983 bridge statistics (25) are given below.

BRIDGE COMPONENT

ELEMENT

ABUTMENTS
(Beginning & Ending)

Joint with deck
Bearings, Anchor bolts, Pads
Seat & Pedestals
Backwall
Stem (Breastwall)
Erosion or Scour
Footings & Piles

WINGWALLS
(Beginnings & Ending)

Walls
Footing
Erosion or Scour
Piles

STREAM CHANNEL

Adequate opening
Erosion & Scour
Channel siltation
Bank protection

APPROACHES

Drainage
Embankment
Settlement
Erosion
Pavement
Guide railing

DECK

Wearing surface
Monolithic deck surface
Curbs
Sidewalks & facias
Railings & parapets
Railings paint
Scuppers
Gratings
Medians

SUPERSTRUCTURE

Deck, structural
Primary members
Secondary members
Paint
Joints

PIER

Bearings, Anchor bolts, Pads -Pedestals
Top of pier cap or beam
Stem (solid pier)
Cap beam
Pier columns
Footings
Erosion or Scour
Piles

UTILITIES

Lighting standards
Lighting fixtures
Sign structure
Utilities
Utilities support

NUMBER OF BRIDGES NUMBER POSTED

SYSTEM

Interstate
Other Federal-Aid
Off System

1,690
7,177
8,831

0
169
1,675

TOTAL

17,248

1,844

Current Status

Both the Bridge Division and Maintenance Division are involved in bridge management activity. A scale of 7 to 1 is used
to rate bridge elements in the State of New York. These ratings
are given below.

MEANING

RATING

New Condition
Used to shade between 7 and 5
Minor deterioration and functioning
as originally designed
Used to shade between 5 and 3
Serious deterioration, or not functioning as originally designed
Used to shade between 3 and 1
Potentially hazardous

7
6
5
4
3
2

Each element of every bridge component (Table D-6) is rated
on this scale every 2 years: bridges in poor condition are rated
yearly, however.
Following is an estimate of bridge expenditures:

PERCENT OF
ACTIVITY

Minor Maintenance
Repair/Rehabilitation
Replacement
New Bridge Construction

BRIDGE DOLLARS

4
43
35
18

The NYDOT has devoted significant resources to develop
and implement a comprehensive BMS. Twenty new positions
have been authorized for this activity.

inventory, Inspection, Appraisal

The NYDOT Special Report 70 (27) concluded that the
Bridge Inspection reports made after 1977 were very good.
Because of training and organizational difficulties, inspections
before that date were variable and inconsistent.

The NYDOT performs inventory and inspection of bridges
on a per span basis, and many more structural components are
taken into account in the compilation of the bridge rating. These
components and their elements are described in Table D-6.
Load-Posting Criteria

Both inventory and operating ratings, as per AASHTO's
"Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges" (28), are used
to evaluate bridge structural capacity. Both ratings are used for
posting in appropriate cases. Posting value will be based on
Inventory rating for certain complex and/or nonredundant
structures—somewhere in between inventory and operating rating for other bridges.
Priority Ranking

New York State does not use the FHWA SI&A information
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as a bridge management tool. Many more structural components
are considered in establishing the bridge condition rate scale.
When the 7 to 1 scale (described earlier) is applied to whole
bridges, the cost to repair appears to increase exponentially with
decreasing rating, as shown by the following data.

RATING

AVERAGE COST PER
STRUCTURE ($)

7
6
5
4
3
2

670
3,400
11,200
27,500
62,000
122,000
250,000

Based on these data, it is proposed that the most cost-effective
work for a BMS is the necessary preventive maintenance before
a structure starts deteriorating, rather than waiting until the
structure deteriorates more rapidly.

natives. The following models are available for possible use in
a BMS:
Life-cycle cost prediction.
Paint life.
Chloride concentration/penetration.
Overall condition prediction.
Prediction of loading effects.
Models have been used for: (1) life-cycle costing, (2) bridge
evaluation/replacement, (3) research, and (4) planning/bridge
management.
Future/Planned Activities

A comprehensive BMS is being developed by the NYDOT.
Research is currently underway to determine the most costeffective strategies for maintenance and rehabilitation/replacement.

OTHER STATE BMS
Maintenance/Rehabilitation Practices

The NYDOT relates the difference between bridge maintenance and rehabilitation to the extent of the work done. Maintenance restores one or several elements of a bridge to a
serviceable condition (30). Rehabilitation is intended to restore
the entire bridge to full operational condition, correcting as
many deficiencies and substandard features as feasible. The following items are frequently responded by the NYDOT:
Concrete bridge decks.
Superstructure steel deterioration.
Substructure deterioration or distress.
Geometric deficiencies.
Waterway deficiencies, scour.
Painting.
Joints and bearings (cleaning and replacement).

The following section contains state bridge management system information collected from the literature review.
The New Mexico Bridge inspection Program

New Mexico has 3,000 bridges on the federal-aid system. All
these bridges have received their initial inspection and inventory
by July 1973. Annual training sessions and field work with the
staff of the Civil Engineering Department of New Mexico State
University have kept the program very viable and have led to
the use of bridge capacity data developed within the program
into a statewide overload routing and permit system. All bridge
data are stored in numerical order by bridge number on a
magnetic tape and disk. The computer program OVLOAD has
the ability to pick out all bridges that do not meet the equivalent
load criteria along a proposed route and to generate a printout
of the pertinent data (31).

Available Data
Wisconsin's Computer Model

Six years of bridge inventory/inspection data are available
as a computerized data base. The state SI&A system allows
tracking of bridge, or bridge type, and performance over a period
of years. The Maintenance Division keeps records of maintenance tasks, by bridge and by date. Cost information is kept by
various divisions to suit individual needs. The Structures Division keeps a cost per square feet for new, replacement, and
rehabilitated bridges. The Maintenance Division keeps records
for bridge repair costs by task. These data are retrievable from
both sources.
Models / Computer Programs

Trade-offs between initial design cost and periodic maintenance costs are considered to a minor extent in design alter-

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WISDOT)
has developed a computer simulation model that uses life-cycle
cost analysis, in addition to the information on the structural
adequacy and functional obsolescence of bridges, to determine
the least cost mix bridge repair and replacement work for up
to 25,000 bridges and up to 20 program periods (32).
Wisconsin has about 12,000 bridges. Steel deck girders, prestressed concrete, and concrete slabs represent 77 percent of all
bridges and 85 percent of the total deck area. The average age
of all bridges is 25.6 years. However, more than 500 bridges are
at least 50 years old. In all, 12 percent of the bridges, for which
the State is responsible, have a sufficiency rating below 50 percent, the threshold to be eligible for federal bridge replacement
funds. WISDOT is using the results of the computer model in
its State Highway Plan to provide guidance in formulating its
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Table D-7. Minnesota condition point values (33).
Excellent

9. Condition superior to present desirable criteria
8. Condition equal to present desirable criteria

Table D-8. Summary of the Replacement Priority Calculation (RPC)
used by Minnesota (33).
Category I

Structural Adequacy and Safety
Safe Load Appraisal Rating Point
X Average Daily Traffic Point

7. Condition better than present minimum criteria
6. Condition equal to present minimum criteria
5. Condition somewhat better than minimum adequacy to
tolerate being left in place as is
4. Condition meeting minimum tolerable limits to be left
in place as is

Fair

Product Category 1
Category 2

Deck Gesmetry Appraisal Rating Point
Average Daily Traffic Point
Underclearance Appraisal Rating Point
Waterway Adequacy Appraisal Rating Point
Approach Roadway Alignment Appraisal
Rating
+ Structural Condition Appraisal Rating
Point
+ Type of Bridge Point
Sum
X Age Point
+
+
+
+

3. Basically intolerable condition requiring high priority
or repair
2. Basically intolerable condition requiring high priority
or replacement
1. Immediate repair necessary to put back in service
0. Immediate replacement necessary to put back in service

Poor

XX 50% to RPC

Serviceability and Functional Obsolescence
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

N. Does not apply
Product Category 2 XX 25% to RPC
Category 3

Essentiality for Public Use

+
+
+
+

6-year highway investment program, and its biennial budget
proposal for bridge repair and replacement (32).

Detour Length Point
Average Daily Traffic Point
Road System Designation Point
Functional Classification Point
Bridge Record for Defense Point
Product Sum Category 3 XX 25% to RPC

Maryland

Maryland uses the Federal Sufficiency Rating in conjunction
with its own Deck Sufficiency Rating to generate priority ranking of bridge replacement/rehabilitation projects. The Deck
Sufficiency Rating is evaluated from ten factors that are: average
daily traffic volumes, detour lengths, functional class of highway, structure location, potential area development, deck chloride content, deck core recovery, percentage of deck corrosion,
life of deck if not repaired, and condition of the bridge structure.
This method is computerized (33).

Minnesota

Minnesota prioritizes its bridges by both the Federal Bridge
Sufficiency Rating formula and its own Replacement Priority
Calculation (RPC). The RPC procedure maintains the three
basic categories found in the Federal Sufficiency Rating formula:
Structural Adequacy and Safety
Serviceability and Functional Obsolescence
Essentiality for Public Use
Instead of the FHWA-weighted percentages of 55 percent, 30
percent, and 15 percent, however, Minnesota has modified these
to 50 percent, 25 percent, and 25 percent, respectively. Also,
instead of using formulas, point values are assigned according

to the conditions described in Table D-7. The RPC procedure
is summarized in Table D-8 (33).

Illinois

Illinois has developed a project priority ranking system based
on bridge inventory data to determine backlog categories related
to required levels of service. The system relies on computer
output of inventory data, which is then used by a panel of field
district representatives and headquarters specialists from the
Bridge, Maintenance, and Planning and Programming offices.

SUMMARY

This appendix has presented state-of-the-art information on
bridge management practices and ongoing research. It includes
bridge maintenance, rehabilitation, replacement, rating, posting,
inspection and prioritization. A comprehensive review of state
bridge management practices has shown that several states have
devoted considerable efforts to the development of bridge management systems at various levels. Pennsylvania currently has
the most advanced BMS model. However, other states, namely,
North Carolina and Kansas, have made significant developments.
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